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PREFACE

* "|V /JT Y good friend,' I said, frankly, ' so much
I V/ I honour would prove too great a burden

for shoulders that have hitherto borne

none. You suggest that I insert this preface of

yours, this prefatory trumpet, before my bald

matter. With kindness, then, you would kill me
indeed.

' Why, take your first paragraph, without more.

Though but the fanfare, is it not loud enough, look

you, to wake a multitude of sharp mouths that were

else quiet ? Alas, it is ! With it alone you would

wreck me.'

Picking up my friend's manuscript, I went on,

steadily :

' After quoting the well-worn aphorism that style

is the man's self, you say, squinting at me, that, if

an author be simple, strong, and direct, you will not

quarrel with him if his work want the thin niceties

that look well enough in the productions of less

robust writers—that, if it be vigorous, if it be un-

sapped and not overlaid with sophistication, and if,

above all, it convey the sense of a spirit communi-
cated, that work of his is not to be despised. You
affirm that you find in this book of mine a vitality

not staled by convention. You continue that the

I
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stripping away in it of tiresome analysis, the giving

the fact simply and cleanly, without comment, has

a stimulating effect on the imagination—that the

picture is not blotted—that the matter is selected

as in a poem—that, caring little for psychological

display, the work often proceeds, not by stated

cause and effect, but on more elemental and concrete

reckonings. You are pleased to point out that the

tales, thus, have often a delightful naivety, lack that

conventional cleverness that spoils many modern

books—that, in this simple mode, one finds no sug-

gestion of a sense of superiority in the writer, no hint

of special knowledge, no mere trick of the pen

—

that any man, it would seem, might have written

them. And you conclude very prettily that, where

things are stated so unpretentiously and so sincerely,

every word tells.

' All this, my friend, may be very well ; but, de-

livered with so plump a lip, who would believe it ?
'

When the shock of this pertinent question,

plainly unexpected, had passed off a little, I glanced

at his sheets again.

' Let us proceed now,' I said, firmly, ' to your

second paragraph.

' Some writers, you continue, are clever but

superficial ; this author writes without affectation
;

and this is eminently suited to the true pathos and

the tough humour so prominent in his work. You
sagely observe that the manner, doubtless, is often
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simple and primitive because the matter is—that

the primitive things of war, and of the men w^ho

follow it, perhaps need a treatment that does not

look too clever, too facile and sophisticated—that

to use this here might be no more congruous than

to put a dress-coat on a huntsman. Thus, you state

then, many of the tales are rough ; but they have

some quality more precious than mere facility.

BiWs Religion, you affirm, in a rough style, gets its

effect capitally ; it goes back to the beginning of

literature, and is thoroughly alive, as most primitive

things are. The Mopoke is a rough thing ; but (so

you are pleased to say) the quaint and delicious

touches of humour in it, in the Chaucerian manner,

redeem it wholly. This, you add, applies to other

sketches here too. In short, you conclude again,

where other accounts of the same things appear

journalistic. Latinised, and tame, this author's, to

you, look vivid, sincere, and convincing.'

But here my nice sense of delicacy (an old failing

with me) brought me to a full stop. Any further

quotation (at least, in my own person) from my
friend's generous memoir was, I found, more than

I could support. Turning to him, I said, with some

embarrassment :

' To hear this high report of my poor self, my
friend, might well make me blush ; but to lend thus

my own lips to it is, I find, too much altogether for

my modesty. I beg you, take your manuscript.
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Read what you have written there ; and you shall

have a hundred reasons to prove how impossible is

the insertion of this preface'

My friend, rallying a little, took the sheets,

settled himself comfortably, and continued thus :

' W hat the modern tale loses in richness it gains

often in lucidity. It is not so suggestive as its

forerunners ; it confines itself more strictly to the

business in hand ; not delaying the reader with

thought, or with admiration of the phrase, it hurries

on breathlessly to the end proposed : it secures the

unity of impression at the expense of other qualities.

One cannot have it altogether both ways ; but this

author, it seems to me, has effected a happy com-

promise. Indeed, the unity of impression he seems

at times to secure more by a choice of material than

by any deliberately preconceived design.'

Such confident words pricked me shrewdly ; but

my business now was not to be pricked.

' Though you open all this,' I said, ' with a truism,

many would doubt that you close it with a truth.

. . . But go on, my friend.'

And my friend, taking heart as he proceeded,

went on, resolutely :

' Many of these tales, it will be observed, are in

the Boccaccian manner; and this is not likely to have

come about by chance. For does not this manner

give the narrator's personality more scope than the

modern, which concerns itself almost wholly with
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what other people think and say ? And the author

of these sketches is distinctly a man with a person-

ality. Although, as hinted above, one might on

occasion miss in them the constructive artifices we

commonly associate with modern writings of this

kind, the expression in them of a well-defined per-

sonality is always felt ; anci the spirit of the writer is

what tells in all good and satisfying work.'

' Think you, then,' I put in, with a depressed

mouth, ' that your preceding bone was not large

enough for our critic to swallow ? And here, sir,

you but follow it up with a larger. I must confess

that I admire much the art by which you so cleverly

flatter me, as it were, upon a side wind ; but this

flattery, I fear me, would be long a-catching.'

My friend gave me a level glance. He hesitated

a moment—as if he intended to make some reply.

Then, as if thinking better of it, he turned to his

sheets again.

' The tales make a unity ; they are all of one piece.

Being related to and supporting the one theme, each

tale is like a stone in a building : nothing is scattered,

nothing lost. As the author has other tales in hand

—his intention being, on their completion, to select

a hundred of them {The Anzac Hundred is the title

chosen for these)—the result should prove a not

unsubstantial structure. Nor is this unity affected

by the diverse matter in the book, its diverse hand-

ling, or the different attitudes taken towards life in
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it ; the author's allocation of the tales to different

tellers called for these differences.'

As there was, I hoped, little here to question, I

made no comment ; and my friend held on :

' To have kept the talcs in a sequence of time (the

author's first intention, he has informed me) might

have been a good device : the work then would have

comprised a larger tale made up of many smaller

ones—a sort of epic in prose. And, if the details

of war, the daily life in the trenches, is matter more

for tales than an epic, the cumulative effect of such

tales, if fitly handled, could hardly fail to be epic.

As the author filled in and completed his scheme,

this epic effect would have been heightened. He
has, however, now rejected this time-sequence ; and,

if something is lost thus, the effect of contrast

secured by the rearrangement is perhaps no light

gain.'

To know that my friend had so nicely followed the

fortunes of my modest scheme was not unpleasing.

' Much of that,' I said, as I replenished our glasses

once more, ' is well put. Omitting all reference to

the present author, it might, at least, have served

as a hint to some better man—if such should need it.

Given without intermixture, it might have won

approval ; but, alas, as it is, would not our critic

still object to that perverse bone that troubles it,

to wit, my poor self ? Indeed, would he ! . . .

And now, my friend ?
'
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My friend, who had by this made up his mind, it

seemed, to confine his comment to that found in his

manuscript, took this up again, and continued,

promptly :

' As already remarked, one finds a great diversity

of matter, of handling, in these sketches
—

" infinite

variety ". For descriptive work. Lone Pine would

take some beating ; the simple display of character

is well managed in llie Brothers and The Shepherd
;

Cold Feet, True Service, and Discipline are no mean

essays ; and, for something in modern fabliaux, have

we not The Mopoke and The Renwirnt P Some are

written with a quiet pen ; they have an unmaterial

content. True pathos strikes us in some, and in

others, wit, clean-cut and sharp-hitting. The book,

it will have been noticed, contains other matter

besides talcs. This gives scope for the author's

natural fullness ; and who that reads the work

carefully will doubt that he is a many-sided man ?
'

' Let us suppose, now,' I put in, with a conciliatory

smile, ' that our aflJlicted critic, having borne with

you so far (a thing hardly to be expected), were

served with yet further helpings from this fulsome

dish of laudation—for such he would call it. Sup-

pose, my friend, he continued still with this preface

of yours. . . . Read on, please.'

My friend, plainly, was feeling the strain a little.

However, keeping a stiff lip, he turned to his manu-

script again.
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' In talcs, as in other writing, thought tells ; all

the great tales of the world contain some pregnant

comment upon life. There is thought here : in

this writer's work one continually comes across

suggestive thought, often in original and happy-

turns of expression. Indeed, the work, perhaps,

exercises the emotions less than the intellect
;

though the author does well enough in the simpler

matter of almost pure idiom, he shows best, it may
be, in epigram and dissertation. The weighty

utterance in a number of the tales, the Shakespearean

generalisation, gives them body. The sketches

dealing with Anzac are full of fine thought, and

would alone secure the author against any suspicion

of meanness or triviality.'

Though for these brave words I thanked my friend

inwardly, inwardly I smiled too.

' Suppose,' I went on, soberly, ' that our gentle-

man, having digested this further helping (if he

could or would digest it), were supplied with yet

another—as, for instance, your next—which, if

you'U kindly proceed, we shall now have.'

And my friend held on, valiantly :

' The tales hitherto circulated in Australia to me
seem written in a vogue long outworn ; I have often

marvelled that a full-veined country like ours should

so patiently accept them. Has not this author,

amongst other things, set the tone for the real

Australian production ? I believe so. Where the
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less robust might think his work brutal, others would

call it clean—clean of all the viscidity of senti-

mentalism. It is as virile as the work of the old

Greeks, of the Norsemen of the heroic age ; and no

doubt the author will care little if some condemn

him in such company. While the emotion in it is

simple and primitive, starkly human, his predomin-

ant vein, truly, is not sentimental or lachrymose, but

tough, cynical perhaps only in seeming, and certainly

humorous. Who that knows the Austrahan soldier,

his theme here, would have it otherwise ? Other

books have fought their way into favour against a

thin-stomached opposition ; this book will do so too.

If it is written from a point of view opposed to that

of most contemporary writers, if its ethic is not the

soft ethic they affect, if, in short, its values are fresh,

there will no doubt be some to read the book, to

understand what has been attempted in it, and to

like it. The author intends it for these.'

For these words, in my heart, I again thanked my
indulgent friend ; but, as before, my lips now had

other business.

' Well,' I struck in, ' by this time, believe me, that

patient critic of ours, served with these gross and

over-garnished helpings, would be in a rare travail

indeed. However,' I proceeded, unbending a little,

' if I must speak my thought, your next cerebrations

contain much (if my memory serves) that might well

pass. Still, your pot is yet troubled by that ubi-

B
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quitous fly. Read on again, my friend, and you'll

catch me.'

And my friend, who had now apparently become

inured to this ungracious cross-fire of mine, con-

tinued :

* If the tales at times look a little coarse, this might

be in part explained thus—the author, perhaps, has

lived so much with life that he finds it difhcult to

hit the taste of the conventional and tamer reader

—

if, indeed, he cares about this. He certainly knows

the characters he depicts at first hand ; and he is

concerned for them only. Moreover, the references

to plain things, in a plain manner, make the tales

more real ; does not a little human dirt give a touch

of reality ? There is, too, some unashamed strength

in this coarseness that lifts it above the merely vulgar.

The Cairo matter, which some might on occasion

wash away, makes a good contrast to that in the more

sober style ; the humour in the tales here, and the

graphic content, might well excuse if not wholly

absolve them.'

' Alas,' I said, with a dropped lip that served well

to cover my complacency, ' that nevcr-to-be-

banished insect still, ay, still, ruins all ! Has not

your crime against that critic,' I went on, ' indeed

grown, as I have (in more than one figure) been at

some pains to show you, to an extent that would now
make forgiveness, for you as for myself, a matter past

so much even as dreaming of ? It has, my friend.
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How exceeding good it were (that distressed critic

would cry) to come upon something impersonal,

something in which we might forget, if only for a

short moment, the pretensions of this wretched

author ! Happily,' I added, smiling again, ' if I

remember rightly, our gentleman at last, now, gets

his wish.'

Saying this, I pointed to my friend's manuscript
;

and he, who had begun to relish the jest, proceeded :

' The truth is, much folly has been let loose about

" indecency " in literature. When it is such as to

give merely a sordid and shame-faced tittilation, it

is a nuisance, and to be wished away. But, if it be

indecorous and a wrong thing to laugh franldy at a

full-blooded jest, then, is not many a chivalrous and

not unwise gentleman damned—yes, and not a few

ladies, too, both fair and fine—are they not damned ?

—though, to be sure, they have Shakespeare, and

other men of like veins, as also Margaret of Navarre,

and no end of ladies full as gentle, to keep them in

countenance. To speak in a mean, we would say

this—let the jest, however virile, be not brutal and

inhuman ; the human touch will redeem it. Let

it be made not by stealth, and to be relished, as it

were, upon a close-stool only. Frank and jovial, as

with Rabelais and Aristophanes, or frank and

passionate, as with Catullus, plain-speaking is a thing

to thank God for, and is abhorred only by the

sourness of prudes, and the upturned noses of
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hypercritical and censorious prigs. But, while these

squint upon it with a jaundice, and fall foul of it

with dry and sharp words, we, whose tooth is

different, will make so bold as to laugh at and like it,

yes, with the best.'

' Bravo !
' I cried warmly, slapping my knee.

* There were sore shins truly after this trouncing !

Whose nursery, my friend, did you rifle for these

rods ?
'

My friend smiled. He was pleased, I doubt not,

to perceive at last some approval of his effort. He
did not wait to reply, but continued :

' The modern critic, for the most part, has

thinner blood than had his predecessor. Indeed,

has he not put on the woman ? A little healthy

obscenity, frankly relished in a less mincing age, will

jar so much upon his nice nerves as to make one

speculate as to whence he had warrant for that

excess of delicacy. But the riddle is soon read. Is

he not too often a commercial hireling, concerned

less with literature than with the dictates of his

masters who traffic in it ? If the pure-soulcd critics

of these times could be but wafted over to the shades

where the spirits of the great Elizabethans inhabit

—

Shakespeare and his companions—and should lean

their ears to the full-mouthed jests and comments

of that brave company, they would hear words of

such unclean outspoken cleanness, doubt not, as

would cause them not a little discomfort. Would
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they not then be out of love with, and soon quit,

their queasy affectation ? If tolerance and a little

honesty were catching there, they would.'

' Bravo !
' I repeated. ' And whose nursery, my

friend, furnished these ?
'

But my friend, who could have answered my
questions well enough, winked stolidly, and kept on :

' If any reader nurses the delusion (no practised

reader will) that this book speaks of matters not

allowed to literature, let him, to instruct that error,

turn up the thirtieth novel in Boccaccio's master-

piece, the eleventh novel of the Heptameron, and

the Pericles of Shakespeare. The writers of those

works stand, beyond question, among earth's elect
;

and the author of the present book is not to be con-

demned merely because he does not pretend to a

stomach daintier, a hundred times daintier, than

they had.

' And, indeed (and it is time to use naked speech),

it is not so much the informed reader who objects

to this—it is the publisher. All this purging and

perfuming, all this taming and eviscerating of the

written word, is to serve his ends, and not the ends

of literature. And does it need much pondering to

see why ? Any distinctive quality in a book would

bring no kudos to the publisher—he is the tradesman

who distributes it ; but any taming and disem-

bowelling that brings a book to such a flatness that

a schoolgirl can be entrusted with it—does not this.
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in a flat world, help an extended circulation, and

therefore a financial profit, which the publisher takes

care is mostly his profit ? The schoolgirl is entitled

to her book too ; but this itch to have every book

such that it can be placed before all who can spell

out its letters is against literature. And the

publisher, who, for commercial reasons, wants this

common circulation for every book he issues, is

the chief culprit. Whatever exceptions there may
be to it (and there are doubtless some), this is the

rule. The freedom of the Press is a windy shibbo-

leth : there is no freedom of the Press : it is in the

hands of the publishers, the high-priests of com-

mercialism, and therefore, too, of convention. But

this subject would furnish matter for a book itself;

and it cannot be pursued here. This is merely a

word for the intelligent reader who, having no

trade in these things, lacks knowledge of them.*'

These statements, delivered with a warmth that

surprised me (for, to the best of my belief, my friend

had never had so much as a line kicked out of doors,

and was not likely, therefore, to have been soured

by rejection)—these statements I could hardly

question. Indeed, though the publisher, too, is

doubtless under some constraint, I had had a suffi-

cient experience of such matters to find truth itself

here. I humbly assured my friend so ; and he, who had

not quite cooled after his late outburst, continued :

' To use the author's own words, his intention
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was to write such a book as had never yet been

written, a book in which the Austrahan soldier could

discover himself, and not some travesty of himself,

however pleasing this might prove to sniffling

quacks and convention-mongers. In short, these

sketches were written to entertain soldiers, and not

for young women.'

Hearing this, and perhaps finding my diffident

and generous words more piquant upon the lips of

another, I laughed heartily.

^ What !
' I cried. ' Will the rogue not be

banished ? Indeed not ! Nay, mark where he

comes again—this omnipresent author of ours !

Methinks, too, he but limps in after the race has been

well won.'

My friend, when the laugh had died off, once

more settled to his matter.

' This quarrel, of course, can boast a ripe antiquity.

Was not Chaucer, a full man too, confronted with

the same difficulty in his day ? In a well-known

passage he requests those readers who do not at first

light upon something to their taste " to turn over

the leaf, and choose another tale ". And this

Australian author, in truth, has a variety of matter

sufficient to warrant him in a like request. For in

this book of his one finds religion, the rude and

human jest, dissertation and " high sentence ",

satire, live description, and endless other diversities.

In short, are there not tales here for all tastes,
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" pleasure and enough profit for all "
? And when

they fall in with an author so broad and so tolerant,

readers might do a worse thing than strive to

emulate him.'

Since my friend had been so generous as to com-

mend thus my poor labours, I wished not to appear

too ungracious. Assuming again as much gravity as

I could, I said, quietly :

' My dear sir, do you not see what threatens from all

this ? Keep on at this pitch, and we shall perhaps lose

that sense of shame (how exquisite !) that we now hap-

pily possess—we shall begin, perhaps, to believe you !

'

However, since the jest had gone thus far, there

was no reason upon earth why it should not proceed

to its conclusion ; and my friend, who apparently

held this opinion too, turned again to his sheets.

' Humour, if we examine it, is, we find, bottomed

upon contrast. This no doubt explains some of the

liberties this author takes. His frequent use of the

high phrase with the common application makes

good humour. On Gallipoli, moreover, there were

neither civilians nor women ; the circumstances

there conduced not to humour of the conventional

kind ; hence the humour in the talcs sited there

might at times look hard-mouthed. It is interesting

to note, by the way, that a general jest for Austra-

lians has, apparently, no bite unless told in the idiom

they use.'

' Still good, my friend,' I said, dejectedly, ' and
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still not good ! Alas, after all this, there would be

how much of that author living—that author killed

with kindness ? However, if I remember rightly,

you have not yet quite finished with him.'

And my friend, who had not, continued :

' Though the choice was perhaps the inevitable

one for an Australian writing now, Blocksidge chose

his theme well. And the execution is worthy of the

theme. The book has a primitive smack—a quality,

novel enough in this sophisticated age, that makes

it memorable. Like most of this author's work, one

must live with it, must take something to it, to un-

derstand it fully and appreciate it. And yet, for all

its strangeness, one finds no pose in it, no straining of

values. In short, these talcs are things in a distinct,

fresh, and forcible style ; and there is a suggestion

of this style everywhere. They are the production

of a matured mind, large and generous, and have

a character and a spirit of their own. There is a

breadth about the treatment, a suggestion of" God's

plenty ", that one meets with only in substantial

work. And, even among those who might like it less

(for it is too strong a thing to go entirely unchal-

lenged), few will deny that the book is a surprising

production, altogether unlike anyone else's work.'

As my friend, apparently, had now reached his

top note, it was time to touch the scale at its other

extremity.

' Yes,' I exclaimed, solemnly, ' that poor author
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you have now despatched utterly—nay, my friend,

you have buried him. Who, tell me, could emerge

from such an avalanche as this ? Dig him up, I beg

you, and inter him, at least, decently/

And my friend, with a smile, thus concluded :

* If these tales display, in any degree, what is best

in human nature—the love of freedom, honour for

courage, sympathy with the stricken, endurance

without hope, and perseverance till death—they are

justified. If they can place us in the company of

our men, and help us, in any degree, to see with

their eyes and hear with their ears, have they not

the best justification ? In the present writer's

opinion, at least, the Australian soldier will find in

them not a little of his own great soul.'

Having folded his manuscript, my friend laid it

quietly upon the table. He lit his pipe again, sat

back in his chair, and awaited, finally, my pro-

nouncement.
' My good friend,' I said, pensively, as I took his

hand, ' much as I appreciate the generous words of

this preface, it would, as I think I have now shown

you, be impossible to insert it. Even you, I doubt

not, will clearly see this. I regret profoundly the

loss of so much unselfish and devoted labour—I do,

indeed. But, rather than bury me thus, I'm afraid,

yes, I'm afraid, my friend, we must bury it.

' And now '—I filled our glasses slowly
—

' another

drink !

'
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PROLOGUE

OF all those choice and picturesque corners

which a kind Providence has placed in

this broad continent of ours, there is none

perhaps more delightful, and surely few more fair,

than that fair and delightful district that lies, at its

southern extremity, upon the east coast of Queens-

land, and that abuts southward on to the rich river-

lands of New South Wales. On the north of this

earthly paradise runs the Brisbane, having its source

in the many rivulets that gather under the spurs of

the range to the west, and flowing, after becoming

a full-bodied stream, in a contorted maze of variously-

margined windings, to its emboguement into the

wide waters of Moreton Bay ; on the west of it,

tor some seventy miles or more, towers the Great

Dividing Range, lifted like a rampart between this

green and much broken coastal area and the golden

downs of the interior ; the Macpherson Range,

linking the Great Range with the sea, and rising,

above a labyrinth of spur and precipice, into a

succession of tall peaks, shuts it in upon the south
;

and on its east lies the far-flung Pacific, now sheeted

with silver, and again rough and boisterous under

the driving lash of the south-easterly gale. It is a

land of far-looking hills, of fertile basins, of abundant

21
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waters. Three lofty ridges, branching off from its

mountainous southern boundary, are thrown across

it in broken Hncs running north, and parallel to each

other and the coast ; and through the fruitful and

cultivated valleys that abound between these, not

only the southern tributaries of the Brisbane, but

numerous other streams, too, bear their life-giving

burdens—the Logan and the Albert traverse nearly

its whole depth ; and various creeks, from Pimpama

to Currumbin, thread their way from the foot of the

outermost ridge to their white and wave-shivering

bars, before discharging themselves into the sea.

On a day in April two horsemen were riding, at a

leisurely pace, along the circuitous and undulating

roads of this happy region. As one might have

surmised from their like features, they were brothers.

One, a colonel who had served in the late wars, was a

moderately-proportioned but well-knit man, with

the confirmed countenance of those who have been

tried in many fires, and who have come through as

conquerors ; his eyes, small but straight-looking,

were alert and searching without being aggressive
;

his face carried that mark upon it that sealed him as

being of the elect breeds ; through the skin of his

clean-shaven cheeks the blood showed—he had lived

high, perhaps, in his younger years ; his hair, what

one could see of it under his broad-brimmed felt,

was less reddish-brown than gray. He looked what

he was—his own man. His brother, a squatter from
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the great western plains, in many points resembled

him. He was, however, of a more robust build
;

he discovered less, perhaps, of that confident glance

that seems to hold out a challenge to fate ; and,

though not by any means a man who would have

passed unnoticed, he would, in his present company,

have been noticed last. Both horsemen sat their

mounts as only men who have lived much in the

saddle can. Having lett the line an hour earlier at

the nearest rail-head, they were now journeying to a

cattle-station in the less-settled back-country, a

station owned by the Colonel, to whom this seldom-

seen brother, the man of wide spaces and many
sheep, was paying a visit for the first time after that

pregnant period that had so tried the mettle of the

world—a world till that period unwaking, and, in

many things, unguessed.

' So your affairs here,' the Squatter was saying,

' stand in a good way ?
'

The Colonel nodded. ' They do,' he replied,

complacently. ' My pastures have never looked

better ; and you'll not find a sick hoof upon them.

The twelve-months' branding, too, was a record
;

and I've yarded more fats at Enoggera this season

than for years.'

Prices then were discussed ; their firmness was

favourably commented upon ; and speculations were

made as to when slaughtering would overtake pro-

duction, and so force them higher.
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* And the Herefords—what news of them ?
' the

Squatter went on. For the Colonel's stud had a

reputation not only throughout his own state, but

through the continent as well.

The Colonel turned a pleased eye upon his

questioner ; this stud was his chief joy.

' I had some trouble when I returned,' he said
;

' but that, I hope, is now done with. Those

Herefords,' he continued, after thinking awhile,

* have made many friends for me.'

A question next followed about the horse-breeding

operations, a profitable side-line ; and the Squatter

learnt that his companion had a picked lot enibarked

for India. In short, what with one item and

another, the Colonel's affairs certainly did seem in a

good way.

As the travellers pursued their journey, many a

fair sight met their gaze, many a pleasant prospect

opened bravely before them. Rich scrub-lands,

dense with tall and valuable timbers, among which

the smooth-fleshed and lofty gum, the strong-

girdled ironbark, and the full-leafed and spreading

box stood conspicuous, here lay virgin awaiting the

axe and plough of the settler. There a marsh would

be skirted, fringed with picturesque tea-tree, and

nourishing, in the adjoining thicket, a graceful

sisterhood of bangalows, straight-sheering and

tufted with green plumes. Or perhaps the horsemen

would cross some water-way ; it would wind past
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silently— a thread of quiet silver inlaid upon its bed of

dark loam, with a heron standing one-legged beside

its shallows, and with its level margins verdant with

arrowroot or young corn. Looking up these water-

ways, the travellers could sometimes glimpse the

outlines of the blue and distant hills that begot their

smooth-flowing burdens. Or, ascending some sharp

rise, they would wheel their sweating horses, and

see, under the high-lifted skies, and stretched before

them in a superb panorama, the rugged splendours

about them fall away into rolling, thick-wooded,

and multi-coloured upland, dotted over with windy

habitations, and patched with banana-groves ; they

would mark this in turn decline into creek-ribboned

valleys brown with lush grass ; and would catch, in

the far distance, where the heavy greens of the closer

forests receded into blue, the broken line of the

Pacific.

The horsemen had gone some distance when

their talk, having exhausted many themes, returned

again to the subject that had first engaged them.
' How it stands with you,' the Squatter said, in a

perplexed tone, ' I don't know ; but what badly hits

mc is labour. That, nowadays, is the sore that will

not heal.'

The Colonel said nothing for some moments.

Then, when his silence had prepared the way, he

replied, quietly :

' Shall I tell you how I manage ? Though I nurse

c
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no loafer, I take considerable pains to treat my men
well ; and I find, thus, they are worth more to me
than the Board allots them. Indeed, I go further.

I have adopted a system under which, if any of them
cares to exchange the freedom of the working poor '

—here the Colonel smiled—' for the cares and

embarrassments of the working rich, that plucky man
may make a safe beginning. Many of them,' he

added, seeing no hint of enthusiasm in his com-

panion, ' or rather most of them, have a Turk or two

to their credit.'

' What system is that ? ' the Squatter questioned

—in spite of his taciturnity, he was not uninterested
;

and the Colonel went on :

' You have often told me that my run is too good

for beef—too close in, too valuable. I know it.

However, since I feel that God made this spot for

mc, since I am too old now to learn a new trade,

and since mutton, though more profitable, is in any

case too tame a business for my fancy, I am com-

promising with your scruples and mine. Antici-

pating the Government '—here the Colonel smiled

again
—

' I am settling portions of my holding with

embryonic sheep-kings—those ambitious trouble-

hunters I spoke of.'

The Squatter, who did not wish now to pursue

further this subject of his brother's settlements, fell

into thought for some minutes.

' Yes,' he then said, choosing the anterior theme,
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' you have lost by not moving out—at least, finan-

cially. Still, you have advantages here. Since

you're nearer the market, any trucking you do is

shorter, and thus, besides costing less in freights,

costs you less, too, in spoils on the trip down.

Droving, as w^ell,' he continued, feelingly, ' comes

to less here—another consideration in these days of

Milord Demos.'

The Colonel saw what was troubling his com-

panion. However, he had no great desire to make

converts : he believed that all decent men—and his

brother was certainly such a man—might well be

allowed to settle these matters with the law and

their own conscience. And this difference of

opinion here about labour—could it not be quickly

explained ? His brother, through no fault of his

own, had missed the common experiences of a soul-

shaking campaign ; he himself had not.

As they passed the many evidences of prosperity

that met them at every turn, the Squatter wondered

little at his brother's reluctance to leave a district

that was at once so profitable and of such delight

—

at his thinking this ' the spot God had made for

him '.

And there was in this broad continent, as he well

knew, though some might prefer this one, a multitude

of such happy regions. Would not his own, to

mention one such other only, have made glad the

heart of any earth-lover ?—those level plains where
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the horizons he always on the other side of space,

where the atmosphere is a rarefaction of nectar,

where a kind Providence has sown grass that the

wool-raiser might reap gold. Across the eye of his

mind that region flashed now. His freehold there

covered not hundreds, but thousands, of square

miles—the extent of an English county. The fences

round and upon it might girdle how many medieval

towns ! And it was good carrying country, too, a

country of clean flocks and high lambings. Being

a true sheep man, for him the best beauty lay there.

He remembered now those quiet flocks feeding

across the pastures—that sea of patient heads, as

their owners stood neck to rump in the mustering

yards, and waited for the shears. And good was

it not to look thoughtfully along a full board, and

hear the music of the machines as a hundred blades

raced across the quivering flesh, and robbed it of its

long-stapled riches ? He pictured again the amazed

flocks just off shears, and saw, as the sun dropped

west, the yards turned from the morning's gray to

the white of evening. He brought to mind, too,

the heavy wool-waggons, those leviathans groaning

under their dead-weight of bales, and lurching on

after the great-footed teams—the picture, it may be,

that pleased him best ; for he knew then that he had

mastered Fate for another season, and could prepare

with confidence for the next.

The two men, as they rode on, were perhaps
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thinking the same thought—that the gladness of

Earth was a rich possession, and its prosperity a good

one. The Colonel, at least, had been so thinking
;

for, turning to his companion, he said, musingly :

' After that hell called battle, this prospect, to

such eyes as mine, is like Heaven itself. Looking

upon all this peace, who would believe that so much
discord, that so much hate, had been busy in the

world, and so recently ?
'

' We have much to thank God for,' the Squatter

answered. ' And yet,' he continued, as the thought

took root, ' only those who have tasted that hell, I

suppose, can know the full flavour of this peace.'

As he marked the beauty of the world about him,

the Colonel thought of the great company who had

proved that hell, and who would lie for ever now in

the dirt of it. They, alas, would know nothing of

this glad peace—this peace they had so dearly paid

for—this peace that had the sun, and the loveliness

of Earth, and the true hearts of comrades in it.

Peace of a kind, certainly, they had come by—the

peace of non-existence ; but was that a peace worthy

the name ? For them, had it not been but the

negation of hell ? This peace had warmth in it,

theirs but the frigidity of death. The Colonel, in

his heart, remembered these things ; but there were

no fit words for them, and he said nothing.

The Squatter, who had been following another

line of thought, at last broke the silence.
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' I have one deep regret,' he said. ' After being

so nearly employed in that great business, that

business that gave men, or most men, their one

chance to prove great, I regret much that circum-

stance prevented it. If that accurst bale,' he con-

tinued, dejectedly, ' hadn't splintered my knee, and

compelled me, thus, to take a soft job at home, Pd
now be better pleased with myself.'

' And yet,' the Colonel answered, reverting to his

former thought, ' Providence doubtless knows best.

Many a good man went and returned not. If it

was good to go, you need yet tax yourself in nothing :

it was not bad to remain without dishonour.'

These judicious words of the Colonel's, though

well meant, did not comfort his companion much.

The Squatter's regret was a sincere one. He did not

belong to that order of beings who hold the several

life sufficient unto itself, who live within their own
circumscriptions, who understand nothing beyond

these. But he was aware, too, that the Colonel

knew this.

* That,' he laughed, ' is a poor plaster for such

sores. However,' he went on, making the best of

it, ' since I know nothing of your experiences at first

hand, I shall hope to learn the more of them, mark

you, at second. I'll promise myself to know, when

you've done with me, at least as much about your

Gallipoli as a certain celebrated general himself.'

The Colonel in turn smiled. Though there was
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much in that battlefield past the power of words,

there was much not so. And, after considering his

brother's suggestion, it struck the Colonel forcibly

that he might easily provide for him enough enter-

tainment in that kind.

' Indeed,' he replied, ' if that would please you,

we'll no doubt manage well enough. As I've

already told you, most of my men are men that took

their rifles across ; and a number of them, though

their mouths are rough often, can yet twist a yarn.

Some of these,' he continued, warming to the

proposal, ' when we've considered how, we'll set

wagging.'

The sun was now well down the sky. During the

brief period of their journey it had shown the

travellers many splendours. The light blue rondure

of noon, patched over with serrated handfuls ot

cloud, and paling a little seaward, had first been

filled, and in a short hour, with heavy masses of

suspended rain, blown over the Macphersons, and

catching their dark skirts upon the taller spurs.

The horsemen had watched the great shadows move

across the landscape, and had more than once

marked, in the near distance, and against the back-

ground of the middle hills, the long thin shafts of

silver that hung there, and that told of rain travel-

ling across the land. The sodden cloud, then,

before a newly-springing north-easter, had in turn

receded. Reversing the sky's heavy drift, the wind
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had hurried it before them, blowing it in parts clean,

and in parts into chaste mother-of-pearl. These

high spectacles, ever-changing, the travellers had

taken in to the full.

But if, in those late conjunctions of sun, and

earth, and cloud, they had seen many splendours,

none perhaps had been more splendid than the sight

that before them now slowly unfolded itself. The
top of the heavens was a glory of translucent blue,

carrying dispersed islands of fire-shot fleece
;
purple

masses were heaped up on the horizon west ; and

behind these masses the sun, shooting them through

with his fiery lances, and biting their rough edges

into gold, held his obscured state. As this shield

lifted high it gave place, above, to such greens as

might be found there only, warming as they fell,

and pierced by the upthrust of the light below. The
great orb now, above the purple lines of the far hills,

sank round in a sea of rose—a sharp contrast to the

deep greens it brought out in the foliage about the

rapt watchers. Soon, then, in a quick movement

perceptible to the eye, it had dropped beneath those

too ; and the sky in that portion of the heavens was

blotted with a broad half-circle of gold. The riot

of colour now seemed at an end ; but, as if by an

afterthought, the horizons suddenly woke again :

washings of rose showed everywhere ; the dead sky

to seaward flushed bravely ; and the ranges west

were a wide sheet of living fire. Then this, too,
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faded : the life and colour died gradually from the

day—till its loveliness was but a memory ; and the

crickets, a few locusts, and a frog or two, in a medley

of drowsy and intermittent notes, sang its requiem.

Having come now to the track of the recent rain,

the horsemen were splashing through the pools

gathered upon the road there. The tall stems of

the gums were bright with moisture ; the water-

courses were musical with their liquid burdens,

lately acquired. The Colonel, as if he expected the

appearance of someone, kept a sharp eye forward.

They had already passed the entrance to the run
;

beyond the next rise lay the homestead.

And, indeed, as if to make good the Colonel's

expectation, a horseman, before they had gone

another hundred yards, now swept over the crest,

cantered up to them, and wheeled his horse into

the cavalcade. The Colonel gripped the new-

comer's hand, and turned to his brother.

' This,' he said, heartily, ' is the Captain—a title

more than well earnt, believe me. Here, sir, sits a

good warden—a brave spinner, too, of the yarns you

have a mind for. In brief,' he added, as a thought

struck him, ' he shall be among those requisitioned.'

The new-comer, the Squatter noticed, a man of

dark complexion, must have stood six foot or more.

Everything about him, limb, form, and feature,

suggested length ; and his perfectly erect carriage

perhaps heightened this quaint effect of elongation..
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Nevertheless, one saw no hint of weakness there.

His clean, straight eyes, warmed occasionally by his

shrewd sense of humour, told him a man to be

trusted. The Colonel addressed him as a friend.

A number of dogs had followed at the Captain's

heels ; and these, stanch servitors, the Colonel now
called by name. As they leapt up to his knee, he

caught playfully at their glad muzzles, and drove

them off again.

' You shall learn,' he said, turning to the Squatter,

* what blood went to the making of these beauties.'

Like every stock-breeder, he could compound an

epic out of pedigrees.

Another ten minutes, passed quickly in animated

speech, brought the horsemen to the homestead

itself. Standing in the thin light of the day's end,

it could be made out as a low but solid structure of

stone ; its one storey was spread over a great width

of ground ; it had spacious vine-trellised verandahs

about it, and was everywhere long-caved. Its

brightly-lit windows spoke of a comfortable hospital-

ity, of a luxury not refined out of homeliness. Nor,

as any guest there knew, did they belie it. Though

it was a bachelor's establishment (the Colonel having

lost his wife some years previously), everything there

was well-ordered. This roomy dwelling, then, the

two travellers, having left their horses with the

Captain, now entered. They washed and supped,

exchanged the rest of their immediate news to the
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accompaniment of liquor and a pipe, and before

twelve struck had retired.

In the course of the next day—which the two

brothers spent in looking over the stud, in discussing

the Colonel's latest improvements, and in sundry

other pleasant ways—the topic turned again to the

recent war, to the experiences of the men who had

served in it, and, amongst other things, to the tales

promised his guest by the courteous host.

' To-day,' said the Colonel, who had now con-

sidered the matter, ' is Friday. To-morrow night

is an off night. Shall we muster our picked stocks

then, those, to quote your good self, with the right

brand upon them, and hear what they can tell of

it ?
'

The Squatter was much pleased by this suggestion.

' Do,' he replied, eagerly. ' I am looking forward

to that pleasure.'

' If, then,' continued the Colonel, ' it prove such,

we'll set apart that off night, for as long as you can

remain with us, for tale-telling,' And to this

arrangement his brother gladly assented.

By the night following, the Colonel, true to his

promise, had selected the men he held sufficient for

his purpose ; and, as all who cared to hear might do

so, the tellers were assured of an audience that would

at least put them upon their mettle. The spot

chosen for the entertainment was a small gully, not a

great distance off. Rough with stone, and brushed
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lightly with undergrowth, it seemed to the Colonel

a fit background for the matter to be presented.

Overhead stretched the same sky, with many of the

same stars in it, that had covered them at Anzac ;

the fresh evening was not unlike many they had

known on the peninsula in the gentler season. The
surroundings generally (and not less so in the dim

light) very agreeably suggested one of the ravines

under the buttresses of Sari. The Colonel, who,

with his brother, had arrived with the first comers,

made sure that all was in order. Large dip-lamps

the willing vanguard had set at intervals on the

stones ; and rude seats, not without comfort, they

constructed from the boughs at hand. So that the

affair might go off with some gust, a huge cheese,

and a large number of loaves, newly-baked, were put

ready upon a table ; a stout barrel of beer, too, with

an open end to it, and mugs for all present and

expected, the helpers had already placed in a con-

venient position ; and plugs of full-flavoured

tobacco were piled within reach. In short, if the

scene was to represent Anzac, it was Anzac-de-luxe.

As the men mustered on this favourable position,

the Colonel, with apt words, pointed out a number

of them to his guest ; the tellers he presented with

formal pleasantry.

' This,' he said, motioning the first forward, ' is

the Pilot—not the pilot of ships, mark you—the

sky-pilot. Thus he started ; and the name sticks.
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Though he has changed his coat, he has not changed

his colour—as you'll find.'

The Pilot, a man of small build, with a rough-

skinned face, shaped like an inverted pear, and

redeemed hy its large and sincere eyes, took the

Squatter's hand.

' Since God goes in all coats,' he said, modestly,

* the cut matters little. The Colonel knows it—none

better.'

He stepped aside ; and another came forward.

' And this,' the host, with a smile, continued,

* is Hoppy Joe. Joe, let me tell you, is a piece of

ironbark that has learned to think.' Then, pulling

his brows together sharply, the Colonel added, with

a simulated frown :
' There's some salt in the

rogue, too.'

The Squatter, as he gripped the broad and bony

fist of the man who now limped up, thought his

brother's words might easily have touched him home.

He was tall and big-boned ; upon his long neck

stood a head that looked too small for it. This head

was square-faced (for the flesh had left the wide

jaws) ; and the face, too, was encroached upon by a

dark scrub, untractable as steel wire. His eyes were

small, but not without evidence of thought.

Hearing the Colonel's words, Hoppy Joe grinned.

' It's a tree with one root,' he said, ' but, while

it stands, it's the Colonel's.'

The next to come forward was Monoculus. The
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Colonel, who had supplied this nickname, had a

little hesitated between it and another ; for, being

both a giant and one-eyed (the Turks had spoilt one),

Monoculus looked a Cyclops too. His great head

was covered with a rough shock of sandy hair.

Among all the tellers, this man alone carried a beard.

' Monoculus,' said the Colonel, not without some

hint of good feeling, ' though he can pull with the

best teams, is an unbroken colt yet.' And about

Monoculus there was, indeed, something primitive

and untamed that lent colour, in part at least, to

these words of the host's.

The Ram, a stout-limbed and big-knuckled man,

now followed. A fringe of light reddish hair, close-

cropped, and turning to gray, had receded to within

an inch or so of his thick neck ; with his hat off, he

recalled certain pictures of medieval monks, full-

fleshed, mirthful, and with veins that had as much
brine in them as blood. Plainly, he would care

more for a smutty jest than a clean one.

' In the Ram,' the host said, with mock solemnity,

' we have a hot favourite—alas, often too hot ! The
common laurel here,' he added, ' by a paradox

beyond me, he divides with the Pilot.

' And this,' the Colonel went on again, as another

teller now stepped up, ' is the Crow. The crow,

sir, though a dirty bird, is still and not seldom a

useful one. If he docs not improve the picture '

—

the Colonel lifted his brows here in a gesture of
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resignation
—

' he will at least help, perhaps, to

complete it.'

The Crow, who, like his yoke-fellow in the un-

savoury, had grinned astutely at these pithy words

of the Colonel's, was the Ram's antithesis—at least,

in his proportions. There was a smoothness about

his small plumpness that suggested his feathered

namesake. His lips, like the Ram's, were sensual,

but in a different kind.

' And now,' continued the Colonel, with a broad

flourish, ' come our two stars—the Sergeant, who
will no doubt instruct us in much, and our choice

and only-begotten Ink-Finger. Brothers in exile

arc these—devotees who have been admitted to the

same mystery—the mystery of the quill.'

Both men came forward confidently in turn, and

took the hand the guest offered them. Though
both were tall, there was a considerable difference

in their appearance. The Sergeant's face, though

full-featured, was thrust out into a projecting nose

and palate, and had a hint of that expression found

in the rodent family. He wore his tawny hair long.

His frank eyes, quiet, but not wanting in humour,

spoke him a better man than at first glance he

looked.

' The Colonel,' he said, not without dignity,

* does us too much honour. However, since he has

been so kind, we'll do our best to merit at least some

portion of it.' And to these words Ink-Finger,
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though with perhaps less aplomb, added a few of like

import.

As the Squatter turned to Ink-Finger, he saw a

man of another type. Ink-Finger, to quote the

local jest, was a colt by Toothpick out of Splinter,

the marvel being that such a scanthng of flesh and

bone could be materialised in man's shape at all.

From his thatch of black hair to his foot, his every

part seemed to have length without breadth ; there

seemed more lines and angles in this star, indeed,

than in any advanced problem in the geometrists.

His eyes, small and bright, were a little furtive.

The Colonel, having now introduced all the

tellers to their guest (the Captain was already known

to him), addressed them in these words.

' You shall each,' he said, ' tell one tale—so that

none may want time, a short one. And, so that the

telling may proceed with due order, from this bunch

let each pull a straw.' The bunch, here, the

Colonel held up. ' Who pulls the shortest straw,'

he continued, ' shall tell first—who pulls the longest,

last. The rest shall tell early or late as they pull

short or long.'

But this arrangement, it was soon apparent,

neither the tellers nor the audience thought suffi-

cient.

' What !
' broke in Hoppy Joe, with a dropped

mouth, ' and bury you. Colonel ? Not on your

life ! We'll want all our weight here.'
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The Sergeant agreed warmly.
' Let the Colonel tell first,' he said, voicing the

desire, indeed, of all present. ' At Anzac he led
;

he should lead here.'

The Colonel, though quite willing to stand in too,

declined, however, the honour of the suggested

precedence. Had they not, he reminded them,

faced the foe without any thought of first or last ?

They had. In the same way, therefore, they would

face their friends. Another straw was added to the

bunch ; this the host held out to the tellers ; and

each pulled his piece. The single straw that

remained, his own, was the longest.

The pulls now were compared ; and the order

the Colonel declared thus.

' The Captain,' he said, addressing the company,
' takes the first tale, and the Ram the second ; the

Pilot takes the third, and Monoculus the fourth tale
;

the fifth talc is Hoppy Joe's ; the Sergeant takes the

sixth ; the Crow takes the seventh, and the eighth

is Ink-Finger's. The last,' he added, with a modest

smile, ' is mine.'

This result, so that there might be no question

later, he then scratched with his knife upon a sheet of

soft bark ; and this board he placed where it might

be seen plainly by all.

' Since, now,' he concluded, in a complacent tone,

' we all have our turn, let each be prepared for it.

And let us not forget this—that the best matter is

D
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the matter we know at first hand, and the best words

for it are the plainest.'

Then, turning to the Captain, who had been

considering what subject it were most fit to begin

with, the Colonel, with a polite smile, asked him to

lead off; and the Captain, who had now made his

choice, thus began.
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OF all those battles so bravely fought out by

our troops at Anzac none, it may be, was

more fierce, and few were more bloody,

than that waged at Lone Pine. This battle was the

best work. Not only did our bayonets bring it

through to a right end, but such things they did

there as put the high fashion of their blood for ever

past doubt. Shut too long into their trenches, with

small room to pass beyond them, be it this way or

that, and taking death, night and day, from the

shells the Turks hurled over into their lines, thev

could ill brook the holding back before that business.

All their will was to be out and upon the move.

They had great joy to get this job done.

This Lone Pine stood right over against the centre

of our line. It was high land, and lay south from

the Jolly. So strong was the Turks' position there,

both in defence works and in men, that a soldier,

skilled in his trade, would have held it such as to be

taken hardly at all. Their front trenches they had

roofed in with heavy logs ; and these logs they had

covered up with earth. Our shells, from our land

guns as from our ships, could find little way there.

Machine guns were let into this front line. Room,

too, the Turks had there made for snipers, and for
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those who threw bombs out. And outside it, and

in front of all this, was an ugly tangle of barbed

wire. As for the open land further out, it was

swept clean by fire from both ends—from a dozen

positions north, and south from the Pine Ridge.

Turkish guns, too, had the range of this country

well-nigh to a hair.

On the sixth day of August, some hours after noon,

a great shell fire, both from our ships behind and

our batteries upon land, was poured out into the

wire and the back trenches at Lone Pine. These

back trenches were not covered up. This shell

fire lasted for some time, and did much hurt in

them : great numbers of the Turks had been there

got together to defend that position ; and those back

trenches were choked up with dead men and

wounded. This we found out to be so later on.

While this was going on, too, the Turkish gunners,

shooting as often as they might, gave back what

they got ; so that, what with the loud roaring of

guns, and the quick screech of flying shell, you may

well think there was little peace then in Anzac.

All at once our guns gave over. The charge was

blown. Like hounds loosed from a leash, off raced

our men. With bayonets fixed, up and over the

parapet they leapt, and charged. Ah, what sight

(and some were seen there) has so moved me as that

did ? Well might it stir the blood up in any right

man ! There raced these men, spat hard upon by
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fire from every loophole, cut down by machine guns,

torn through by a rain of shrapnel, and not one who
could but held on. Thick they fell here, thick there

;

but they cared not. Believe me, it was no hard

thing later to see what way they had gone by :

heavy-sown it was with men dead. Thinned out,

but with Australian hearts yet, they swept on,

pushed through the twisted wire, and swarmed at

last up the strong parapet of the Turks.

Once up on to that parapet, did these Australians

wait ? Not so ! They tore up the roof from those

front trenches ; they leapt down into a darkness ripe

with death. Then, then, was there bloody work !

In and home went their steel ; it was well athirst,

I warrant, for the blood of those Turks. Give they

did then like the men they were, ay, and they took

then too—now thrusting, now holding off, now
twisting, now turning, now wrenching out their

bayonets from this crush of black flesh to bury them

shortly in that, now dropping down with their limbs,

their bowels, ripped open by the foe. Along through

those trenches, dark and very stinking, men fought

hand against hand. Many, with clubbed rifle,, spilt

the brains of others out on to the trodden floor

beneath. Bombs, knives, whatever came next to

hand, both foe and friend brought into good use

there. The bombs, charged in high style, and

bursting out in little room, often did much hurt :

many a press of tough men they tore up, limb away
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from limb. This made a right sickening mess. The
Turks, here now, and now there, got together in

knots that they might the better hold out ; but

the steel of Australia ploughed a bloody passage

along through those trenches. Could they stop

that ? They could not. Little then did it help

those Turks to know every corner, each turn, of that

place ; little then did their valour help them. As

the two sides fought on in the heat and swelter of

that darkness, the dead lay thick under foot, here

two-deep, three-deep there, and there four-deep.

While all this was doing, I will now show A\hat

fell out elsewhere. You have heard, then, how
these men of Australia, tearing up the roof off those

trenches, got their part done. There were others
;

they took those Turks in the rear. These men had

charged on over the roofs and struck out for the

trenches behind. Coming up to these trenches, they

pushed through, and sealed up behind them the

communications that linked the back with the front

lines, so that the Turks could by no manner of means

get out. And thus, taking the foe both in front and

upon the rear, our steel drove them in back upon

themselves, and slew them off thick, like sheep in a

red shambles. Ay, and too many of our own men
as well were slain there ! Friend and foe, the ways

were choked all up with dead men and dying. So

thick the dead lay, we later piled them to the height

of a tall man, and needs must prop them up behind
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logs, and hold them up out of the trench with ropes,

so that one side of this might be kept clear for

passage. Never, surely, was there battle, fought

out hand against hand, more fierce !

Our men, at last, got all those Turks, yet stirring,

driven up out of the ground. Heavily then did

we fall upon them. What, then, were the foe but

dead men ? Some we slew fighting ; some, making

off as they best might through the open, we caught

with our machine guns, and mowed down like wheat

is mown in a field ; some, again, we pushed up into

saps—right glad were they then to give over.

As for their counter attacks, the Turks made many,

and in fine style ; but, though they cost us much
in good men, they cost the foe more, and were but

lost labour.

Three days and three nights, yes, and more, did

this battle last. Apart from the loss upon our side

(a hard loss), we buried above a full thousand slain

of Turks ; and that was no light matter. As for the

men who fought there, all infantry, they were these

—men of the First Brigade in the attack ; in the

relief and consolidating, men of the Second Brigade.
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WHEN the Captain had finished speaking, the

Colonel, with a pleased eye, turned to his brother,

and said, quietly :

' In this telling you've had a fair taste of our

quality. If you like the matter, care nothing for the

plain words ; we've little art here. Moreover, if

the Captain has spoken bravely about the good work

of Australians, think not that he's a stranger to

modesty. He did not tell you, as he might have

done, that himself stood in the front of this business

at Lone Pine, and there took so sore a wound that we
despaired long of his life.'

' A truce to your niceness !
' answered the Squat-

ter, lifting his hand. ' Not only do I like the

matter ; I find the style apt and right proper too.

This clean telling, to speak for myself, puts a sharp

spur into imagination ; so that, listening to our

friend, I seemed to be on the spot itself.'

These words put heart into the company. Having

—most of them—small skill in the tricks of the tale-

teller, the speakers had wondered how the Squatter

would receive their narrations. They now believed

him such a listener as they should most care for.

The Sergeant, it is true, and his friend Ink-Finger,

took the speech less kindly ; but, whatever their

thoughts upon it, it was no time now to show these.
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' And now,' said the Colonel, ' since chance has

ordained it so, we'll have something from the Ram.

But,' he continued, turning with a premonitory

glance to the new teller, ' let it not be so bawdy that

our guest will blush for it.'

But the Squatter smiled, and said :
' I am no

woman. Why, then, put a proscription upon any

tongue here ? If my will carries it, each shall have

liberty in his speech, each shall tell his tale in his own
manner.'

' Well,' the Ram put in, as a grin travelled round

his red face, ' it must be like that with me, or not at

all. The bread I bring to this table (as I heard

someone say once) is plain stuff, with salt and a little

yeast in it. Let those who can, serve the fancy

dishes. I can't.'

Then, after taking another pull at his beer, he

wiped his mouth, spat, and told this tale.



THE MOPOKE

^T the north of New South Wales, in a small

/—\ town on the river Tweed, there lived,

some time back, a man named Glossop.

He was a long loose-limbed fellow, with flat cheeks

and a jaw. This man, among other talents, had a

good way with girls, and was never without a pick

of company in that kind. He led a brisk life. But

what man can let his luck be ? Going out often

with one that worked in a bar there, and getting to

like her well enough, he fixed things up with this

wench, and all others there put from his mind.

No great time after this the war broke out ; and

this man Glossop, with others from his part, joined

up. Hard, you may think, this was for that wench.

Hard, at least, it seemed. She wept like a tap. But

there was no help for it : she must needs bid her man
good speed ; and this, with arms flung about his

neck, and broken words, and tears enough, she did.

Said she :
' Sweetheart, return soon. Come what

will, you will find me warm as ever.' Then this man
left. He took train up to Brisbane, and went into

camp near there.

Now, this woman was right fair to look at ; and

yet, if the best part of beauty is a comely bearing, she

was not the fairest woman in that town. No sooner
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had her bewept man gone oft than she dried up her

tears, and set herself to the thing that came next.

It may be, she was good for action, and cared Httle

to lose time. It may be, she did this to kill sorrow.

I can't say ; but she was soon busy again. But,

knowing that better dealing is had with men hungry

than with those that have had their fill, knowing,

too, that, where dogs fight for it, the price upon the

bone is put up, she made haste slowly ; and this was

all to her good. But at last, thinking this best, she

settled on one man ; and life was again one long

holiday.

When some months had gone by, Glossop got

leave ; he then made off home. Being a poor hand

at writing, he sent no word of this. He was nearly

there when he fell in with an old mate, and they

got talking.

At last, among other things, this soldier said :

' Bill, if there's sprightlicr doing, there's worse
;

stick to one woman—that's best.'

That other looked straight on. ' For all that,'

he said, ' I've heard this—where there's little to wish

for, there's much to fear.'

' How so ?
' asked this soldier. He thought these

queer words.

And that other, pulling up, and turning round

square to him, said :
' Mate, in all places you'll find

men with a great itch to help themselves. One like

that there is here. He has fixed things up more for
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his own good than for yours.' Then, as he turned

off up a track there, he said :
' I'll be in later.'

'Tis an old saying that he who knows little will

suspect much ; that, now, is what Glossop did. It

may be, too, he had learnt things on his travels ;

for travel is a great teacher. He sat down on a stump

there, and thought hard.

Now, as the night drew in, bitter thoughts had

this soldier. He brought back to mind those brisk

hours spent with that girl—that quiet place roofed

in with dark branches (they went always there)

—

that river, running past like a broad thread of old

silver—those mopokes and other night-birds, crymg

out that the world was empty, and all theirs—ay,

and that faithless bitch, yes, her ! held hard in his

arms. And now what ? Now, it might be, she

would soon lie stretched there in the clutch of some

other man. Glossop got up. ' Curse the cow !

'

he said. ' I'll see.' At those words he made off,

by a roundabout way, to the river ; and, coming

soon to that w^cll-known spot, the scene of many a

tough tousling, up he climbed into the tree there,

and waited for what might fall out.

If use, as men say, is second nature, and deeds

are done mostly after wont, the proof of this could

not have turned up more pat than it did here. No
sooner was it well dark than along, sure enough,

came that wench, and a man holding her. They

sat down under that same tree. O God, a right
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merrv sio:ht it would have been then to see that

soldier, stuck up there in those branches ! When he

saw this, a great sweat came out on him.

The couple began now to play. Opening her

blouse, the man bit, now here, now there, on the

smooth flesh. It so tickled her, she squealed like a

sucking pig. It did not stop there either : drawing

her skirt up, he bit also into her warm thighs. Then
they got catching at one another. Then, giving

over awhile because of their heat, they sat quiet.

Said this man then, with a soft chuckle :
' It looks

to me you don't miss that coot up in Brisbane a great

deal.'

She pouted. ' Well,' she said, ' and what then ?

He'd no great store of pluck. For one thing, he'd

never risk a tooth on me, as you do. He'd a spine

like a lizard, too.'

Now anger, they say, is a weapon already ripe for

sharp deeds, and contempt a whetstone to put an

edge to it. If that is so, this seemed no very fit time

for that soldier to hear these things.

The man below stroked her hip. ' If he ever comes

back,' he said, ' I'll put up a great fight for you.'

Then they stretched themselves out together on

the crushed grass.

Hardly now could that soldier hold back longer.

Soon they sat up again ; and this man said :
' One

w^ould think, to hear these mopokes crying out so,

they begrudged us this.' At that they both laughed.
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' As for them,' she repHed, ' 'tis no matter. But

it Dick was a mopokc now, and looked down from

one of these trees, need enougli, then, thcre'd be to

pray for fair weather.'

Alas ! she feared little for her waggish words.

Men say that luck is blind, and yet not hidden ; not

so did that seem here.

Then this man had a thought. Squeezing hard

on her plump hand, he said :
' Sweetheart, there

are things that ought to be kept dark ; this is one.

If it leaked out that we made so much of one

another, that would do neither of us much good.'

For some time the woman held her peace. " That

may be,' she said then, slowly. ' And yet there

is something, too, that would be liked still less.'

' What,' said this man, ' is that ?
'

And this woman said, softly : ' I go with child.'

Take thought, mates, how much lies in the two

hands of Occasion ! She can mend and mar mightily

with those two hands of well-timed and ill-timed.

And of all those things ever timed ill, none, surely,

could have been more so than this.

Said this man then :
' That's tough news. What

shall we do about it ?
'

' Well, not lose sleep,' the wench replied, laugh-

ing. ' Seeing you make yourself out but a poor

man, I mean, if you'll keep quiet, to let Dick

father it.'

Now, this was the last straw. Hearing this, that
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soldier could hold no longer. Hot with rage, down
he sprang from the tree. He struck a match, and

held it up against their scared faces. * Not so !
' he

said, with a hard eye. ' This filth shall be shot into

its own yard.'

Then, looking squarely at that woman, ' God
strike you stiff,' he said, ' for a crooked slut ! . . .

But luck has done me a good turn here.'

If you ask, now, how that other man took all this,

I will tell you—he felt a great chill at his spine.

For him, now, all the savour had gone clean out

of this thing.

Edging away somewhat, he said, quickly :
' Out

of no ill will to you, look, did I do this, no, but for

pleasure's sake.'

That soldier turned on him hotly. He could wait

no longer. Catching him quickly by the scruff, he

ran him down smartly to the bank of that river, and,

helping the business with his boot, out he flung him

into the chill water. Down he sank, head first into

the mud there ; he stirred up many a thick mouthful

of this. If you ask how he felt then, I doubt little

but he was not praising God overmuch.

Said that soldier grimly, seeing him there :
' If

you think a man, hearing such talk, will from that

get comfort, why, then, have this now from me. I,

too, did this out of no ill will, no, but for pleasure's

sake only. For all that,' he went on, with a firm

mouth, ' there's one thing we differ in : though you
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would hurt mc in the dark, Httlc bones shall I make

about letting in as much light as I can on to this hurt

done you.'

He then turned • back to that woman. ' You
asked me,' he said, ' to come back soon ; too soon,

it looks, have I done that. But the truth is, as you

then gave your pledged word I should, I find you yet

warm as ever, or, rather, more so.'

For shame's sake, that woman said nothing.

Moreover, she had little will to hurt herself then

with words.

Said that soldier then :
' I will now let my former

liking speak up for you. Grounds enough, no doubt,

you had for this trick. Love and fair reason, they

say, are not found in one skin ; and a man of push,

I know, is more in face with your sluttish kind than

one too nice. It may be, a change in weapons, and a

new style of conducting the warfare, helped him.'

At that, near choked again with his heat, he stopped

short.

' And now,' he said, once more cooling a little,

* since I've got level with this dirt, I'll not keep my
sores open thinking about it. They'll do well

enough now.' And, saying that, he turned away,

and made off to the town.

Once there, he did not let this joke stale. Not so :

decking it out in all its detail, he did what he could

to keep it moving. So well, too, was this done that

that other man found he had taken up more than he
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could well hold ; ay, he found he had stirred up more

than he could lay again.

This jest became a great favourite in that town.

Bringing to mind those quaint words about the

mopoke, and considering how nicely they had hit

the truth off, men there, from this on, nicknamed

this soldier after that most elusive bird. They
would say, laughing :

' A neat job ! That mopoke

was a shrewd bird. What !

'
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A LAUGH went round ; nor did the more sober

members of the company stick to join in it too.

These last, it is true, rather smiled than laughed
;

but the Ram thought this a sufficient comment.

His vanity, not to mention his mother-wit, prompted

him to believe that, among men of any depth, we
must look not for that facile expression of emotion

that comes so readily with other kinds. He was

well pleased with himself. His onl}- rival on this

ground, as he knew, was Ink-Finger ; and Ink-

Finger was already busy, thinking out some yarn

that would get as good a reception as the one just

told.

When the laugh had died off, and various judg-

ments on the behaviour of the old gallant and the

new had been expressed and argued upon, the

Colonel, thinking it time now to alter the tune,

said :

' I doubt not but the Ram, and I fear others, will

have a stock of these lecherous tales. All the more

readily, then, shall we now hear what the Pilot has

to tell us ; for, as I see by the board, he's the next

teller.'

The Pilot, for some minutes, had been lost in

thought. Gazing beyond the circle of quiet light

cast by the lamps, he seemed to be wandering in some

region removed, in some region, perhaps, where the
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affairs of the warm humanity about him had no

place, or httle—who could tell ? However, hearing

his name, he came to earth again, and said, slowly :

' To some among us this tale will be no new thing.

It needs better words, too, and more skill to them,

than I have. But it ought to be told often. In

the best way I can, then, I'll tell it.'



THE SHEPHERD

IF
there is one thing above all else that marks

out our men it is this—they have a great

heart for a man. Because of that, they can

be known for men too. It v^^ere hard, in the press of

battle, to come upon one man of ours but would,

rather than see comrades perish, lay down his life

for them. Not duty is the first virtue there—they

use that word seldom ; but generosity they hold the

best good of all, nay, the one virtue without which all

others count as nothing.

There was a man called Black Mack ; he went

over with the Thirteenth Battalion. This Mack
was a gruff-looking fellow, tall and big-boned, and

so strong that he could throw a horse over. As

for shooting, he did that with the best. A bold man
he was, too—none more so—and proved that often.

He had little speech in him ; and what words did

come out came slowly. He kept nmch to himself.

He had a powerful head, with thick black hair on it,

and a heavy beard ; and this beard, when he would

let it grow, smothered up his face in what looked

like little coils of black wire ; because of this, he was

called Black Mack.

Now, in that company that this Black Mack served

in there was a young subaltern of so much pluck that
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his men thought there could be no braver man in

the whole army. Night and day, for long months

on end, this boy looked squarely into the close face

of death, and ever did that thing that looked good

to those near at hand. They liked him for that.

So much, indeed, did these men care for this subal-

tern, they would be up to all kinds of tricks to keep

harm from him. They were always thinking out

how they could do this. It had to be so done, too,

that he did not know what they were at. Were the

Turks shooting on to them hotly from any quarter ?

They would, in any way they might, get between

that fire and this boy. Was it bombs, that often

came in thick, or shells that burst on landing ?

They would do as much as they might to keep the

splinters off him. And so did it fall out always :

if they could but spare him, they held their own skin

cheap. There was hardly one man there but was

ever ready to put his life between that boy and

death ; and not the least so was this Black Alack.

It fell, once, that this company lay in a front trench

at Quinn's ; they were hard put to it holding on

there. The Turks had got busy with big guns
;

and from these many a good man took his death.

Machine guns, too, did what they could to keep our

hats down. And bullets, quick-coming and without

end, chipped into the dry parapet, and raised up a

screen of dust there.

While all this was going on, that subaltern, holding
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to his use, was ever there where he thought men had

most need of him. Now he would be in this place,

now in that ; for he had small mind to be humped
up out of harm's way. Those men, as much as they

might, kept a sharp eye on him ; and not a few

marvelled at his luck.

The fire, all at once, died down. In the trenches

that lay over against ours there was little stir.

Then, leaping clean across their parapet, up rushed

the Turks ; and those who could get near enough

began to throw bombs in.

Now, it happened that one of these bombs

dropped nigh this subaltern ; and this made his

death as near certain as it might well be. And
seeing it drop, this Black Mack, who was close at

hand, and who knew very well what he was about,

making as if to catch it, got against it just as it went

off. A great mess then it made of him ; it was a

right hard sight that. As for the subaltern, though

he did not escape wholly, he took little hurt from

it. Had that bomb been as well charged as it was

meant to be, here would this tale have made end
;

but it was charged not so, and they carried Black

Mack off with the breath still working in him.

Some days later, when they had cleaned this man
up, and made him easy against his death, then at

hand, a colonel who had got wind of the affair looked

in to see how it stood with him. He found him

just able to give heed.
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Said this colonel, amongst other things :
' We

thank God for our men ; it's an ill thing to lose

them.'

This Black Mack lay stiff because of his wounds
;

he could not turn. Looking, with dull eyes, at the

roof, he rephed, slowly :
' That's poor prate. Let

the dead dog lie. The land I came out of will breed

men enough.' Then, after a heavy pause, ' How,'

said he, ' is the boy ?
'

' Well yet,' answered the Colonel, ' and the better

since he does not know what you did for his sake.'

' And what,' asked this man, ' was that ?
'

' Think not to cover it up,' the Colonel went on.

' You got your wounds thus.'

This Black ALick went hard in the face. ' You're

a bloody liar !
' he said. ' There's nothing in that,

nothing.'

The Colonel took his great hand into his own.
' My tongue shall rot out,' he said, ' rather than

tell him.'

The black face on the bed held firm ; then, slowly,

it gave into a puckered grin. Black Mack got it

round a little, and winked his good eye at the

Colonel. He did what he could, too, to feel his

hand.

Then, since there was no more to be said, back

swung his head again ; and he was a dead man.
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WHEN the Pilot had made an end of his tale, there

was more than one throat in that companA" that

swallowed hard. Hoppy Joe, who had hastily

brushed from his eye some unexpected salt, said, in

a voice thick with emotion :

' Poor Mack ! He was the whitest man that ever

trod. In more than one stunt we stood together
;

and the deeds fabled for the old gods, against his,

were nothing. We are told of One who laid down
his life for his fellows ; but Mack for his fellows

laid down his life, not once only, but many times.

Providence merely threw the gift back at him. I

suppose it got tired of this at last ; and that was

Mack's finish. If earth,' he went on, clearing his

throat, ' had enough men like Mack upon it, the

heaven we hear about would look silly. Indeed, so

much did I think of this man that at last I could

conceive God himself only as an immortal with a

black beard, with a great rough hand, and a heart at

once a lion's heart and a child's. There were many
mistakes in this business ; and not the least of them

was this—that such men as A'lack could perish, and

ourselves return.'

Others then had their say—for they had known

Black Mack too—and not one of them thought those

words of Hoppy Joe's a whit more than truth.
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Then Monoculus spoke up. ' I hadn't the luck,'

he said, ' to see much of Mack ; but I knew well

a mate of his.' He turned to the Colonel. ' Am
I next ?

' he asked.

To this the Colonel, after looking at the board,

replied that he was.

' Well,' Monoculus went on, ' I'll tell something

about this mate of Mack's, about Big Bill.'

And thereupon, having first wet his throat to-

make the telling easier, he told this tale.



THE DUEL

THERE was a man called Big Bill. He was

in one of those companies that backed

up the men that struck out for Hill

Sixty ; for many of these had got their death earlier,

fighting over against Rahman Bair.

Now, when this battle had been under way some

time, and these men had fought on as far as they

then might, they had dug in ; and this Big Bill was

throwing bombs, one after another, into the trench

facing ours. He had got a neat pile together

;

and the Turks near there were hard put to it because

of these bombs. On this side of him, stuck clean

through with his bayonet, lay a heap of their dead,

and on that side, another heap. He had done much
there. And sometimes he would sit down upon

one of these Turks, a hefty fellow, who lay heavy,

like the new-killed carcass of an ox.

This Big Bill had neither hat nor tunic on ; his

shirt hung about him in so many bits of foul rag
;

his breeches were soaked through with blood—some

of this had run out from his own wounds. His

putties, which had come loose, so that they were

like to have tripped him up, he had cast aside. His

hands, like his clothes, were caked all over with blood

and dust ; and his forehead and two cheeks, where
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he had drawn his fist across them to wipe the sweat

off, because of the blood upon it, w^re all blotched

red. His eyes were hard and bright.

At some distance off, the length of a long shot,

there was a Turkish sniper ; he lay, covered over

by some low bushes, up on a little spur, across the

lines, to the right. This sniper saw what hurt this

Big Bill had dealt out to his comrades ; he thought,

then, it would be a thing well done to put an end

to that business. So there he lay, this sniper, trying,

shot after shot, to cut down this Big Bill, so that he

must needs give over.

When this sniper had been at work some time,

he had so often just missed his bull that the Austra-

lian thought he would have no more of that. He
let the bombs lie as then, picked up a rifle that lay

alongside one of his dead mates, looked it over, and

sighted it fair into those bushes. Then both rifles

were let off ; they rang out like one. The Austra-

lian then kept feeling about with his bullets in the

sniper's shelter, raking it over ; and the Turk could

get his shot in only when that other did. And thus

they kept it up for a long time ; for neither could

make an end of his man.

Now, if there is one thing more than another that

an Australian will take no pleasure in, it is what ?

—

to leave any matter, once put in hand, undone. And
this Big Bill had but four shots left. So, when he

had taken thought, he did this—he tied a strip of
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rag to his rifle, raised this up as straight as he might,

waited till well-nigh a minute had gone past, and

then fired the gun off at that angle. Then he stood

up slowly, and put himself, open, before the Turk.

The Turk, who had got tired as well, it may be,

of that duel as they had up till then played it, knew

very well what was afoot. He took aim, fired, and

brought away his rival's left ear.

The Australian to that said :
' Near enough !

That was my good ear ; but, if luck and my hand

arc in, I have sold it cheap.'

Then the Turk, after ragging his rifle, and doing

as Big Bill had done, stood up out of the bushes.

The Australian took aim, fired, and hit his man

—

but not so cleanly as he had looked to. He put

down his rifle, and said :
' My father's son, if the

old chap but knew it, has made an end of his work

this day. That shall be seen now.' Then he stood

up again in front of that Turk.

The Turk fired as before. He shot well, in spite

of his wound ; his bullet went so near to doing its

deed that it grazed that other's right temple, tearing

away the flesh about his eye upon that side.

' Ah,' said Big Bill, ' doesn't God know what he's

up to ? He might have made us men with but one

eye only ; and then must I have given over.' He
shot well with his left eye.

Then, when that Turk was again ready, the

Australian once more took aim, and pulled from
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the left. His luck was still out though ; his bullet,

though it got home, did not kill,

' That,' he said, ' is not like me. Still, that eye

was never so sure but it would sometimes go back

on a fellow.'

The Turk, spending more time upon it, now took

his turn again ; whether for his wounds, or because

his blood shook in him, the shot went wide.

At this Big Bill, who knew very well what he was

about, twisted his bloody face into a grin. ' There

is now,' he said, ' a dead man over there. My last

bullet was always my best.' Then he took aim

again.

He did not fire, though. Another Turk had got

tired of waiting ; and it was his shot that had the

luck. Through the Australian's head it went, clean.

He fell down, kicking out a little with his legs, into

the rough trench, and lay upon the stones at the

bottom of it like nothing so much as a bundle of old

rags. When they advanced, his mates left him

there.

As for that Turk, though they tried hard enough,

no one could find out how he got on.
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' WELL told !
' cried the Squatter heartily, as

Monoculus made an end of speaking. Looking at

this great-fisted, great-footed, and big-boned man,

he thought him just such another surely as the mate

he had spoken of. Indeed, were it not for that

mention of the duellist's death, it seemed to the

Squatter that Monoculus might very well have been

recounting his own exploit : than this man, he could

imagine none fitter for the part played in the tale

by Big Bill. About this gaunt figure with its one

eye there was something pathetic—the Squatter

had felt a like emotion when looking upon great

buildings brought to ruin. Monoculus, he thought,

too, carried that in his face that told of many a hard

knock from Fortune, and a resignation to her worst.

It needed, then, but a small stretch of fancy to con-

ceive the two men, the teller and the told of, as one.

This exclamation of his brother's pleased the

Colonel. It had, he believed, the right ring about

it. Plainly, their guest found the tales much to his

liking.

' It was well told,' he broke in, with conviction,

as he lit a fresh pipe. ' It seems to me we're not

doing badly at all.'

The Colonel then glanced at the board. ' We've

already had,' he went on, ' men in action ; and now,

since Joe takes the floor next, I doubt not but we'll

li
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have men in thought too. Many a tough book has

Joe chewed ; and he's a quick thinker.'

Hoppy Joe shifted his pipe from his lean jaw.

' Don't make it too hot, Colonel,' he said. ' Where
nothing's looked for, remember, nothing's missed ^

and I don't want to let the company down.'

' Nor will you,' the Colonel replied. He thought

much of this man.
' By my one foot, then,' said Hoppy, settling

himself, ' you shall have-—such as it is—my best.'

And without more ado, he told his tale in this

manner.



CAPTAIN BILL

^MONG those officers that carried arms with

/—\ our forces, not a few there were who set

httle store by those nice tricks of taste

affected by some. They were just as much unspoilt

as they were men good at need. They would walk

in where they would, and sit down there, like free

men, at home. Some came out of the bush ; they

were right splinters of ironbark. Because of all this,

it may be, it fell sometimes that privates too, up

in Cairo upon leave, would put up stars, and go in,

for the joke, and push well about, among the larger

sorts there, from generals down. Nor did these

jesters always sing soft : one gave himself out a

colonel, and carried it with a hand so high, he got

credit in the town for nigh upon a thousand

pounds.

There was a man named Palmer ; he went over

to Egypt with the Queenslanders ; he got up to

this joke. Thinking to do as well as he might, he

put up three stars. He was a rough man, and had

seen little of the inside of towns.

Now, having made a long day of it, he thought

to finish up with a dinner the best he had ever come

by. So he went into the Golden Fleece, the largest

hotel in that city, and was shown in to a table, and
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sat down to it just as the cooks there were serving

up those things he had so great a mind for.

Not far from this man's table, and well within ear-

shot, sat three subalterns ; and beside them again,

at another table, a major had sat down. These

subalterns belonged to some English regiment ; they

looked a poor sort of man—they were, it may be,

from Suvla. When this man Palmer walked in these

three officers picked him out at once. He had a

white linen collar on, stiff with starch ; it looked out

of place, and drew all eves there upon him. As far

as they could make out, he had never till then sat

down to a meal in a place of that kind.

Listen, now, and you will hear how Palmer got on.

First, then, he sits down ; but, whether or not it

was done with the grace rather of a dancing master

than a bull with a close-stool, who shall doubt ? He
sat there hard, out of ease, as if he were stuck clean

through with a stake. In between courses, gaps

that he would have cared little to be rid of, he would

twirl up his moustache, smooth his hair down upon

his head, and glare about him fierce as a hurt lion.

It may be he thought this a thing needful to get and

keep some dignity upon him. But, above all, he

cursed his hands. Ho had, it seemed then, not a

dozen hands, not a hundred hands, but a thousand

hands—hands without end. He was hard put to it

to keep all those hands busy.

Now, as he sat thus, those subalterns made many

F
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a sour jest about it. They would look over his way,

crack their joke, and grin softly among themselves.

This soldier took it much to heart ; he would right

gladly then have put himself out of mind.

As the courses came on, he would look privily to

make out how the others there shaped at them ; but,

for all that, he not seldom lost his labour. He would

take the food from the dishes wrong, then eat it

wrong. He took great helpings of tart dishes and

stuff to egg on the stomach, and then, to make out

he had known what he was about, he would push

on bravely till all was done with ; his sweet spoon

went plump into his soup ; he bit first upon the hard

end of his asparagus. He had no skill at small

helpings ; taking more of the first than he could

well settle for, the best dishes, that came on last,

he must leave. In short, there was hardly one right

thing, so reckoned, but he must do it wrong. This,

indeed, was his own guess ; and at last, right tired

of it, he wanted for nothing so much as to get it all

done with, so that he might praise God and clear off".

Now, when this had gone on for some time, that

major, seeing those subalterns at such pains to make

out a bad case for this captain, could put up with it

no longer. His face went hot with rage. Throwing

down his napkin, he got up, went over, and sat down

quietly beside them. He then said these words :

' Is not this an ill jest—to think a man less than

his clothes ? to see virtue and its converse in the way
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he takes his food ? If you would see with a right

eye, keep it fixed first upon the man himself, and not

upon his use in trifles. Men will say, as the eye

looks, so looks the mind. Moreover, let me remind

you, those who live by keeping countenance in small

matters do not commonly have force in great ones.

Nay, it were better that a man knew too little about

mean forms than too much ; for, to repeat it, if he

have a genius for these, he is, for the most part, too

light for affairs of any pith and weight.'

This major paused a moment. Then, when those

subalterns had had time to digest his words, he went

on :

' Hear, now, another truth. Who comes fresh

to honour at his own hand had need of parts, none

more so : not for nothing is this man a captain.

Against that, you, it may be, as not seldom shows,

sitting soft in a seat made for you, have lost (if,

indeed, you ever had much) the first edge of your

resolution ; and thus it falls out that envy squints

his way in the guise of contempt. Honour, being,

in the nature of things, exposed, is ever a butt for

the bad attention of fools. Forget not, too, that

to tilt at trifles is but a trick by which the small

would keep themselves in face.

' Leave, then,' he continued, looking sternly at

them, ' to comfort yourselves with the vanity of

this contrast. Think not this man comes worst

from it ; he does not, and the less so in that, if he
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had not already reached up to honour, you would

have given him leave, both in his person and in his

acts, to be his own man.'

This major got more red because of the heat there.

He drew a great handkerchief from his sleeve, and

mopped, as hard as he might, at his face. He then

went on in these words :

* 111 gains by going ; but good parts are enough

at their first setting out. And if this captain has

come into this habit of life late, and sits out of ease

in it, his first habit, it may well be, if one could but

know it, was not because of this less good. More-

over, if there lie a fault here, does it not belong

rather to inexpediencc than to anything by nature

bad ? And a fault in that kind is as easy to put

right as one in this kind is hard. Give him but time,

then, to put a meet form upon his place. Be, each

of you, that well-bred person which you, by your

too-nice regard, pretend he is not.'

This major then went off. Those subalterns had

little to say to those shrewd words of his.

As for that soldier, he took this for a great jest.

He had sharp ears on him, and missed little of what

passed. On his telling the joke over later on to a

mate in camp, this mate said, grinning :

' That major, Bill, was good stuff.'

' Ay,' said Bill, ' whatever he meant was well

meant ; but, as for those other cows, God strike

them ! they gave me the fair squirts.' \
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AS Hoppy Joe brought his tale to an end, there was

none there but laughed freely. Even the Colonel

found it too much for his habitual reserve. As

for the Squatter, he made no scruple about laughing

with the best.

' By the Lord,' he exclaimed, ' that, too, was well

told !

'

' And yet,' said the Colonel, who had hardly

expected this from Hoppy, ' might not some swear

that Joe, in letting us down thus—the rogue !—had

ended the run on his wrong foot .?
'

But the Squatter would have none of that.

' Many,' he replied, ' would vow that our friend

knew very well how to salt his meat. That bit of

bathos, to me at least, was delicious.'

More followed in a like vein ; nor, though his

good-will had been so grossly misdirected, did they

forget to extol that major for his pithy speech to

those subalterns.

' And now,' said the Colonel, as the talk died off,

' we shall have something from an artist. For you

must know,' he went on, turning to the Squatter,

' that the Sergeant has attained print many times,

and is read from York down to Wilson's.'

The Squatter, having heard the unpolished tales

of these rough fellow^s, and remembering, too, the

tales he had seen in print, had his own thoughts
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about the hall-mar!: conferred by the Press. He
had been curious in what made the difference

between the two kinds of narrative, the printed and

the spoken, and of this hoped now to gather some

further hint.

* We shall hear it gladly,' he answered ; and the

Sergeant, needing no more encouragement, told his

tale thus.

\



THE COWARD

YES, he remembered too well. His busy

thoughts, soon to be blotted out with his

poor brain, and now working swiftly in

the shadow, were dragging back into the dry light

of memory all that he had fought so hard, so desper-

ately, to forget. The grave of forgetfulness was

again yielding up its hated dead.

He remembered one thing that happened when

he was a boy, quite small. The trees swung about

in a brisk wind. The locusts sang loud under the

December sun. He could hear them now. Through

the shifting shade on the fern, with his heart knocking

like a scared rabbit's, he ran as if from death ; and

yet, poor pale face, there was nothing behind him

but the fists of two boys, boys no stronger than he

was. For this had not the whole school laughed

at and despised him ? Yes, the curse, even in those

days, was there : his earliest blood was against him.

Indeed, must not the truth be that Fate had formed

him wrongly at his extreme first, moulded him with

base substance ? This mark had he not carried

before he was yet separate flesh ? Thinking of

those splendid men who could look with clean

straight eyes into the close face of death, ay, and

embrace death with a brave oath, he could see it
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all now plainly. They could do this from the

beginning : they had been dowered so in their blood.

Because of such men this earth was justified ; he

was a mistake.

Considering his youth, he remembered that

through this, too, his blood had always been ready

to betray him. Had he not left labour for ease,

honour for expedience ? He remembered, with

bitter thoughts, how he had played the coward on

those occasions, how he had been unable to hold his

hands out bravely to life. Yes, he remembered.

Then came the war. This, the true test of men,

was the last thing he was fitted for. But, still

afraid, afraid of having his weakness detected, by

the one supreme effort that his cramped will had

ever attained to, his poor self he had set aside, and

put on the livery of manhood. Good words they

gave him for that ; but no, he had not been deceived.

Then, as he lay there with the blood oozing out

from his shattered breast, with his flesh numbed,

and his brain working in that interval, intensely

lucid, that sometimes comes at the approach of

death, he recalled the Landing. The night before

they went into that action he had managed to secure

some whisky, ullaged, and against orders. How he

had gulped it down, thanking God !—for is not

whisky a salve to thin nerve ? In a craven stupor

he had slept then till some better man had awakened

him.
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He remembered next how, with his throat

parched by the last night's excess, his water bottle

had tempted him. This held a scant supply for

three days ; but, proving less than his thirst, and

pledging the pregnant future to the smaller now,

he had swallowed all that water down. A mate

there had said :
' Good God ! are you mad ?

' He
had answered nothing ; but, deep in his heart, he

had known what ailed him.

Then—God alone knew how !—he had scrambled

up on to that shore of the damned. Coming under

fire, his nerves had kept him moving ; his flanks were

fouled then with fright. But better men stirred

there ; and heart he took from example. And
when, at the long, the interminable, end of those

nerve-splitting days, they had lined up on the

position, had not his knees knocked as he saw how
the lines were thinned out ? Yes, he well remem-

bered all this.

Once, as they heard men groaning beyond the

lines, an officer had said :
' Who'll fetch them in ?

'

He thought :
' All day I've fought, and am safe

;

must 1 risk it again ?
' Against his will he had gone

;

and, returning untouched with the first batch of

those wounded, he had thought then :
' How mar-

vellous ! Nothing has happened to me.' Thinking

about it now, he knew that the coward had shown

in that elation. Moreover, as he had felt so keenly

his great luck, had he not begrudged a little this
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risk for men who, as the bearers brought them in,

died mostly behind our lines ? Yes, he remembered

—he had been a coward all through.

Four months ago that was ; to him, for whom
this place had been hell, it seemed four eternities.

And by that blind irony that fate uses in war, he,

the least able perhaps to stand by his own force, had

still stood up while others, with strong souls, had

been cut down like harvest corn. His own skin

saved had tempered his regret for them. Like a

coward, had he not thanked God for it ?—though

he knew that, if man meant anything at all to him,

a deity who could look down on and approve that

slaughter by chance would be a questionable being.

Looking up into that dark dome stuck with quiet

stars, he recalled that blood-glutted evening of the

Sixth. He had fallen in then with the hushed

thousands consecrated to death. Confronted with

the unguessed perils of that obscured way, that

W'ould be lit up, though none knew where, only by

the murderous blaze of the foe's fire, had he not

cried out to God that he might see his home again ?

God, it seemed, had not heard that.

Then came that wild, that shaking, thrust up

towards Chunuk—that perilous probing of a gloom

latent with horrors that his mind had reeled from.

The tearing aside of that scrub, solid, and guarded

heavily with thorn ; the blinding flash of death-deal-

ing rifles fired almost into the face; the mad scramble
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over shapeless rock, that might hold up anywhere, and

end anywhere ; the slipping, it might be to death,

on loose stone ; the hacking through that cruel wire

that held men firm while the Turks, from some

flanking trench, shot them to pieces— all this he

remembered ; to him it was hateful, O, utterly

hateful ! In how many shapes had Death leapt out

from that darkness—shapes horrible past thought,

and not to be guessed at, not to be foreknown !

Marvellously preserved, he had scaled those pre-

cipitous ribs of the Table Top. Scarred and gashed

with storms, and tumbled with great boulders

thrown into rough heaps, this hill had tried him

to his utmost fibre. With the false courage of

desperation, he had strained up that hill-side, now
groping across chasms, now clinging like a bat, now
falling prone, now rising again to renewed labour,

till his muscles had refused almost to act.

And then (was it to forestall any blame that such

a refusal might bring ?) a Turkish bullet, sent by

chance, had ended all that striving—there he lay

looking up into that dark dome stuck with quiet stars.

Those stars he did not see ; he did not see the fire

that stabbed and blotted the night's darkness, and

told of more death ; the multitudinous noise of the

battle he heard not, nor the cheers of his comrades

as they took the hill. He had left that battle to

fight one greater. He fought the last battle a man
fights with his soul.
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Detaching himself a little from self, he remem-
bered then that a great company, even as he himself

was, must be thinking their last thoughts now for

ever. Poor devils ! never again would they see the

earth standing clean under the sun, never again give

car to the jests of comrades, never again feel the

touch of loved hands. Ah ! that was no light

matter. Even the dust their bodies must fall away

to would help no flowers in the land they trod about

in when young. In alien earth it would lie, outcast

for ever.

And, as he thought these thoughts, a bitter cry

came from him. Yes, though his limbs should lose

all shape, and his eyes all vision, though he should

be broken, and lamed, and ill to look at, if some

miracle could but snatch him back from the senseless

dust, and leave to him only the smallest savour for

the things of life, for that he would give more

thanks (how much more !) than strong men give

even for those things they prize most—gold, and

the love of women, and the great hearts of comrades.

The coward in him still fought ; the coward in him

still had the victory ; a despair blacker than that

black night settled upon his soul.

Over in Chailak Dere, advancing through the

hell-charged darkness, other men from his column

were slaying and being slain. Others would feed

the rats and the settling crows. Others, perhaps,

while their sides held, would think some of those

1
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bitter thoughts that he thought. But he knew that,

if the souls of men there were laid bare, his soul,

in that great company, would be but a stranger.

Bitter, ah, bitter ! He had been cursed so from

the beginning.

Then, as he lay there in the light dew, the numb-

ness crept further through his limbs, his brain

stopped working, the merciful half-death that pre-

cedes dissolution blotted out all sense, all thought
;

and soon, though he ciid not know it, that victory that

strong men know, that victory that life had denied

always, was given him by death.
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FOR some minutes after the Sergeant had finished

his tale, all sat silent. Was each speculating as to

how much of that coward lived in his own flesh ?

Perhaps so ; for, even with the strongest souls, are

there not times when, by some casual conjunction of

thought and circumstance, the nerves play false ?

Said the Pilot, slowly :
' There's truth in all this.

What man is there but would, if his full account

were struck, find something on the wrong side of

it ? Nevertheless, to speak it fairly, for one such

coward as we've just heard of, I've met a hundred

blood brothers of Black Mack's.'

' That,' the Colonel put in, as he picked up his

beer, ' was to be looked for. How else could we
have got the job done at all ? However,' he con-

tinued, ' such questions have been settled in such a

fashion, thank God, that they're questions no longer.

You, lads, have answered them, and for all time.'

After such a handsome acknowledgment from one

in authority, there was, on this theme, nothing

more to be said ; but Monoculus, who was sitting

next to Ink-Finger, thrust his big fist with such

force into the sparse ribs of that unfortunate, that

Ink-Finger curled up like a hit snake.

The Crow, in the interim, had remembered that

his turn followed the Sergeant's. He had been

considering what dainty thing he would serve up at
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such a many-plattered feast. The decision was no

easy one.

Turning to him, the Colonel now said :
' If

Providence, understanding his needs, has given the

crow a beak that loves offal, there are yet times when
he can hold from this. The Crow,' he went on,

slyly, ' now takes the tale.'

But the Crow, even as the others, could but speak

after his own nature ; like it or not, there was no

help.

' There, Colonel,' he replied, ' you've squinted at

a truth. Providence, who made that eagle that

many think themselves, made the crow too. Have

this, then, from the crow.'

After which speech, having made himself as large

as he could, the Crow told his talc thus.
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THE noon sun, high up in the stagnant air,

did little enough to make the trench a

place after a man's heart ; the men
thought it hell. Some, in this interval between the

foe's greetings, were scraping the stubble off gaunt

chins, some were hard put to it to get letters done

with, some read in well-thumbed papers. Others,

not a few, were rubbing away at rifles. Some,

again, lying about in various heaps, made quaint

noises as they breathed in sleep. No other business

was afoot there, save, indeed, the close hunt after

populous vermin, an affair in which all these men
had the ripe skill of old hands.

Now, whether it was because of the sickening

down-thrust of the sun, or the cramp of the thin

trench ; whether it was the multitudinous flies, or

the lice, ever-labouring ; whether it was because of

any of these things, or because of all of them, who
shall tell ?—but the men in this trench were restless.

They were tired clean out with it all. There was

a man there called Barcoo Jack ; he was tired of it

too. This man had red hair, with patches of white

in it ; he measured well when he stood up ; had you

looked hard enough, you could have picked him out

as a man who would show up best with his clothes
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off. This Barcoo Jack was a great hand at a sour

joke ; he had but httle rehsh for parsons.

Someone said :
' Strike me ! but this is a dog's dose.

When I got wise to this job, I knew Luck's right had

mauled us bad ; the sod, now, has hooked into us

with a dirty left, yes, and put the boot in, as well.'

Said another :
' That growl, mate, is old enough

to put whiskers up. Chuck it—any flat can open his

face. When a thing's over the odds a stiff lip, I

reckon, is worth twenty that let the tongue through.'

Then a man named Clancy had his say. ' It's

crow's-meat we are,' he said. ' If you look at it out

of a clean eye, there's mighty small difference

between ourselves, lads, and those dirty Turks

dropping into little pieces out there in the sun and

in the dew.'

Who these Turks were I will tell you. It fell

that the Turkish generals, taking thought of the

sickness that ought to have been among our troops

(cramped as these were for space), and stirred up, it

may be, because of the hard fighting we had put

them to—it fell, I say, that these Turkish generals

were galled. They could get no comfort save they

drove us out, neck and heel, into the sea. So they got

together a great company, all they could lay hand on,

and gave us battle. In that company were all manner

of men : here, some had smooth faces, there,

beards wired with silver ; some were stout, some

lithe and lusty ; some were black, some buff ; but,

G
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for the most part, they were men mighty good at

their trade. This host was hurled against us at a

great rate. Our men, though, who wanted neither

for strong arms nor the good will to use them, wasted

the foe by thousands ; and w^hat were left of these,

after some tough hours, staggered back to their

trenches, broken and right out of heart. And those

who had dropped at that time lay there still ; and

these were the Turks this man Clancy spoke of.

This Barcoo Jack scratched his head. There

was a light wind springing up ; and it set him think-

ing. If a man there had taken notice, he would

have seen there was some mischief he would fain

be at. Putting his eye to a loophole, he picked out

a number of those dead Turks. He picked out those

that were nigh, and most swollen up with the sun
;

for men's bodies, in that fierce heat, would fill out

near to bursting, and then go down again much like

a spent balloon.

Dinner now came on. The men got to work on

it ; and one, at grips with some beef, said :
' The

tale goes that one of our bloods here, just after the

Landing, was cut off from his mob, and got bushed.

He had no gear—he had lost that. His only grub

was a hefty lump of this beef; he had this in a

pocket. Legging it one night up a valley, he made

out strange voices ; they were cjuite close. Thinks

he :
" This looks poor ; but my luck is not right out

yet. I might have eaten this beef ; and then, since
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there's little enough about here I could help myself

with, I must perhaps have given over." Saying

that, he took the beef out of his pocket, tied it into

the end of his belt, and with this weapon, the best

he had, slew fifteen Turks.' The crowd laughed.

' That was some time back,' said one, ' and we're

still on that beef.'

Said another :
' There's not much wrong with

that yarn, mate. And, if the truth must out, this

biscuit comes in handy on occasion too. A sheik up

country, I heard tell, wished to pave his court. This

courtyard was much trodden by beasts of burden

—

donkeys, buffaloes, and others of that kind. Well,

this sheik made trial of all manner of stone ; but

no good came of it : the great traffic there soon had

all turned back into dust. And, because of this, our

sheik must needs give the job up. Thus, for many
an evil day, that court of his was hardly to be borne

because of the great clouds of dust that choked it.

Now, just about this time our troops moved into

Egypt. They brought in this biscuit ; and the

sheik's headache was over. Having come one day

by chance upon one of these biscuits, he cried out,

looking at it with a skilled eye :
" Allah ! this is the

perfect brick : a pavement made out of this will

last, I'll take oath, for ever !
" He had some made

and put down in that court of his ; and there, so

right were his words, yes, there it is till this day,

and as sound, too, as when first laid.'
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A grin went round. Then someone said that, as

for him, he would not quarrel about it ; for one of

these biscuits, being then in his coat, had once

stopped a bullet, and so, it may be, had saved his

life.

Then another, a man thick of speech, spoke up.

* Curse this flaming heat !
' he said. ' I'm dry as a

Bourke bone. If Barcoo would but come to light

with a wet now, I reckon I could keep it down.'

This Barcoo Jack, hearing that, turned a little.

In the good old days that had beer in them, he used

to take his alone ; he knew what was meant. ' You're

great hands at crying out,' he said. ' But, if your

guts have so far gone back on you, mates, as you

make out, I'll see what I can do to settle them.'

At those words he picked up his rifle, raised his

red head to the loophole, and took aim at something

outside. The others there, well on now with their

meal, wondered what he was up to. He shot as

quickly as he might, it may be, some half-dozen

times ; and each shot split one of those blown Turks.

The taut bodies went ofl^ like crackers ; and the

rising wind, now making over to the trench, brought

in the gas, foul and thick, vomited from the rotten

flesh.

The sniper got down. He chuckled. With the

fellows all eating, he thought now to see some stir

there. But, except for some willing oaths, nothing

came of it.
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' By Christ, mates,' he said, ' you've got the right

guts for this job after all : iron it needs to take iron.

And this grub, for all your grouch, was made for them

surely.'

Someone said, as he spat quickly with a curse :

' There's more than one goat in the world.'
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* BY Heaven,' said the Squatter, as he pulled his

brows together, ' that jest must have stunk truly !

Most smells have I smelt ; but none has so turned

me as the odour of decayed human flesh. I remem-

ber finding once, on the outskirts of the run, a poor

lad who, in some way, had pitched from his horse,

and thus broken his neck. It was hot weather ; and

the ants and the crows had got busy before we found

him. \\'hat was left of him gave out so shrewd a

stink, I carried this in my nose for weeks ; and dur-

ing that time I could relish no food at all.'

' Yes,' the Colonel put in, ' it's surprising what

one can get used to. On the other hand,' he con-

tinued, ' I think these yarns about the rations shoot

a little over the mark. The food was not so trying

as our friend has made out.'

The Crow laid his fist softly upon his stomach,

turned his eyes up, and said, feelingly :

' Ye gods up there, don't do it again !

'

This manducatory theme proved a fruitful one :

the company found many a witty word, and some

less witty than strong, for those never-to-be-

forgotten rations.

The Ram, after making a face behind Ink-Finger,

began now to tell some jest at the expense of this

luckless one ; for, whenever food was mentioned,

Ink-Finger, who was easily the leanest fellow there,
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never escaped without a neat prod or two. The
Colonel, however, cut the wag short, and said :

' Let us get on, lads, with our tales. Ink-Finger

takes the next ; and, since fortune can deal worse

with us than give us tough rations, let him tell, if

he can remember anything to the point, something

to prove this.'

Ink-Finger, who had intended to enter the lists

with the Ram, scratched his black head, and thought

hard.

' Why,' he said at last, breaking into a pleased

grin, ' I believe I have the precise goods. I was

going to write this tale out, and send it to the Cut

Your Beard in Sydney.'

' Tell on, then,' the Colonel answered ; and Ink-

Finger, with the confidence of a practised hand, told

the tale he had been reserving, with a heartful of

hope, for that fame-conferring journal at the head-

quarters of literature.
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ATHIN drizzle of rain was coming down ; and

the little company pushed further into

shelter. As they munched at their biscuit,

hard almost as paving-stone, and coaxed it down
with the help of that punctual preserve, that relent-

less cheese, and those swillings of stale tea, they used

no word that would have flattered overmuch the

dispensers of army rations.

Potts, holding up a flint of the despised food,

struck an attitude much favoured by a certain par-

liamentary light at home, and, apostrophising

space, exclaimed :

' For bread I asked, O sons of wry-fisted whores,

and ye gave me a stone. Are my teeth, then, as

the teeth of lions ? Is my gizzard tough even as

roof-iron ?
'

Hearing that. Brothers grinned. As if this speech

had brought something to mind, he rummaged

through his belongings, produced a packet, and held

it up with the gesture of one practising an occult

art.

' What's this ?
' he demanded.

Several guesses failed to solve the mystery ; and

the magician, expecting the surprise of his hearers,

said :

96
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' Flour—that's what it is. Flour, you butter-

guts ! Some live ashes now, and enough water to

irrigate this little holding—then, mates, you'll be

filling up on dinkum fare, on damper.'

So rich a treat, during the flour shortage which

they had cursed daily for the past week, and which

they cursed still, was so far removed from the

probable as to set those men guessing what the joke

was.

Said Moran :
' What divil makin' signs in a dark

place is this ? Flour ! It's as plintiful here, you

plotter of perversion, as safe-passes under the

weather eye of the angels—and it's aslape these have

been this long toime, I'm thinkin'.'

With the air of one demonstrating an important

truth, Brothers broke the package ; it k'!(S flour.

Were miracles, then, still of this abandoned earth ?

Was there indeed a prospect of putting their teeth

into a delicacy which, a few minutes ago, would have

seemed as attainable as a star ? With such thoughts

the company straightway laid their hands to the

production of the needed ash. A few boughs of

damp brush, reinforced with some splinters from the

furniture, they coaxed into a blaze and allowed to

burn dow^n ; and the flour Brothers worked up on a

flat stone, cleaned for the purpose. Then, at the

right moment, all their hopes he delivered to the

glowing embers, and covered up with a solicitude

that spoke louder than any word.
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' Bhoys,' said Moran, ' the Almighty God, they

say, is good ; but it's not strainin' himself to this

extint he'll be. If you put this dough into your

stharvin' faces, and it damper, that'll be a wonder

truly.'

Then—the first shell arrived, the first shell of the

next round. They heard first a whistle, then, as it

got closer, a scream as of an immense full-throated

cat, then a heavy thud, then a roar that came with

such impetus as to seem like a hard blow on the head.

A broad pillar of smoke shot up, black as soot, and

hung thickly on the sodden air. This shell dropped

some little distance off ; it had no luck.

The Lizard, who had been rubbing the digestive

part of his anatomy with a gentle circulatory motion,

broke off, and looked with a hard eye at the inter-

ruption.

' Can't the blighters hold off till this job's

through ?
' he asked. ' With damper in us, we

could hop it like free men. That'd be like dying

what the bloods call a natural death.'

But this, it seemed, was too great a favour to

expect at the hands of those attentive friends over

the hill ; for the heavy guns of the enemy, feeling

along the spur, landed three more shells almost at

once. With a roar like close thunder, they opened

up dusty chasms on the shaking ridge. Groans,

then, the bread-watchers could make out to their

left. A party of men there, too, some cursing, and
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all digging like fiends at a mass of loose earth, told

of at least one man buried in the landslide.

' Get back to cover and keep down !
' someone

shouted ; and those whom curiosity had moved to

see what was happening crept back to their dug-

outs, and made the most of the shelter there.

For a short time all w^as quiet—the Turks, it

seemed, were not going to spoil a good impression

—

and the little knot about the potential damper gave

themselves up again to their interrupted interest

in what, to them, was an important operation.

' You're thinkin' it's a sweet shavin' of this cake

is in your own belts already,' said Moran. ' But go

aisy—there's many a blighted hope, me sons, walkin'

about on this back allotment of the Almighty

God's.'

As the light ashes w^re now losing their heat, and

as Potts, too, anxious to handle his cut of that

marvellous loaf, had called time. Brothers felt into

the grey heap with a stick.

' It's dough yet,' he said, with the air of one who
had known that before. ' Give it a chance, mates.'

And so, as Brothers was known to be an expert in

the achievement of damper, there was nothing to do

but use patience.

Suddenly a series of quick swishing noises was

heard ; a succession of sharp bangs followed imme-

diately ; and a hail of shrapnel tore down into the

Gully. The delicate white clouds of the ex-
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plosions, light as gossamer, drifted slowly through

the heavy air.

Potts, with a quick movement, clapped his hand

up to his right check, and brought it away dripping

with blood.

' What the hell's that doing there ?
' he ex-

claimed, thickly.

A piece of shrapnel had ripped his face open ; his

mouth, a raw mess of torn flesh and broken teeth,

was now a good couple of inches longer on one side.

Seeing what had happened, his mates, working

with wliat skill they could, applied first aid ; and

the wounded man, with the luck of the short-lastcr,

was soon making the long journey to the Beach.

' God save me soul,' said Moran, ' but that was a

dirty thrick sure. Here was Potts, and there was

damper ; but, for all his great heart to cilibratc the

breakin' of this bread, and it comin' on in the coals,

divil a crumb of it will foind its way into that face

now.'

But reflection, it seems, will always discover some

good in a supposed evil ; and Moran now was

thinking.

' Bhoys,' he went on, with a sly solemnity, ' it cuts

you to the heart to say it ; but isn't there more now
for yourselves ?

'

This episode, though it interrupted the proceed-

ings a little, was by no means sufiicient to spoil

appetite there for the promised banquet. A
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soldier's stomach will hold up easily against a little

blood ; and, having once starved on army rations, it

develops such a gust for good food as the well-fed

at home would marvel at. Animals in nature, no

doubt, have such a relish. The company, therefore,

turned once more to the business in hand. Did not

damper hang on it ? To a soldier then on those

hills of the damned that one word expressed more

than any rhetoric.

The last spark now had died out of the embers
;

and Brothers, thinking it would serve little to wait

longer, stretched his hand forth, and raked the thin

ash from the cake. As the result was no small event,

the others did not dissemble their interest in it
;

and when the cook announced that, by the grace of

God, the thing icns damper, those men were hard

put to it to keep down cheers,

' Hot or cold ?
' asked Brothers, affecting the

dignity of the doer of a great thing.

By a supreme effort of self-control, not under-

standable to a layman, the company fought down
its first impulse ; and the vote went ' cold '.

' Cold let it be, then,' said the pleased baker
;

and, setting the thing gingerly on its side where a

little of the breeze could come at it, he looked upon

his handiwork with a pride such as can be felt by the

true artist only. And, indeed, there was none there

but marvelled at the achievement of this man.

The odds, now, looked a sure thing against
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Moran's pessimism. The Lizard, thinking to rub

this in, drew a note out from his clothes, threw it

down, and turned to the Celt.

' That to a dollar, Mick,' he said, ' the joke's

ours !

'

As Moran took the bet, those men thought him

the best mug there—at least, they hoped he was.

Yes, Moran, surely, was off it this time. Was not

this damper already as good as eaten ? They refused

to think otherwise.

But, alas, as the old proverb says, there's many a

slip 'twixt the beer and the throat of dust. There's

many a miscalculated effect, too, between damper

and the insides of ravenous soldiers. Hardly was

this bet made when these men, just about to enjoy

their luck, heard a shell scream down almost on top

of them, A heavy, ominous thud followed ; and

the earth, as if shaken to its centre, leapt in a roaring

wave through their dugout.

What happened during the next pregnant minutes

can be guessed. After the officer there, shouting

in the tone demanded perhaps by the occasion, had

got spades and the relief party on to the wrecked

premises—after this, working with the stout thews

of madmen, had cleared a way in to the entombed

men—the unfortunates were dragged out ; and they

took stock of them.

Brothers, his smashed face filled with earth, was

dead. The bearers shook the dirt from his clothes.
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laid him aside, and hid the sickening thing under

some sacking. The Lizard, with convulsed face,

and eyes thrust out from it, had got his death too.

Nor had the others, except one, fared any better.

Encased with earth, their eyes and mouths choked

up with it—their finger-tips, showing how they

had fought against the weight of that suffocation,

broken and bloody—they, too, were laid out in the

line.

One man only escaped—Moran. Him the bearers

patched up, and carried off, with the usual bene-

diction upon the Turks, down to the Beach.

On that journey the wounded man made many
remarks ; and not the least heart-felt, it may be,

were those touching that churlishness of Providence

that had kept them from the one joy within sight

for many a day past. Moran's pessimism, it seemed

now, had been less than it looked.

' What help is it,' he said, ' to lose on our roight

hand what we take on our left ? And isn't it our-

selves, and we afther watchin' the high tide of luck

flowin' in upon us, have reason to cry out ? All

those hungry men, God help them, and they with

the last warrant served on them—the Lizard with

them, and that sthraight saplin' that conjured up

damper from the abyss, and that damper itself

—

what are all these now, I'm askin'. God help me ;.

it's a desthroyed man I am this day surely !

'
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WHILE Ink-Finger had been telling his tale many
a grin had gone round ; now, as he brought it to an

end, a great laugh went up.

' God save us,' roared Monoculus, ' here's art

enough !

'

' Ay,' said the Ram, glad to get his thrust in,

* and to spare, too ! Where the blue fire, son, did

you learn all these tricks in words ?
'

Ink-Finger's long face grew longer. In his heart,

he felt that his literary pearls had been cast before

hogs. Nor, glancing privily at the Colonel and

their guest, did he find an overdose of encourage-

ment in them. From the Squatter, at least, he had

hoped for some ; but the Squatter was just then

speculating as to why this tale had impressed him

less than the others had. It struck him suddenly

that these rough fellows had perhaps read the riddle.

Was there not too much art in it, or, to be precise,

too much artifice ? Did not this cleverness, in the

company of these men, look a little trivial, even

vulgar? He had, he thought, discovered some quality

in these unspoilt men that was too great for it. Only

a week before, at his club in Brisbane, he had dis-

cussed this matter of style with some literary friends
;

and this present experience, he found, too, had

given point to some opinions he had expressed then,

and which he recalled now. However, all this
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embellishment of Ink-Finger's, he readily believed,

had been made for his sake as much as the teller's
;

and he was not so much a churl as to take unkindly

what had been kindly meant. Turning with a smile

to the embarrassed man, he said :

' If you but made a bookful of such tales, you

would, I doubt not, have so many opinions with you

that you could well dispense with ours.'

This remark Ink-Finger construed in his favour.

Addressing the company, he said, with a restored

countenance

:

' Don't forget, my friends, that this gentleman

was not in Anzac, and therefore that, what looks

superfluous to you, to him is not so.'

' You did right,' said the Colonel, who wished to

put everyone at ease, ' to be as explicit as you could

be. If, knowing all the facts of life in Gallipoli, we
take, in our telling, too many of them for granted,

my brother, then, will see only half the picture. As

for art, of that I can speak not.

' And now,' he went on, as his expression became

thoughtful, ' the turn comes to me. If my tale be

no worse than any yet told here, it will be good

enough.'

Whereupon, without more preamble, other than

a slight cough to clear his throat, the Colonel spoke

up as follows.
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THERE was a man called Wright ; he was an

officer ; he came out of the Eight Mile

Plains, over against Brisbane. He stood

tall, with narrow hips, and was somewhat given to

stooping. If you looked into his face, with clean

eyes in it, you would take him for a man out of love

i with any kind of lying, or mean deed.

Now it fell one night that this officer had some

matter to put through up in the trenches. So he

left his quarters, which lay lower down under the

hill, and made his way up the nearest valley by a

track. This track ran over broken ground, here

troubled with rough stone, there falling away into

pits, now hesivy with the mud of small springs, now
hard because of the fierce suns that beat there.

The valley was covered over with a mean scrub.

On either hand ragged hills cut the dark skyline.

When this officer had picked his way well into

the middle of this valley, he was hard put to it to see

where the path was ; and, because of the dark night,

and the uncertain going, he at last went wide. And,

poking about, now this way, and now that, he came

upon a dead mule—one of those, it may be, sniped

io6

i
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in the first days. Striking a match hurriedly, he

looked at it. This mule lay there with its load still

upon it ; for no hand had lightened it. There it

lav, under its load, black and verv stinkins:. Could

that poor beast have but got up, it might even yet

have made its journey with perhaps but little hurt

done.

Not a great while after, this officer struck out into

the track again ; and, keeping his two feet in it, he

stepped out as briskly as he might.

He had got well up the rise when he marked, in a

sheltered spot under the ridge, a number of small

fires, and men sitting at them. At that distance,

and in the uncertain light, he could not make out

what companies they belonged to—whether to ours,

or to those of some reinforcements that had lately

come in to Anzac. These men, he knew well, had

no right to be in that place ; it struck him suddenly

that they had a right to be up in the trenches. So

he pushed his way over to them. Some were curled

up under banks of earth ; some had thrust themselves

into holes, with which the land about there was well

pocked ; some were at their pipes—some eating.

They had food enough and to spare—beef stacked

up in tins, and bags of biscuit.

Going up to this queer company, ill to look at,

he said :
' One would have thought skulking at this

time too poor a game for men. Is this a thing well

done ? Let the man in you, asleep now, have his
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way. If you take thought of those who, while they

had strength but to lift hand, had ever the best will

for the part that fell to them, and consider further

how you, whose limbs want nothing of their strength,

have for that part no will at all, surely you will no

longer give it leave to rest at that.'

The crowd kept silent. Then one fellow, with a

surly jaw, said :
' We don't see it like that. Down

here a man has a chance ; up there '—he jerked his

finger towards the trenches
—

' it's murder.'

Now, as this officer looked at those men, he

brought to mind that dead mule. And, taking

thought of the manner of its death (for he had a

quick wit for such things), he commanded them to

form up, and come after him ; and this, after some

little ado and a glance at his drawn revolver, they

did. They soon came where the mule lay. Wright

stood them about the dead beast, and said :
' If you

listen well now, there will be profit in it.'

The dawn by now had plucked the little stars from

the sky. The grey beginning of day had got into

the scrub ; so that it was no hard matter to pick out

things near at hand.

Pointing to the dead mule, this officer said :

* Men, if you can see what lies before you, and yet

hold yourselves in good countenance, that were a

marvel truly. Look, now, upon this poor mule.

Here he lies, dropped beneath his load, the heaviest

load he could bear up ; and you—you would cast

1
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off your load. Face forward he went out to meet

death
;
you hide while comrades perish. This poor

beast, M^ho died fearless, and with that faith without

which, whether in man or brute, there can be no life

—this one poor beast, I say, is much more to be

honoured than a great crush of men with the thin

veins of cowards. And when the Register of this

Earth is written up by the Divine Hand, would you

that this mule had a place in it, and yourselves

none ? Turn, then, from your lesser selves
;

play

true
;
put on your best man.'

Hearing this, these men looked furtively at each

other ; they took it for strange talk. Then this

officer spoke out again.

' After a man has searched in himself (no light

labour) to find out what is right and proper to be

done, he must take upon him more labour to hold

to this fit course ; and thence it falls out that,

because labour is not ease, there are many who care

little for the right, either the finding it or the follow-

ing it, even as you here care little for it. But such

men (if we may call them such), besides being on

occasion the ruin of great enterprises, are themselves

wrecked ; and what shall it profit a man if he save

his life from his foe and yet lose it to himself ? So-

long as you hold to this base fashion of being, you

are less than the leaves of a tree, both to others, and

to yourselves ; but to share with a willing heart the

sweat and travail of comrades, to bottom all upon
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honour, to put faith in a providence that lets no true

thing come to nothing—these acts, and these acts

only, give life to a man. Up, then, and be living

ere you die wholly. This day is yours ; but Death

may gather in to-morrow, and all your days after

that for ever.'

With these words this officer left his sermon, and

made off, as hard as he might, to put through that

business he then had in hand.

The men broke up. They thought they had been

run into by a lay parson, or a man not quite right in

his head ; they set little store by his talk—at least,

they said so.

For all that, they soon thinned out. That officer

picked out some in the trenches when he was next

up that way.
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' AND now,' said the Colonel, when he had finished

his matter, ' we have all, with such skill as we could,

told our yarns. And there comes the last of the

moon to remind us that it's past one, and time to turn

in. Before going, though,' he went on, now rising,

' let me thank you, lads, for the good-will that

prompted you in this telling, and without which

we'd have missed a pleasant evening.'

As the Colonel took his seat again, the Squatter

stood up.

' Lads,' he said—and he spoke after his thought

only, ' what the Colonel has said, I repeat. Believe

me, I am much in your debt. Though I expected

good things, I looked for things less good than those

you have told here and myself has heard.'

The Squatter then seated himself; and the

Colonel, rising once more, added :

' On this night week, if our guest is still in these

parts, let us meet here again, and tell such further

tales as we can think of between then and now.'

There was little more to be said, and one act only

to perform. When they had charged their glasses,

all, with bare heads, stood as one man, and the

Colonel, in a solemn and sincere voice, concluded :

' To the men we have to-night told and heard of,

to the men who returned, to the men who returned

not!'
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The glasses went up as one ; and the toast was

drunk in silence.

Then, after giving good-nights, the company-

broke up, and each sought his bed.

1
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DURING the next seven days the Colonel^

with that hbcrahty of intention that

ripens in remote places, addressed him-

self to the entertaining of his guest. To do this, as

his holding was an extensive one, there was no-

need to pass beyond its boundaries.

The Squatter had always thought the site for the

homestead had been well chosen ; and his impres-

sion, as his eye travelled across the contiguous

country, again confirmed that opinion. The Col-

onel's homestead, that looked east, he had built upon

an open and slightly rolling plateau, shut in upon

three sides, but at a roomy distance, by rising slopes

of light forest country, grayish-green under the

bright sun, and stabbing the far-off horizons, w^here

they rose to meet these, with blue peaks. Through

this open plateau, and south of the main building, a

stream wound, and expanded, for some quarter of a

mile, perhaps, of its length, into a broad lagoon.

The banks of this water (kept fresh by various,

springs) were shaded by clumps of tea-tree ; and

lilies spread in blue and gold splashes upon its

shallows. The level and prolific pockets of the

stream itself, under the rearward slope, were thick-

planted with crops.

113
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From the land further out a running fire of well-

handled stock-whips could be often heard through

the clear air ; and the lowing of many cattle, as the

men wheeled them to the yards, was a grateful note.

* Yes,' the Squatter would reply, smiling, as his

brother questioned him about it, ' that, I grant you,

is a brave music ; and yet my rams and ewes, to

these flocculent and west-country ears of mine,

Hft up a sweeter pastoral.'

The garden about the homestead was a large and

well-kept one ; and the Colonel, while the dew lay

still upon his flowers, would walk the paths there

with his brother, and discuss the horticultural

virtues of his favourites—of form, of colour, or of

perfume. Or perhaps the two investigators would

stroll into the adjoining orchard, a couple of clean

acres that carried a diversity of fruits, when the

"Colonel would speak of the different trees there

—

in words, too, that implied an old intimacy between

himself and each of the&e faithful servitors.

On a station, indeed, which is a small township, a

•guest finds much for his contemplation ; and the

Colonel had no diflficulty in keeping his brother's

interest employed. The outbuildings were another

source of this interest. The men's quarters, the

store with its heterogeneous stock, the forge and

workshops, the stables, the various pens—all these

they looked through. The water supply they dis-

cussed, and the lighting. Had not the Squatter,
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too, to provide these things ? And where there is a

community of interest, comparison is an agreeable

occupation. Nor did the two brothers forget the

stockyard, the great posts and rails of which, at the

corners at least, might have withstood the onslaught

of a thousand steers. The crush especially, his own
pattern, was a contrivance upon which the Colonel

prided himself.

The stock, of course, for which all this existed,

claimed a great deal of their attention. The
Colonel never tired of his Herefords ; and his elo-

quence upon all that pertained to them, the outcome

of knowledge bought dearly, had an appreciative

auditor. On such occasions the Squatter would not

seldom smile at his brother's enthusiasm, and assure

him that, whereas he, the man of flocks, had en-

deavoured to convert his opponent to sheep, he

himself stood in danger of being converted to cattle.

The beef stock, too, for reasons which the Colonel

touched on as they rode among it, had the same

quality in its own kind as the blood. The horses,

well-conditioned and in high spirits, they passed in

review. Nor did the Colonel forget his dogs, their

pedigrees, and their varying fitness for their several

services.

The days, spent in this pleasant manner, never

lacked something of interest. When night came,

the brothers would lounge on the broad verandahs,

and talk of old times, and raise up the ghost of many
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an old-time acquaintance. ' Alas,' the Colonel

would say, from a full heart, ' we have both travelled

far since then, Bill. And there's some truth, for

gray hair like ours, in the well-worn ditty. Seen

in retrospect, were not the old bad times indeed the

good times ?
' Or, when they had perhaps entered

the spacious chamber that served as office, library,

and gun-room, the Colonel would speak of his pre-

sent personal affairs. Standing before the large map
of his holding, he would point out his allotments

to the men, trace boundaries, quote values of

sections. From the safe he would take his agree-

ments, his ledgers, his brand-book and muster-roll

—

all of which furnished themes enough for discussion.

Or perhaps he would select one from the useful

volumes upon his book-shelves, and commend or

qualify some statement made in it—on cattle, on

horses, or on dogs. He had, too, a good and ser-

viceable collection of firearms, which the Squatter,

an old sportsman, examined with a skilled hand and

eye. In short, the nights were not less agreeably

filled than the days.

To vary his entertainment further, the Colonel,

choosing a fit time, took his guest upon a duck-

shooting expedition. Along the remote creeks and

marshes they found abundance of game ; and both

the guns and the dogs, not less than their reputations,

gave a good account of themselves. So much,

indeed, did his visitor enjoy the day's sport, that the
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Colonel suggested a kangaroo-hunt for the coming

Friday ; and this the Squatter gladly agreed to.

' This, too,' said the Colonel, who could complete

thus another item in his programme, ' will enable

us to exchange news with our neighbours, some of

whom will be fresh to you.'

On the Friday, therefore, his neighbours having

arrived at the ColoncFs invitation, all, well mounted,

and with the best dogs, set out for the coursing

ground.

The party had enough strength in it to make a

good drive possible ; but the Colonel had some

compunction about methods. As a younger man,

he had liked to sit stirless in the hidden line, beside

a well-marked run, and, as the driver with his noisy

and not over-fast dogs galloped the game right up

to the guns, get his two clean neck kills, and some-

times more, with the unhurried ease of an old hand.

Had he not thought it a good sound, then, to hear

the mob come crashing through the timber like a

troop ot cavalry—a good sight to mark its dismay at

the first shot ? And had he not enjoyed that

moment of keen speculation as to whether the per-

plexed animals would break the line at one point,

and beyond his range, or divide at the first shot and

run right down the barrier, when every gun would

pour in its death-dealing lead ? As a younger man,

he had. But, as a party could do many drives

within a single day, to the Colonel, now, such sport
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seemed wanton. It could be left, he thought, to

those who made a business of it. Stalking, too,

though good sport and a fair trial of the shooter's

skill (the head and heart were the only spots for the

skilled shooter), was not without danger in country

of this kind. Had not the heavy bullets a chance of

getting animals more valuable than the game

hunted ? The Colonel, therefore, had decided to

course this ; and, as this arrangement would give

all a chance to test their horses too, the party found

it much after their mind.

Not the least useful member of the company was

the Captain. Knowing the country thoroughly,

he knew, thus, the more open spaces frequented by

the quarry (secluded and undisturbed spots mostly),

and suitable for the present purpose. This assured

the huntsmen beforehand of a full day. The
w-eather had held up ; and the kangaroos, not at a

disadvantage on account of greasy ground, put the

dogs nicely upon their mettle. Many a full-grown

and fast runner the horsemen started ; many a

hearty shout they gave as the speedy beast, springing

almost erect upon its powerful hind legs, and with

arms held to chest like a track runner, hurried on in

great leaps each the length of several men. The
measured thump of its heavy tail would quicken at

their approach ; horses, dogs, and quarry would

warm to the run ; then the dogs would get ahead,

and leap stride for stride with the kangaroo, till one,
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watching its chance, would spring at the woolly

neck, and throw the game down on to its quivering

side. To pull down a kangaroo at full speed re-

quired not a little judgment ; but the Colonel's

dogs made no mistake. There was not one among

the lithe pack but could have finished the business

single-handed ; and were not their old scars from

that great hind claw that menaced them at the

pulling-down guarantee enough that they had long

since learnt caution ? The horsemen thought it

good riding to sit easy in their saddles, and course

thus over lightly-ridden plains ; nor did they stick

to turn into the timber if the game headed that

way. They knew their horses and themselves
;

and a little recklessness served only to add zest to

the sport. In short, the day was a full one and a

merry ; and good-lcllowship among the guests was its

key-note.

Having supped at a well-filled table, the company

betook themselves to the long chairs on the breezy

verandah ; and the day's doings brought to mind

many a good story of the chase. Record kills in

coursing, in stalking, and in driving, they gave
;

they told of various feats by gunmen and dogs. The
best means for training cold dogs to show their kill

;

the best parts of the gun-line in driving, and the best

drives they had known ; devices for turning the

leader, and the mob with him, when fairly off

;

devices to stop the approaching mob, and lift the
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game for neck shots ; the loquacity of raw hands, and

the taciturnity of old ; the weight and size of

different kills ; the skill and methods of skinners, of

dressers, and of curcrs ; hunting grounds, and the

size of the mobs on them ; the best seasons for the

sport ; the various countenances of the beasts, and

their likeness, at times, to those of old rams and

certain politicians ; their sense of sight, of hearing,

and of smell ; the ripping up of young dogs by

them ; the exact purpose that the heavy tail served
;

record leaps in distance and in height—these and a

hundred such topics they discussed, and agreed, and

differed on. Some of the company recalled the old

days when they had been glad enough to cure the

coarse hams—w^hen they had found a cut from these,

with a slice of bacon, not the worst eating. Or a fresh

steak grilled on the coals—had it not tasted well, too,

in those days ? And thus, with one theme and

another, they sped the night. The Colonel, then,

knowing that his guests must be off at daybreak,

filled the glasses again
;

good-nights were given
;

and all retired to their beds.

On the evening of the next day, which was that

assigned for the tale-telling, the old company

reassembled on the same spot ; and all, as before,

stood in readiness for the night's entertainment.

The Squatter greeted the tellers warmly. He had

by no means forgotten the pleasure of their last

meeting there ; and he looked forward to that
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promised by the present. The Colonel addressed

the men briefly. Then, the time having now
arrived to make a fresh beginning, the host, with a

quiet smile, produced his straws.

' Lay to,' he said, holding these out, in turn, to

the tellers. ' And, so that we may impose our own
wills a little upon Fortune's, our first order let us

this time reverse. Who pulls the longest straw,'

he went on, smoothly, ' shall tell first—who pulls the

shortest, last. The others shall tell early or late as

they pull long or short.'

Each pulled his piece ; the pulls were compared
;

and the order, which he thought a satisfactory one,

the Colonel declared thus.

' The Pilot,' he said, addressing the company,
* takes the first tale, and the Captain the second

;

I take the third, and Ink-Finger the fourth tale ; the

fifth tale's for Monoculus ; the Ram takes the

sixth ; the Sergeant takes the seventh tale, and the

Crow the eighth. The last,' he added, as he un-

sheathed his knife, ' is Hoppy Joe's.'

This result, as formerly, the Colonel then scratched

upon a clean sheet of bark ; and this he placed where

it might be seen plainly by all.

' As before,' he concluded, in a pleased tone, ' we

each know our turn. If I had reason to repeat what

I said at our last setting-out, I should do so. But

I have, I believe, none. Let us acquit ourselves not

less well on this occasion than we did on that, and
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our guest, he has assured mc, will think we have

done well enough.'

This statement the Squatter confirmed with a

grave nod ; and the Colonel, turning to the Pilot,

asked him courteously to lead off. The Pilot was

quite ready. He began promptly, and told his tale

thus.



BILL'S RELIGION

<4M0NG those questions put to men before

/-A we let them into our forces, the least after

their mind, it may be, is the question that

bears upon their creed. To many of them the

creeds known to the conclaves and synods are dead

things : of those they know nothing. They have

their own creed ; and in this, doubtless, if a man
could but find them out, he would come upon

strange articles enough. Some of these articles

many a white-fingered priest, in truth, would set

little store by. But this creed, the creed of right

Australians, we have not yet written down in books

easy to get at ; it falls, thus, that men are at times

hard put to it to answer this question.

There was a man called Bill Just. He went up

to get put through for the Light Horse. Having

passed the riding test, he was told, with others, to get

stripped, and stand in a tent, and wait there till the

tape-sergeant called on him. This he did. Seeing

him there in his skin only, you could have made out

how he was set up—he was a lengthy lean fellow,

broad of bone, with muscle sitting along it like

bunched wire ; the bush had done that. He lost

nothing with his clothes.

123
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Someone said :
' Just, forward !

' And he trod

up on to the scale.

' Twelve seven,' said the sergeant.

He then stood up to the tape ; and this, right

smartly, was run across him.

' Five eleven a half—forty—forty four,' said the

sergeant again.

Then, when they had got done with his age, his

eye-colour, the shade of his hair, and his quaint

marks, an officer there said, looking up :

' What religion ?
'

Now, this man, because of that reason touched on

above, could not well answer this.

* My kind,' he said, ' give little thought to that.'

Said the officer : ' You must tell this. What
belief does your father hold to ?

'

' As for that,' said this man, slowly, ' he kept it

locked up well in his shirt. None could come at it.'

' How, then, was he buried ?
' asked the officer

again, sharply. He did not care overmuch for this

man's manners. ' That will clear this thing up.'

' Well,' said this Bill Just, ' the old man had the

laugh on them there too. He put that job through

himself.'

' How so ?
' replied.

And Just answered :
' He dropped down into a

shaft ; and this fell in on him. As he was a dead

man then, sure enough, there they left him.'

* A poor funeral !
' sneered the officer.
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' And yet he always gave out,' this man said,

'that he'd care most for a funeral that had least fuss

about it.'

The officer, plainly, was hard put to it for patience.

Said he :

' Have you never heard tell of such things as the

Thirty-nine Articles, the sermon on the mount, and

the ten commandments ? Look, my man, don't

you know what a Catholic is, and what a Quaker ?

What a Wesleyan, and what a Seventh Day Saint ?

It might be, now, you're an Anabaptist,' he said,

' or a Jew. But one of these things you must be.

Speak up. The Sergeant has to fill this form in.'

' One of those things I might be,' Just replied.

' But I can't tell that. I'm a plain man.'

The officer looked squarely at this Just. He
then said, with a curled lip :

' Tell this now—have you any religion in you at

all ?
'

' That I can't swear to,' said Just. ' But a cute

fellow up our way, who looked us well over, said it

was so.'

The officer smiled tartly.

' It may be,' he said, ' he made up the decalogue

for that, too. This ought to be looked into.'

' He did,' answered Just again.

' Indeed ! And what, then, was that ?
'

To that, this man Just, with a slow mouth,

said :
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' I got this off by heart. To give it out in his own
words, it ran thus :

Honour thy country ; have no other god before it.

Honour thy people.

Honour thyself; for this is the beginning of all

honour.

A mean heart is the beginning of all evil : curse

evil ; chastise it with thy hand.

A clean heart is the sweetness of life ; keep, there-

fore, thy heart clean.

Think first ; then labour.

Lay to, that thy seed stand up thick on the earth.

Possess thine own soul.

Thou shalt live.

Thou shalt lay down thy life for more life.

It was that,' he said. ' Little skill have I to go into

these things ; but I guess that's about right.'

Then, all at once, a thought struck him.

' If you'll put that question again,' he said, ' I

think, now, I could fix it.'

' What, then, is your religion ?
' asked the officer

once more.

And this man, glad at heart to have found it out,

said, quickly :

' Australian. That's my religion.'

' Well,' said the officer, with a sour smile, ' that

will do. Pass on to the doctor.'

On that man's form, then, in the space against

religion, he wrote this word

—

' None.'
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THE Squatter, the tale being concluded, thought

it a neat confirmation of his brother's words.

' Did you not tell us,' he said, ' that the Pilot,

though he had changed his coat, had nevertheless not

changed his colour ? You spoke truth. This deca-

logue, if my opinion serves, is as good, yes, and as

worthy to be followed, as the best.'

He then turned, with an approving glance, to the

Pilot.

' If it betrays no confidence,' he continued, ' I

should like much to know, not the name of that

officer, who was surely no Australian, but the name

of this modern Moses, and in what quarter of the

compass his Sinai sits. We should encourage such

men.'

At these words the Pilot, a little embarrassed,

cast his eyes down. Then, putting a brave face

upon it, he said :

' Men go by many names in this land ; and there

are many parts to it. Choose where you will, then,

and your questions are answered.'

This hedging, far from disturbing, served only to

establish a conviction of the Squatter's, namely,

that the Pilot himself had taught Just that deca-

logue. However, he knew better than to force this

belief home.
' Let it rest, then, at that,' he replied. ' But
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still,' he went on, as he searched his pockets for some

scrap to write on, ' you'll repeat those command-

ments for me ?
'

To this the Pilot agreed gladly. He went over

them again slowly ; and the Squatter wrote them

down for further consideration later.

The Colonel, who had observed all this with

pleasure, now glanced at the board. Turning to

the Captain, he said :

' If the Pilot has given us a decalogue to hold to,

would it not be a proper thing to hear how men,

when confronted with the facts of life, bring its

precepts to bear ? Perhaps you. Captain, who tell

next, can give us something to illustrate this.'

But the Captain, who had already chosen his

matter (and who had troubled himself, moreover,

to memorise no small portion of it), was not at all

certain that he could.

' That, Colonel,' he replied, ' needs some thinking

about.'

' If I may say so,' the Squatter broke in, with

conviction, ' every talc here told is, in some degree,

such an illustration.'

' It is, too,' the Colonel agreed. ' Well,' he went

on, addressing himself again to the Captain, ' tell

what you will.'

And the Captain, sitting straight as his wont was,

after smiling a little inwardly as he thought his

subject over, spoke thus.
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THE men in the trench were just upon ready

for tea. About this time it was, for the

most part, that the Turks' aeroplanes

L would be up and about to see what they could get

done ; there was one making over towards our lines

now. This machine came from out beyond Suvla
;

like a bird sitting with spread wings upon a wind, it

planed against the blue sky. Those who had glasses

clapped them up to their eyes, and did what they

could to make out what it would be up to. Nearer,

and yet more near, it came ; then, being right above

our lines, it slowed down there. Our guns and

rifles then had their say. The light blue of the sky,

where the shells burst, was picked out with puffs of

white smoke ; machine-guns, too, emptied their

belts into that clear space. But the fellow up there

had right airman's luck : we scored no good hit.

These planes would come out and over us for two

reasons— to see what we might be at, and to throw

down bombs and short arrows upon us. Our men,

because of this, now got ready for what might come
down. This was not long in coming. Out dropped

a great bomb—or what seemed such ; it scattered

out, then, into a vast number of pieces, diving

some this way and some that. These pieces twisted

129
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about in the wind, and made slowly for the ground.

It was seen then that they were in fact sheets, no

doubt with print upon them, and, plainly, meant

for us. As luck had it, though, that airman made

but poor shooting : the wind got under this drift of

paper and carried most of it across into the lines

held by the Turks.

It fell, though, that one of these sheets came to

earth where the Turks had meant it to : it dropped

into one of our front trenches. This sheet a man
there picked up ; and a small crowd gathered about

him ; and they read it through. Many a bitter

grin, many an oath, went round at that reading.

Then someone said :
* Let Snowy read it out, that

all hear it.' So a man there called Snowy took hold

of the sheet, spat, and spoke up in these words :

PROCLAMATION TO THE ANGLO-FRENCH
EXPEDITIONARY FORCES

Protected by the heavy fire of a powerful fieet, you

Jiave been able to land on the Gallipoli Peninsula

on and since April iz^th. . . .

' Ay,' said one, ' that fleet, w^ith the best men in

it, is the best that cuts up water. Hats off to it !

'

All your endeavours to advance into the inner

parts of the Peninsula have come to failure under

heavy losses. . . .
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* Not yet is this joke done with,' growled another.

Two fine British battleships, the Triumph and

the Majestic, have been sunk before your own

eyes. . . .

' And do these bhghters think, then,' a third put in,

* it can rest at that ? Blood for blood we'll have.'

Since those severe losses to the British Kavy,

your )nen-of-war have had to seek refuge, and

have abandoned you to your own fate. . . .

' They're dirty liars,' said that first man again,

coming red with heat. ' Those men, if any yet,

are not made like that.'

' Moreover,' said another, ' liars want better luck.

By no chance, I suppose now, are those ships out

there British. And yet, if these sons of whores, in

spite of all the dirt being dropped on to them from

seaward, can believe there's no ship there at all,

more than luck they've got.'

Your ships cannot possibly be of any help to you

in the future. . . .

' Well, then,' said a tall VVinton man, with a steel

jaw, ' all the more need, brothers, for a stiff neck

here.'

Soon all supplies will be entirely cut off from

your landed forces.
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Then a man called the Chip had his say. ' Do
they hold there's a very large whale in that bucket ?

'

he asked, with a sour grin. ' There's a good depth

of water in their black brains then. If the grub's

to be cut off so soon, the harder will we first lay on

to hinder that ; a great shame would it be to go

empty.'

Snowy scooped the sweat from his chin. ' Do
you want more of it ? ' he said. ' To me, this looks

like the limit.'

' For all that,' one made answer, ' keep on. This

talk will put us into a right good conceit of ourselves.

Indeed, such talk is what so puffs men up that

nothing other than bullets or well-pushed bayonets

can let them down again.'

Hearing this, Snowy, first spitting as before,

again took to the sheet.

YoH arc exposed to certain perdition by starvation

and thirst.

Said a Quccnslander :
' We'll chance that. Not

for nothing, it may be, have we done those stunts

out West.'

Yon could escape useless sacrifice of life only by

surrendering.

' And honour, of course, which is pure bull's wool,

we have not,' said another, curling his lip up.

* Well, it's a fair offer then. And if we'd but give

I
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in to them, willingly, I doubt not, would they share

with us the great joy of that surrender. Their

griefs, too, as they think of ours, would be cut well

into halves by that.'

We are assured you have not taken up arms

against ns through hatred.

•' That's right,' this man put in again. ' Neither

do we lose sleep because of the great liking we bear

you.'

Greedy England has made you fight under a con-

tract.

When this was read out, the men there thought

it one of the ripest bits of this jest. Said one :

' Yes, the whole world knows we came here in trace-

chains, whipped on, and in no wise like free men.

It knows how the contract was fixed up, and we with

no hand in it. For all that, this job, be the yoke

what it may, is not put through yet ; and we've

little mind to quit before then.'

You may confide in us for excellent treatment.

. . . There is enough to feed you well and make

you feel quite at your comfort. DonH further

hesitate. Come and surrender.

' The truth is,' said a man there named Dowd,

with a quaint chuckle, ' there's breeding in these

bastards after all. What could they say more ?

See, now, how they take us by the hand here 1
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Much docs it stick into them to think that, through-

out these two months past, they haven't killed the

fatted steer for us, and laid their fists into ours,

brothers all !

'

' Ay,' another put in, ' you've said it. Better

cattle are these coal-skins than we took them for.

It's right good of them to want so that we feel at

home here. " Look," they say, " we'll stroke you

with a thumb buttered, and see that you go always

with a full gut." And all for what ? For this only

—that we come softly in, and kiss them fair upon

their black arse. For us, surely, men that we are,

this is a light thing and a fit.'

' So light, and so fit,' said another, ' we'll give it

answer in two words. We all know these.'

071 all other fronts of this war, with your own

people and your allies, the situation is as hope-

less as it is on this peninsula. . . .

' Even so,' said a man standing to the left, ' not

hope it is, you dungheads, but ammunition, that

needs here.'

The Russian troops arc surrendering. Do as they

do. Further fighting is mere stupid bloodshed.

At this, a man named Brett cocked his car.

' Isn't that one straight from their heart ?
' he

said. ' It's their own blood they speak of.'

Snowy, having come thus to the end, gave over.
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He did not look near so tame as a Sunday cat might.

' A thing Hke this,' he said, holding up the sheet,

' if it but came from clean men, might hurt. But

poor wits, and hearts rotten to the marrow, went to

the making up of this. And the stinkards, thinking

to find us so thin-witted, and so wanting in guts, as

to make the trial worth while, shall get what such

dirt asks for. We'll have the laugh on them, too,

for this, mates,' he went on. ' When they find out

how far short they fell of a right judgment of us,

they must needs put on a poor face ; it will be sport

thinking of this.'

Now, there was a man there named Brisbane ; he

was called Bob the Bard. This man was a good

hand at making up skits on what went on in the

trenches. Seeing him close by there, someone said :

' Pass it on to the Bard, Snowy ; he'll fix up for it.'

Hearing that, this man they spoke of got down from

a loophole, took the sheet, read it again slowly

through, and turned it over. Then, laying it out

flat on a stone, and taking a stump of lead from his

coat, he wrote this :

TO OUR GOOD FRIENDS THE TURKS,
GREETING !

If we have, until this time, held off" from a more

close communion with you, it was not, believe us,

from any great joy we had in that seclusion : nay^
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ourselves we cut off for this only—that we might

the better do those friendly offices which your

good-will towards us demands. Gladly, now,

would we look you, one and all, in the face
;

gladly, too, would we give back in a like kind the

friendship this day held out to us. Like your-

selves, we have much upon our heart ; like your-

selves, we would gladly case and empty it out to

our friend. And further, our joy in being here we

find but a poor thing and a portion of its right

self, except yourselves come into it, to make it a

unity and a whole.

Friendship, it is true, men account of so much
worth that many, rather than want for it, have

bought it at the price of their honour ; but not

so thick-witted are we, thank God ! as to hold

this the price put upon that friendship proffered

us by you. Moreover, so much and so faithful a

friend do we deem you that we set the greatest

store by your counsel, and hold it for the best. Is

not the counsel, then, that men have at a friend's

hand more clean and more clear than that which

comes out of themselves, drenched through and

warped, as this must ever be, with their own bias ?

The first is truth, and well to be had in mind
;

the second is but vanity. Great errors and

extreme maggots breed up where the shrewd

candour of a friend lacks, so that both good name

and a right luck not seldom wear off then ; who
thinks one eye sees more than two, wants wit.
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Who, then, better than yourselves, our true

friend, could work for our good ? None, surely !

And well indeed might wc hold counsel of yours

to be but for our good and the most safe for us,

nay, for our own profit and our own safety only: we

have already had such right proof of your friend-

ship as puts this past any doubt at all. Further,

though we had none other ground, this alone com-

pels us both to want your good-will and to trust

it—we know of no reason whatever why you should

be at pains rather to help your worthy selves than

us.

In conclusion, this friendship between us is much
to be wished. Do, therefore, but these things.

Firstly, take the general over all your troops
;

secondly, put with him all those that rank not

less than colonel ; thirdly, send these, bare-

headed and with rumps bare, with string halters

about their necks, across into our lines, here to

hold them at our good-will and pleasure. Such

friendship shall you have then as we shall observe

always, and yourselves, being the men you are,

never regret.

The Bard, then, with a quiet eve, read the joke out.

His mates thought it neat work. He then rolled

the sheet up, tied a stone on to it, and threw it out

so that it fell down into the lines the Turks held.

' Let the dirt go to school with that,' he said.

K
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AS the Captain, in tones that spoke the rough mates

he had pictured, had proceeded with his tale, there

was hardly a man there but thought it might be

himself speaking—in those comments, at least.

They recalled that sorry trick that had so chafed

them at the time—that trick, probably spawned by

some German brain, that had presupposed them so

much less than their true selves. Had it not brought

many an oath then to their lips ? However, now
that both Turk and intriguing German, yes, and

the entire world as well, had been taught their just

and full measure, they saw in it not so much the

fatuous insult as the pathetic confidence of simple-

tons. Never again, thank God, could their right

fashion be doubted. Never again, in such a cir-

cumstance, would a foe make so false an estimate

of them.

The Squatter, who had relished much the Bard's

able retort, was about to inquire particularly after

this astute one ; but, bringing to mind his ill-speed-

ing with the Pilot, he thought it perhaps better to

ask no questions. And, indeed, had not a like

answer to such questions been well fitting ? The
writer of the second proclamation, like the writer of

that decalogue, was perhaps a being less single-

skinned than generic. These men had learnt the
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truth of it : where the intention was one, there was

no need to divide the honours.

Monoculus, amongst others, was much tickled by

that counterstroke of the Bard's. He trod over to

the Captain, clapped him heavily upon the back with

his great hand, and cried, with a hoarse chuckle :

' Good for you, lad ! The dirty sods got a camel

that time for their cow.'

And this opinion was so much their own that the

company left it at that.

It was now the Colonel's turn to hold forth.

Knowing that there would be enough and to spare

of light matter, he had held it better to prepare

something that would serve to remind the company

of other truths. Such a theme, too, he found apter

for one of his complexion.

' We have already had,' he said, quietly, ' a large

helping of sprightly things ; and I doubt not but

we'll have many more of them. What I shall tell

now, if not matter for mirth, will yet, if I know you

at all, be not unacceptable.'

As none doubted these words, none felt it neces-

sary to answer them. The Colonel, therefore, when
the listeners had settled down, cleared his throat,

and spoke solemnly in this wise.



THE DEATHLESS DEAD

MEN there are with queer notions enough

about life, and the things of Hfe. And
who judges that ill must, it seems, go

wide of truth when he thinks about death. Of
those matters touched on in the service for men
dead, the second man is as much a being of this

Earth as the first, and too gross a guess it is to think

incorruption will not be raised up till the last trump.

Death makes no conquest through the grave ; and

where men know this, the sting is taken out of death.

To speak of soldiers dead, to plead for the forgiveness

of their sins, and to hope that, against some morning

in a far Easter, they will stand up out of their earth

again, is to nurse fables. This many a parson who
goes out to the wars soon learns.

The hot sun had gone down over the perfect bay
;

the last upthrust of its light, yellow against the

west, had been blotted out by night. The stars

were all out. A small wind did what it could to

turn the leaves of the shrubs, already wet with the

fine dew. As it mostly happened now, the Turks had

given over their labour to trouble our lines ; only

a sniper, here and there, did some chance shooting,

cutting the dark as with a cracked whip. About

this time it was, for the most part, that men killed

140
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in the day were buried ; and some soldiers, with a

parson hy, were now just upon laying one into a new

grave out on Shell Green.

This parson, standing with bare head beside the

shallow trench, began now the service ; he used no

book. All being ready, he said these words :

' The common clay of humankind,

Is it, then, to the floor confined,

Not to surpass it, in estate

Personal and immediate ?

' Man^s Individual there is what P

The Vital Principle that taught

Translation through volition . . .

. . . by this it shall be freed.

' The clay,' he continued, slowly, ' that went, by the

hand of Providence, to the making of this man we
give back now to earth ; his soul, translated, by the

great will he had for man's work, into life, is freed

from Earth's floor. In the habitations of his people

this man's soul, with other souls here liberated, is

a living guest.'

In quiet words, then, he repeated these verses :

' " When drop these walls of dust away

Is death not there ? "—" Life you conceive

Then through the limitation of men'^s clay !

' " ThouHt make no stay in festal tombs.

Unshuttered for thee ere they close.

If life thou ; nor the worm thence comes. ^^
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* Nay,' said this parson, ' this man, having thus

passed the confines of his clay, is not dead ; his soul

having stripped off her dust in this liberation, not

worms, contracted to the tomb, can touch him.

By virtue of the vital task here done, he is extended

into and through the being of his race.

' Could he but speak to us in words,' he went on,

* well might he say :
" Peace !

' " The term, the fiower, the consummation

Of tny elected transmutation

Into 7ny Utmost Self, I fashion.

* " The seal of my fulfilment, ay,

Its consecration, this is. By
This only I know not to die.

* " / drive my dead to the dust ; I put

Off whatever yields no fruit :

Thus my duration's absolute.^'

' Absolute it is ; well might he say :

'" ... and I,

Projected evermore.

On that strong billow of life go by

That shall not ever reach the shore.'''

* His spirit, having been taken up by and absorbed

into that of his people, goes forward on that strong

and never-receding wave now for ever,'

This parson spoke like a man would that held his

words for truth. Said he :

I
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* Who sleeps till his resurrection has none.

Sacrifice^ ye living, to the resurrection ! Get

np, ye living, out of your dust ! Lay up

resurrections against the dropping in of your

dust f

* This man,' he went on, ' woke to the sweet call of

honour ; for that he made the utmost sacrifice.

He stood up out of his dust before this, the mantle

of oblivion, could fall in upon him. Since he lives

dead as dead souls, though in warm flesh, could

never live, tears for this man would be but vanity,

and regret presumption.'

Then, lifting his hand up, he said :
' Hail, thou

good and faithful one ! Hail, thou truly living !

Men bless thee ; for of such is the Kingdom of

Earth.'

Then, at a sign from this parson, those men
lowered the body in, and threw down earth on to it

in that shallow grave ; this was soon filled up.

Each, then, thinking he had heard just those

words that he should like to have said over his own
grave, when that should stand ready, went ofi" to

do the thing that called next for his hand.
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THE ColoncPs words made a deep impression upon

the company. Heard in the quietude of that

retired gully (for during their delivery all had sat

as stirless almost as the stones about them), and

taking colour from the shade beyond the short-

thrown light of the lamps, as they had done, their

solemnity had seemed more solemn, their significance

more weighty. Great lovers of life, these men cared

little to think about death ; now that the subject

had again been thus thrust in upon them, it was like

something remembered in a dream. They recalled

those hurried burials at Anzac—the strong limbs that

had stepped bravely at dawn, and that at dusk had

been covered with a little earth. Too close to

death they had perhaps stood then to see it in any

right perspective. But these words of the Colonel's

touched them deep. Men who had played their

parts well on that stage of blood, were they too,

then, like the comrades they had left there, not for

death ? Like the bearers told of, they thought

these words were just such as they should wish used

to consign their own flesh to its last lodging.

' Truly,' said the Squatter, breaking the silence,

' you have given us something to think about.

When time serves, I should be glad to consider with

you some of the nice points you touch on in this \
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subject. Both the parson of this tale, for instance,

and the Pilot in his tenth commandment, ' Thou
shalt lay down thy life for more life,' hint an immor-

tality for the one man ; but can they promise him

any such separate stability as his concrete flesh

furnishes ?
'

The Colonel, who had heard this before, was quite

ready for it.

' Why should they ?
' he replied. ' When men

have sensed the magnanimity, the breadth of being,

that gives them an existence beyond their own shells,

these shells they will account less. The religion that

parson held to, and that religion alone, is, in my
opinion, the religion for comrades. For young

nations, too, it seems the one religion. However,'

he continued, dissipating with a smile the polemic

cloud that threatened, ' we'll discuss these and other

points, as you suggest, w^hen time serves for them.'

The company, in the meantime, had sat silent.

According to their several capacities, they had

followed these words of the Colonel's and his

brother's.

' Well, as for me,' the Ram now ventured, with a

broad face, ' bury my flesh. Colonel, and you bury

the lot. All my weight's reckoned up, if I'm a right

guesser, in this flesh that covers me. Without these

comforting feathers, this plucked soul of mine would

be so lean a bird it would faint, if I know it, before it

got to the next tree.'
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At this sally of the Ram's the Squatter laughed

approvingly ; and the Colonel, who thought him a

graceless rogue, said, not without a smile too :

' If Ink-Finger, who takes the next tale, can only

thrust a sharp thorn into this flesh you prize so much,

we'll thank him for it.'

Ink-Finger, after considering this suggestion for

some moments, replied that he could ; upon which

the Colonel begged him to do so. Crossing his

thin legs, and striking an attitude of graceful

negligence, Ink-Finger spoke on, then, in these

Avords.



THE FULL BATTALION

IT
was tea-time, that calm interval in the life

of the bustling Light Horse camp before the

buglers blew out ' Parade '. In the cool

mess-tent, an oasis in a desert of dust and heat, some

officers drank tea, munched biscuits, and smoked.

The conversation was not spirited ; as usual, it

turned on the horses-—the stiffness of the fresh

mounts after the long sea-voyage, their catarrh, very

troublesome just then, the recent experiments in

feeding, and the results obtained from a grass chaff

treated with molasses.

This talk died away ; and then, after a brief

silence, Pollard the lieutenant said :

' What's this new order ? At inspections now
Hippocrates is to speak indeed with the short soul of

wit. Any man who had a woman last night, two

paces to the front ! That's plump enough, eh ?

There'll be some fun. I wonder how many of our

sportsmen will miss being marched off for their

gruel. I suppose there'll be some-—sure to be—the

bad sages

Who'd rather nurse their sores and lie

Than quit them under the world's inquiring

eye.'

Hay, the subaltern with the red hair, grinned.
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' If they're noi liars,' he said, ' few have that kind

of conscience. To get into a V.D. camp is, they

say, their one chance of giving their tired souls a

rest.'

' Fact is,' remarked another, ' it's time something

was done—high time. That Giza business was no

credit to us.'

Captain Brand chewed stolidly at his biscuit.

' We're putting up a reputation for this thing,'

he said. ' Since people at home have found out

what went on on the Orsova, I've had some queer

notes from my friends.'

' The trouble is,' his neighbour observed, ' filth's

a tough runner. If you asked what trade paid best

in the Prom, you could have a quick answer. A
quack to dose clap sits at almost every door there.'

' And why ?
' Brand replied, knocking a fly off.

' A man gets V.D. If he's single, we stop his pay,

and his father is notified ; if he's married, we stop

his wife's maintenance allowance, and she knows why.

Is it, then, so much wonder that, rather than report

and have their books written up against them, the

poor fools often prefer to hide their trouble as long

as they can, and feed these vultures ? As long as

they can just pass inspections, they will.'

' By the way,' the subaltern put in, ' I suppose

that's why so many lose their pay-books.'

' I'll lay odds it is,' Brand answered. ' And if

they like to feel they're starting again with a clean

I

I
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sheet, this, surely, argues some of that conscience

you denied them,'

Just then the colonel came in. As he had not

been far off, he had heard no small part of what had

been said. Going over to the adjutant, to whom
he wished to mention something, he left the others

to their talk.

These took their theme up again where they had

dropped it ; and one said quietly, though not so

quietly but the colonel caught his words :

' D'you know Thorn's got it ? Sent home—ser-

vices no longer required—career ruined. And
serves the rotter right ! If a clean crutch is ex-

pected in the men, how much more so in us !

'

' Correct, my father,' chuckled the subaltern.

' Have you heard what those men say ? Not only

is there sufficient rank and file to form a couple of

V.D. battalions, but lords also, O knitter of the

brows, to lead them. A flattering jolt, eh ?

Abassia needs but a colonel or two—so they say—and

those battalions would be entires.'

Then, as a grin went round, the company left.

The colonel only remained ; and he, standing

hard because of the fiery pain in his fork, cried, in

muffled tones :

' Ah, these are light words for a heavy matter !

Poor devils ! And if they need only colonels, one

battalion, at least, could be completed now.'
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A LAUGH went round ; nor, when Ink-Finger had

told of that other Colonel's embarrassment, did the

host fail to join it too.

' Our friend,' he said, sobering again, ' has not only

thrust that thorn, as he promised, nicely home ; he

has shown that all flesh, in whatever standing found,

if it transgress the law, must be prepared for the

penalty. I hope, though, for the honour of those

privileged to lead our troops, that Abassia had only

one entire.'

Some talk then followed about this salacious

scourge that has stalked so largely through the ranks

of all armies. More than one of the assembled

company had a first-hand acquaintance with the

subject ; and tales by the score upon it, with the

ease that comes of ripe knowledge, could have been

furnished at short notice. Indeed, could not the

Ram himself, without help from one other, have

furnished such a refection ?

The Colonel, when enough had been said on this

unsavoury theme, turned to Monoculus.
' You, Monoculus,' he said, with a glance of

encouragement, ' are the next teller.'

' All ready. Colonel,' Monoculus replied. He put

his pipe aside. Then, sitting in a heap, with his

great feet planted firmly in front of him, and his

great fists clutching at his knees, he told his tale thus.



COLD FEET

IN
the fourteenth year of this Commonwealth^

on the eighteenth day of November, the

great fleet that bore our men out to battle

left these shores. These soldiers were as good men
as you could find in the whole world. Each was

in arms because of the great will he had to share in

the mighty battles then afoot ; each was in arms

by warrant of his own manhood. If there was one

thing more than another that these men marvelled

at, it was this—how any man at all had been able to

hold back from that business. This stirred up many
a shrewd thought in them.

It happened, one day, that a number of these

soldiers, working between decks, fell to talking of

this.

Said one :
' Those who love themselves overmuch,

if I see it right, are the rotten ends of any clean

crowd. That was never the fashion up my way.

To stick up for a man's self, there, if this means going

back on his mates and the land he first trod about in,

is reckoned poor doing.'

Said another :
' That's truth. But such men see

nothing in a right size. And, if the smaller good is.

let come before the greater, this last will soon

become a small thing too.'

151
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Then a thin-hipped bushman struck in ; he had

a hard mouth. ' If it turns out,' he said, ' that

there arc bastards like that in AustraHa, I would, so

help me God, as soon shove lead into them as chuck

it about in France. I can't believe that, though.'

' Well,' said another, ' each thinks he carries

wisdom enough under his hat ; we'll sec.'

The ship had moved up into the thick heat of the

tropics. As these men pushed on with the jobs then

in hand, some rubbing at the nags, some scouring,

5omc taking up dung in buckets, and all sweating

with a good will, not a few wondered, hearing this,

if all the wise fellows were in truth aboard that ship,

and nowhere else. They held their peace for some

time.

Then another there, one with a bullet-head, and

with a quick eye in it, spoke up. ' It may be that

5ome think with their heart,' he said, ' w^hile others

feel with their head. If that stands, this last kind

will wait for the best market, and bring themselves

in when the price is up. They'll time this to a

stroke. Being able to strike (uu a balance, they'll

come into the joke with stripes up, or a star.'

' And while their feet thaw,' said the first, ' heart

gets the job done ?
'

' What else ?
' said that other. ' But then, what

life is there without blood ? As for me, I would,

rather than a living dead man, be a live man dead.'

' That,' said his mate, ' sounds right talk. And
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surely, if hell's own heat, and the stink of this blasted

dung, have anything to do with life, death's a long

shot off.' Then, turning round to a man there,

he said : ' What's your thought, Poss ?
'

This Possum scooped the sweat off his chin.

Said he :
' Before a man sees the rights of this joke,

he wants eyes enough ; I bring my two hands to

it—all I have.'

None thought they could better that. They
left talking about it.

But, as they turned again to the dirt of their

several jobs, was there one man there but held him-

self, against the proudest cold-footer then living, for

less than a king ? There was not. They would

have changed places with none such.
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MONOCULUS, as he proceeded with his tale, had

turned his body, under the stress of the sincere

feehng working within him, now this way and now
that. His great hand he had lifted up at his more

forceful utterances ; his eye, too, had taken fire

then. About his delivery, indeed, if there was no

grace (and no ox could have had less), there was at

least conviction. These words, plainly, had come

straight from his heart.

' You have said some strong things,' said the

Squatter, addressing him. ' If a man were unfor-

tunate enough to go on cold feet, these words of

yours might well warm them.'

Monoculus, who had recovered his wonted

stolidity, filled his pipe again, and lit it leisurely.

' Whatever you come upon in this yarn of mine,'

he replied, slowly, ' truth put it there. Just as the

thing fell, I told it.'

' Poor old Poss ! He was good stuff,' Hoppy Joe

struck in, feelingly. Hailing from the same district,

he had known the man well. ' And yet,' he went on,

regretfully, ' though he took all he had to that joke,

it didn't get far. They got Possum at the Landing.'

' Well,' said the Colonel, ' that's, at least, further

than the cold-footers got—the cold-footers Mono-

culus has trounced so unsparingly. And, if we lost
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early his two faithful hands thus, we may yet be sure

that Possum's heart, in anticipation at least, went

with us the whole way. The will here must count

for the deed. Nay,' the Colonel continued, as the

thought struck, ' as he took someone else's place

before that bullet, might not our comrade be said,

not too fancifully, to have constituted that other

man in this manner his proxy, and be credited thus

with the full, or at least a longer, journey ?
'

The company thought these were proper words.

' However,' the Colonel went on again, ' now that

Monoculus has disposed so thoroughly of the back-

ward ones, let us leave them to their own conscience
;

enough for us that we have striven to satisfy ours.'

He now turned to the Ram.
' You,' he said, ' are the next teller. After all

this talk about conscience, and the right thing and

the wrong, see that w^e blush not hearing you.'

' It's a mixed yarn,' the Ram answered, grinning
;

' but just now, Colonel, I can think of none but

this.'

"

' I suppose, then,' the Colonel replied, elusively,

' we must put up with it.'

And the Ram, after emptying his glass again, and

drawing his hand across his thick mouth, spoke on in

these words.
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IT
fell one night that two soldiers, up from the

Canal on leave, were gadding about in that

part of Cairo that lies over against the Midan
al Wassa—the native brothels stand in this quarter.

And, looking, with both eyes, now upon this sight,

and now upon that, they lost reckoning of the way,

and could by no means get out. At last, having

footed it in this case for some time, and being in a

mind to make the best of their queer plight, they sat

down upon a wooden bench before a cafe, and there

had drinks. There was a great crush at this corner,

and amongst others a knot of wenches, waiting

upon custom.

Now, when these wenches had taken stock of our

soldiers, they made up to them, and by signs and

various tokens (for neither knew the speech of the

other) they did what they could to bring them to a

suspicion of those goods they had for sale. And,

indeed, such skill they had in that kind that the two

men shortly w^nt up into a great and evil-looking

house with them.

What manner of place it was, hear now. It stood

high, one floor above another. In the middle of

each floor, and running out from the stair-way, there

was a court ; and this court in turn gave, through

iS6

\
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doors, into rooms built round about it. Each room

had a wench to it ; it was fitted up with a bed, and

the things the girls used in their trade.

Our soldiers, once in, had a marvellous itch to be

doing some sight-seeing behind those doors. Nor, as

for that, had they to wait long : having first put the

price down, they soon had a skinful of this diversion.

The wenches, laying hands upon them, pushed

them into one of the rooms ; and without more

ado they opened and threw off their clothes, and

began to show their tricks off.

Now, perhaps you think those men shut their

eyes up close when they saw this. They did not,

then. They were more likely to have had them drop

out of their faces because of the way they stared at

the sights then a-showing. They saw more flesh

then, I dare warrant, than they could well swallow

at a meal ; and the loose bits in other parts of

whoredom had had many a tough headache before

they had hit upon so many and such ways as those

wenches used in putting their commodity to it.

These soldiers, now, whose flesh, for good or ill,

could not sit quiet, had one thought only : their

whole mind lay upon carnal doing with those

wenches. But, both having picked upon the same

one, the youngest of them all, who looked fresher

and more dainty than the others, the two men
cleared the scrubbers out of the room, and threw up

a coin to see who should have to do with the one
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chosen. This luck fell to the taller. The loser,

they had settled, was to wait outside in the court

till the starred man had put his business through.

Now, while this same job was a-doing, the soldier

cooling his heels had sat down upon a bench and

given himself up to patience. The girls had gone

off to the street again ; there was no stir in the

court ; a lamp in the centre of it threw out only a

poor light.

But this quiet, for all that, did not last long
;

there was soon trade about, and much running to

and fro between the doors and a tap in a closet that

stood to one side of the court. And the reason of

this running to the tap was this—the girls would

wash up there before they gave way to their clients,

and, in like manner, they did so when these were

quit. That soldier marvelled much to see this.

Then up came the keeper of that house. Long of

limb she was, bent, and with but scant flesh upon

her. The bone looked out everywhere through her

old dry face—a face mud-coloured, and stuck with

evil eyes ; her jaws were sharp, like a curved knife
;

her teeth, for the most part, had dropped away.

Over all else, and reaching down to the floor, she

wore a black hood. Except for a tricked-out wench,

who held a bright lamp before her, she went alone.

When that soldier looked upon this witch, reaching

with her long thin arms at different doors, now at

this, and now at that, to put keys into them (for
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she went upon some business), he thought this, Hke

the other, a queer sight.

The crone went off; and the soldier soon had a

third quaint thing before him. A young woman,

going in and out among the rooms, was next up,

blowing as hard as she might upon a little horn.

For this is the custom in such houses. The keeper

takes it ill if the girls drop off into a doze when they

should be at work earning for her ; and, as many of

the men pay but a small price for their time, this

horn, blown upon in a manner the wenches know

of, puts them well in heed of how time goes. So

here went this woman, blowing as hard as she

might upon her horn. This, too, set our soldier

a-thinking.

Not long after this, that soldier inside rose up out

of the bed and put his clothes on. Both men then

went down. There was a great buck-nigger prowl-

ing about under the stair-way ; and they got hold

of him, and showed some money before him, and by

signs at last made out how they wished to come to a

main street. And all this they could do and yet take

no hurt from it ; they were not then in drink.

Now, when they had passed out of that quarter,

and were well upon the way to their lodging, they

fell to talking about that brothel, and the things

done there. And he who had waited outside the

door told at length of those three queer sights that

had put him to so much thought.
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' It seems, then,' he said, ' that a brothel can

show as many rites and symbols of existence as a

church.'

His mate, whose wit hung fire somewhat, ques-

tioned him of this.

' Why,' he answered, ' when I looked at those

wenches, washing so much and so often at their

middles, I needs must think of baptism, because of

the water that washes sin away ; and that crone,

living on the lusts that come to nothing, seemed a

true picture of Death ; and that horn, blown as a

signal that men should rise up from their waste of the

spirit—what was that but a right token of the

resurrection ?
'

His mate laughed. ' Baptism, death,' he said,

' and resurrection. You ought to make up a sermon

on it, and hand it hot to our parson. The men
would turn out, I guess, to hear that.

' And,' he went on, as he got his head working,

' now that I come to think of it, I, too, might do so
;

for these tokens, though they fell out in a different

order, were not to be seen on your side of the door

only,'

' How, then, is that ?
' asked the first.

And his mate replied :
' No hard thing it is to

show this
;

you know it well enough. When we

look at such flesh as we saw not long since, isn't

there a resurrection of our own ?
'

That other agreed feelingly that there was.
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' And isn't this, being put into a fountain, bap-

tised ? And before long, by the law of Nature,

doesn't it han? dead ?
'

O

The first, again, did not deny it.

' Well,' the second went on, with a laugh, ' what's

all this but another fashion of the things you spoke

of ?
'

Much more followed in a like vein. Many a jest

they cracked upon this matter ; and not a few

serious words were put in as they thought it over.

There they went, in this manner talking of Baptism,

Death, and the Resurrection, of the Resurrection,

Baptism, and Death, until at last they came again

to their lodging.
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* WHY is it,' asked the Colonel, thoughtfully, as the

Ram finished speaking, ' why is it that man, and man
only perhaps of all animals created and upon

earth, must be in a perpetual rut ? My cattle

observe seasons, my dogs do—an excellent device

of Nature's to keep them in good health and

order. But this rational animal, this man of

ours, keeps no season. Let him mark but a neat

leg, or smell some salacious smell, or be touched

in some other lecherous trifle, and the rogue

must be off hot foot after what ? So it please

you, a full helping of flesh. Do you bring him to

some pitch of physical perfection ? You must use

it before he waste it. Do you isolate him in a

desert ? 'Tis all one : even there, if no sense shall

urge appetite, imagination will. This stubborn fact

of man's promiscuity of desire made no end of

trouble for those in charge of our troops.'

Hearing these words of the ColoneFs, the men
pricked up their ears. Some talk started about the

mooted institution of camp brothels ; but the

Colonel, who thought this too risky a subject for a

mixed company, changed it quickly.

' Well, well,' he laughed, ' perhaps we've taken a

trench too many here. After all, thank God, there's

^s much commonsense in us as salt.'
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With this opinion the Sergeant, to the no small

amusement of the Squatter, concurred with some

little heat.

' Indeed,' he went on, ' I was just thinking of

something that proves it.'

' Well met, then !
' the Colonel answered, as he

looked at the board. ' Since the next tale's yours,

Sergeant, out with this proof of yours ! We'll thank

you for it.'

And the Sergeant, who was not sorry to find him-

self with an apt theme, having settled its details,

told it in these words.



THE LOVER AND THE LADY

WHEN the Light Horse gave battle to the

Scnoussi on the Western Front in

Egypt, a captain with our troops there,

who ever pressed on to be where the business was

most thick, got hurt badly by a shell. This captain

was a tall man, well set up, and handsome. \\'hen

his wounds had made such w^ay that he was nigh

recovered of them, he was lodged at Al Hayat in

Helwan ; and thence, as occasion served, he would

take train to Cairo.

It fell out that, on one such occasion, he was

accosted by an Italian merchant who travelled daily

to the city, and who, because he had two brothers at

the front in his own land, was fain to hear as many
opinions as he could touching the duration of the

war, and such things as might bear upon this. The
officer in turn gave him ' good-day '

; and before

they had reached Cairo some little talk had passed

between them. The merchant found this talk much
to his taste, and ventured himself so far as to request

his companion to call upon him at his private house.

This lay at Maadi. The officer to that answered

that he should be well pleased to do so ; and they

fixed upon a time for it.

Now it chanced that, because of some urgent
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business in the town, the merchant could not keep

his appointment. He wired thus to the captain
;

nor did he fail to send off word to his wife, as fair a

woman as might be, who, prompted by her husband,

had made ready to give their guest a good welcome.

But who can know everything, nay, see beyond

his own hand ? The captain was not that morning

at his lodging ; and the lady, since the messenger

sent off to her had some affair of his own on foot, had

no knowledge of her merchant's note till the time

for it was past. The captain kept to his hour
;

and the lady had no choice but to receive him alone

as she best might.

When the dame had w^ord that the officer had

come, she rose up, and greeted him well. She

looked to see her good man come in at any time then,

and said as much to her guest. And, though she

was not a little put out because of this trick her

husband had played her, she none the less had such

courteous words for her company, and made him so

fair, and yet so modest, a countenance, that he came

near forgetting what he was, and the reason of his

being there. And that was as it might well be ; for

her fairness was such that the hardest heart might

in truth have been surprised by it ; and her bearing

the captain thought so gracious that none could

have bettered it among queens.

The minutes went by ; and the captain came,

with each one, to be so much the less master of him-
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self as the lady the more did her good offices. He
felt such a stir at his heart as never before ; and

truly, he thought, never till then had he looked

upon a lady so engaging and so worthy to be loved.

And at last, losing hold upon himself completely,

he said to her :
' Madam, had I but known who and

what my hostess was to be, I had rather faced the

hardest battle in the field than have been, here and

now, your guest.'

The lady was much abashed—as w^ll for his hot

glances as for his words. Being well able to see what

folly he had fallen into, she said, quietly :
' It is hard

to see why this should be so. God, sir, has given

you so great a heart that not all the evils devised

for it by your foes could overcome it ; and would

he let it come to pass that my husband and I, who
are your friends, and who wish you nothing but

good, could now raise up so great an evil that your

honour and good-will might not set it at naught ?
'

The necessity for these words brought a modest

blush to her fair cheeks. Courteously, then, but

not without firmness, she went on : 'As you came

w^ith honour, depart so with it ; and the victory thus

graciously accorded me I shall take in such good

part as ever to hold it, not the least, but among the

most prized, of those things dear to me above

others.'

The captain, when he heard these words, took so

much shame because of his own, he stood like one
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struck dumb. Reason, no less than honour, spoke

up in him ; and with a quiet apology, he withdrew.

The merchant and this officer were for long firm

friends. The former used much fruitless persuasion

to get his companion once more to his house ; but,,

thinking his wife must have but poorly entertained

her guest, he at last gave that up.

It might have been a nice problem to decide

squarely upon this—what prompted the captain to

turn so strictly from the company of this lady ; and

upon this, too—whether she was so pleased with the

outcome of her discretion as might have appeared

from her words. Let the casuists, if they will,,

decide it.
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TURNING to the Sergeant, the Squatter smiled.

* You have presented the casuists,' he said, ' with

a neat problem. And yet, if they assure you that

there's nothing here to be decided—that, honour

having been satisfied at the Captain's withdrawal,

the affair was then at an end—might they not be

allowed that protest ?
'

' In that case,' the Sergeant answered, indicating

the company, ' let the hearer decide. If he's not a

casuist for honour's sake, he might still be one (if

it's not too great a mixing of terms to say so) for a

less admirable reason.'

This answer the Colonel thought not unapt.

' So he might,' he put in, smihng too. ' The
Ram, for instance, would think both points required

a decision.'

The Ram, who was not quite sure that he was

fully seized of the purport of this cross-fire, had

nevertheless a good notion of it.

' That resigned captain,' he said, with a compre-

hending wink, ' had found a tastier bit somewhere
;

and madam, for that trick it played her, called her

tongue by hard names.'

' Here,' the Colonel laughed, ' is that second

casuist of the Sergeant's—long out of the egg, in

truth, and also to be reckoned with.'
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These subtleties had left the company for the

most part untouched ; and both the Squatter and

the Colonel, remembering this, were glad now to

drop them.

In the meantime the Crow, knowing that he was

the next teller, had been considering his matter.

The field he intended to plough in was a large one
;

and he knew that he could cover only a small corner

of it.

' The turn, Colonel,' he said, ' is now mine, I

think ?
'

The Colonel, after consulting the board, replied

that it was.

' Well,' the Crow answered, looking as straight-

faced as he could, ' if the pistol's ready, I am.'

' Go, then !
' said the Colonel ; and the Crow,

glad to get off the mark so smoothly (for any admon-

ishment at this point might have proved awkward),

held on his projected course thus.

M



OF A VERY PRIVATE MATTER

OF all those ills that put our troops to so

much travail in Egypt and Gallipoli, there

was hardly one so bad but dysentery could

outdo it. Indeed, so common was this disease, and

so long did it hang on, hold once taken, that the lives

of many were half made up of struggling to get quit

of it. Men's thoughts, whether they would or not,

had to run much upon it ; and for this reason, if no

other, I will not pass it by here.

For the most part, it came of bad food : beef, not

then in its first virtue, stale biscuit, and water, by

that time foul—these brought it on. Then the flies

would come—in great swarms. They were for ever

busy upon all kinds of filth, from which they would

dislodge and tread the men's food, or become

drowned in their drink ; so that almost any man who
bit upon his rations, or took drink, could reckon to

come by a tough helping of disease.

How this evil came on, hear now. Men's motions

would first get loose, then come away in squirts
;

then, all that these sick men took in, water or food,

would run off as if through a flush-pipe. There

would soon be little or no motion, but a desire,

great past thought, to let it have passage ; whence
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would follow much straining, although, God knows,

to scant end enough still. Next, men's flesh

would fall away. Some were more like skeletons

acrawl than men fit for labour ; and, as for others, it

was common for them to lose a third of their first

weight. What joy had they then ? Tired out and

right sick of it, they would lie stinking for months on

end ; and not a few, when it fell thus, cared nothing

to hold out their hands to Death itself.

At Gallipoli, so the growl went, the doctors kept

these cases back as long as they might. Coming
away, the sick men died in such a crush, there was

nothing for it but to toss them overboard like so much
foul meat. My own trip, were that the wonted use

or not, I can answer for : this disease got so much
in among my lot, they dropped away like flies. The
poor fellows would give up their ghosts while seated

upon the privies, and thence, and from the bunks,

were lifted in such numbers, they at least had this end

made of them. Others, in other parts, would drop

dead as they stepped off" trains. For all that, little

was thought of it : custom makes men hard.

Lives have not seldom been saved, and lost, too,

upon the whim of a man's entrails. Such small

afl'airs as going off to do a known thing, or to wash

up, have many times meant the whole difierence

between life and death. In war, Luck holds the

cards : position then is all ; and what is this, for the

most part, but a matter of chance only ?
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'Tis an old saying that a wind, if it blow no man
any good, is an ill wind truly. There were some who
took little hurt from this scourge. A post much
after the liking of some men was duty in those

hospitals where we put these patients to rights. The
work there did not sweat them. Moreover, men
there on night duty were, since their charges had

need of special fare, the best led of all in our army.

But the joy of this, no doubt, was often choked off

and turned into nothing as some good lad, in the

middle of a picked meal, would shout loud for a pan.

Ordure, to speak truth, has been at home in

strange places. At its least, has it not been lodged

quaintly in the seams of breeches ? And, such

among men is the great stir and longing to be rid

of it, there is hardly one but would, if need were,

rather than carry it about with him, lay his dirt clean

under the nose of a queen. Ask those old queens

that stand up on the walls of tombs in Egypt ; not

a few could well bear me out in this. Is it not told

as a jest how, upon a certain occasion, one of these

fine dames stepped down from her wall, and made a

very sharp and witty remark to a dirty fellow there

that mightily abashed him ? But I pass this over.

It is no soft-smelling matter.

Speaking of dysentery, a man could, if there were

need, with the right words, and with time for it,

furnish out a stout book. I sat once among a crowd

at Mcna. They spoke of it ; they were telling
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tales of it, turn about. Some of these tales, I think,

I shall tell here. The first, then, was this.

When the Australians first touched at Marseilles,

some of our men, thinking to make a night of it, got

up and over the great iron fence that closed in their

dock there, and made off to the town. What with

loose women and liquor, they had a strong time
;

and at last, tired clean out, and thinking to take a

short cut home, they struck up into those poorer

quarters that lie between the docks and the city.

Now, up there, one of these soldiers, having a

slight dysentery upon him, was taken short. Noth-

ing would please him but he must down and do a

certain thing where he best might. So, coming to a

dark porch, into this went our soldier ; and, stripping

his breech bare, and squatting down as quickly as

he well could, praising God, he fired off his shot.

He then wiped his eye with a letter—the first and

only thing to hand ; and this letter, with that other

pledge of his presence, was left behind there, of his

courtesy, at this door. In short, it was much as if a

tradesman had left a cake there, and his card in it.

Next morning the good woman of that house came

smiling out upon her step, and found there what you

would expect and she not. Do you think, then, she

took pains to find hot words for that favour ? They
came right easy. If she could have but laid hand

upon that soldier, I doubt little but she had given

his nose a bath. However, the thing was done
;
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and she must needs put up with it. She swept the

filth off her step, and, because some women are made

that way, kept the letter.

Now, as the letter had our gallant's name on it,

this woman, cunning enough, being a frail sister

by trade, thought she would get even, if she could,

with him who had left it there. And this she might

hope to do : she could speak English ; she had

worked all those beats about Piccadilly. So, when

our troops had got well into the town, she smelt out

our soldier ; and, losing nothing by the present she

had so unexpectedly come by, now in this way, and

now in that, she fleeced him to the tune of some

two score pounds.

The moral is. He who leaves dirt, had need that

his cloak were on.

That was the first tale ; the second was this.

It fell that an officer in the Light Horse, resting

then in hospital with dysentery, was one day taken

short upon a sudden ; and, diving, as he had need

enough, into the first privy at hand, he came in

plump upon a sister. The poor woman had forgot-

ten to draw the latch to ; moreover, what reason

had she to look for a man in tliat privy, kept apart,

as it was, for sisters ? And there she stood, with

all her long clothes, hooked up in her arms, high

about her ; she was just about to let down her

shorts.

So amazed was this sister, she near dropped for
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shame. For all that, she kept countenance. Stand-

ing as he had found her, and looking, as sternly as

she might, at this officer, she said :
' In truth, sir,

I have known things more to my liking. But, now
that you have broken in so much upon my modesty,

I beg that you let the matter rest there ; for if,

later on, your tongue should betray the secrets

delivered to your eye now, in this there would lie

small profit for you, and for me loss so great that I

could never make an end of it.'

The officer admired much her discretion. He
made no bones about giving his word for what

she asked. Since his own affair could not wait, he

got off as quickly as he might ; and the sister,

taking heart again, and smiling in her sleeve, went

on with the matter then in hand.

That w-as the second tale ; the third was this.

In India labour is so cheap, and people are so

thick, that a white man there, if he does what they

expect of him, has attendants for all the small things

of existence. There you will have a boots, a night

butler, a barber, and twenty others in that kind

—

one to look that you get up, one to feed you, and,

amongst others, and not least, one to watch upon

your excrement.; for this, in India, is not seldom

done into commodes. This last kind, lest your nose

be vexed with it, will snatch up the pan, and will off

with it before the effect have time so much as to

cool. They lay sharp ears to the privy doors, and
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live wholly upon the turn and caprice of a man's

bowels.

Now there was, with our troops, a man named
Jackson ; he went up into India with horses.

This man took dysentery ; and, being then at a

lodging in Madras, he kept his pot-boy well on the

move.

When time came to square the bill up, the gentle-

man of the closet, squinting, with a glum look, at

the coin in his fist, said what, done over into clean

English, would run like this :
' Sir, your servant has

now no soles to his feet. Your servant, night and

day, had his nose full of a great stink. Sir, this is a

small reward for your servant.'

' Well,' said this Jackson, who was ready for him,
' since you have emptied so much filth, put, now,

a good end to that job : go, my black son, and

empty yourself. And doubt not but that, if the

filth done with earned this tip, to quit that other

filth I speak of might well earn more ; for, if the

truth must out, I like it less.'

The native, seeing that his greed came to nothing,

made off ; and the soldier left it at that.

That was the third talc. There were other tales

told there ; but these, because of the time they

would take up, I must here leave. However, so that

you may, if you will, inquire them out from others,

they were these :

Firstly—How a trooper, his regiment then crossing
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the desert, fell out to ease himself ; and what came

of it.

Secondly—How three fellahs, low-squat, and

covered in with skirts, dropped their dirt in a field
;

and the witty words of a soldier as he saw them, with

their hands ready, waiting upon the result.

Thirdly—Of the short, sharp, and memorable

words by which an officer compelled two others, ill

with dysentery, to walk up the plank to a ship too tall

for the hoist.

Fourthly—How, at Marsama, the wind on a

sudden lifted up the sack wall of a privy ; and what

was seen then.

Other tales, too, I have lit on ; but these, coming,

not so sweet upon the palate, I omit in this place.
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"WHILE the Crow, keeping a furtive eye upon the

Colonel, had held on with his unsavoury narration,

the host was seen more than once to shut his nose up

between his fingers, to draw down his brows sharply,

and shake his head with every token of disapproval.

However, since he had taken no active step to pre-

vent or divert the telling, and since, too, the grinning

faces of the company had shown approval and to

spare, the Crow had kept on. Still, he knew better

than to overshoot too much the tolerance of the

few who liked his words less. He thought it wise,

therefore, to abridge his last-coming jests, though

the company generally, it may be, who were not

troubled with any asthenic niccncss of the sniffing

•organ, had liked better to have smelt them.
' For this stench,' said the Colonel (not, however,

without some suspicion of covert relish), ' for this

rank odour you have raised here, sir, we are obliged

to you. Phew ! If our noses, mark me, are so

sharply put to it again, you'll answer it.'

For these words the Crow cared little. He had

caught that half-shown expression of the Colonel's

—

that expression that belied his strictures somewhat.

He had his answer ready.

' Didn't you tell us. Colonel,' he said, putting a

bold face upon it, ' that the picture, if not improved,

might still be completed thus ? Well, I complete

the picture.'
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At this neat retort the Squatter laughed quietly.

' Our friend, apparently,' he said, ' is not obsessed

by the quiddities of the aesthetes—that art is selec-

tion, that the half is greater than the whole.'

' Of art,' the Crow replied promptly, ' I can say

nothing ; but tell this—who's to make the selec-

tion ? and which half w^ould he pick ?
'

This was not ill answered ; and the Squatter,

whose present wish was rather to see the whole pic-

ture than any part of it, however select, smiled only.

The Colonel, after looking at the board, now
turned to Hoppy Joe.

' Joe,' he said, ' we'll be safe with you. Give us

something to purge this thickening air, before the

weight smothers us.'

At this, a suggestion that would have been

endorsed by but few members of the company, a grin

went round.

' The truth is, Colonel,' Hoppy Joe replied, ' I'mi

puzzled.' He dropped into thought again for some

moments, and then continued :

' There's a tale running so much in my head now
that I can think of no other. An old mate of mine,

an Australian who fought with the Serbians, used

to tell it. Will this do ?
'

' Certainly,' the Colonel answered. And this

tale he had heard, after making himself comfortable,

and taking some long and inspiriting pulls at his pipe,

Hoppy Joe told thus.



ALL FLESH IS ONE

THERE were two soldiers named Petska

and V^utch ; they took horse from Serbia

when the Austrians drove out the people

of that land.

Now once, on that journey, these men had ridden,

without food, hour after hour, the whole day long ;

they were cold to their marrow, and their limbs felt

stiff upon them. Coming to a small town, they got

off their horses, and went into a stable there ; and

there they came upon some others of their kind,

sitting asleep about a fire they had lit so that they

might get themselves warm against the cold. There

were thirteen men in that circle ; but three were

dead. They had died as they sat by the fire ; and

their fellows had been too used up to put away the

dead from among them—living and dead sat circle-

wise, shoulder to shoulder, about the bright logs.

Vutch said :
' There arc men here who would

not feel the cold overmuch if we had their places.'

So they laid hand on two of those dead men, and

dragged them out of the warm ring. They sat

down there, in their stead, and soon were asleep too.

Now, be it for what reason it may, these two men
dreamt a like and a strange dream. And it was this

—they thought that the third of those dead men
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hailed them across the fire, and gave them such

words as I shall now tell.

' Brothers,' he said, ' is this a thing well done ?

My two fellows and I sat for the last time against a

fire among men on the earth. When this warmth

leaves us, we shall be cold for ever.'

And Petska, it seemed, to that said :
' Even so

;

but there's not in this matter so much wrong, I find,

that you shall, for its sake, lose sleep o' nights. And
if you take thought, we but keep warm the places of

the dead ; and that's what the living do always.'

Then Vutch had his say. ' Men's minds,' he said,

' run ever upon themselves. But, just as some must

die that others live, the highest good for the dead is

what ?—that they serve the living.'

At that, the two last-comers woke up. There

was a great stir going on about the logs. In some

way that third body had dropped into the fire ; and,

sharp with hunger, and light of head because of the

hard things that had fallen upon them, the awakened

crowd were snatching, with quick and trembling

hands, at the burning flesh.
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AS Hoppy Joe made an end of speaking, more than

one man there had sought, and some had discovered,

the meaning wrapped so cleanly up in his tale.

Upon this meaning words not a few followed

—

until the Colonel, bringing to mind thai the enter-

tainment was now concluded for that night, said :

' I know not if this second telling be better than

our first ; but, such as it was, we have at least each

done our part in it. The lamps, as you see, have

burnt low, reminding us that the night is far spent,

and that the time is come, lads, for turning in.'

Then, rising to his feet, as before, he went on :

' For these tales of yours I thank you. And, now
that we've got our hands in, let us, unless between

then and now you hear from me to the contrary,

again gather here, upon this night week, with such

other talcs ready as we can think of.'

To these words the Squatter, in turn standing,

added some choice comment of his own—approving

the efforts of the tellers, and thanking them for the

pleasure he had received from their narrations.

Then, as before, the glasses having first been

charged, all stood, bareheaded and with solemn

mien, while the Colonel, in speech filled with feeling,

repeated the old toast :

' To the men we have to-night told and heard of, to
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the men who returned, to the men who returned

not!'

Up again went the glasses ; and with no word,

but with a good will for it, they drank to the picked

men and brave.

Then, since there was nothing more to be done

there, the company made their way up through the

undergrowth to their quarters ; and, in good words-

commending one another to their beds, each sought

his own.



INTERIM

SE\'ERAL days out of the next seven the

Colonel and his brother spent very pleasantly

at Currumbin. The Colonel had interests

in the coastal lands about this town—interests he

had wished, for some time, to consider more ex-

pediently on the spot ; and, as the Squatter, more-

over, being an inland man, had thought a jaunt to the

sea would prove agreeable, the two brothers had, on

the Colonel's suggestion, ridden down to an old

friend's there. They received a warm welcome
;

and their host gave them of his best.

Their first business was the inspection of the

various blocks the Colonel held, and which, since

land values had increased much in the last years, he

thought of subdividing for market. A number of

these blocks, on rising land looking seaward, the

Colonel had set apart for homes for invalided soldiers.

This business done with, the brothers found much
to entertain them. Along the South Coast of

Queensland lie some of the best beaches in Australia
;

and, to those who care, in any degree, for nature,

a good stretch of ocean beach is a grateful play-

ground.

From their host's verandah the guests could mark

the long crescent of the bay—wide with the exposed
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and sunlit sand, and with the waves, in several lines,

breaking white upon it. Or again, at high tide, with

the wind east and behind it, they could watch the

long wash of the sea break heavily there, and throw

up a running mist—a mist that curled under the

gale, and that veiled the broad foot of Burleigh.

Or perhaps a west wind would get busy. It would

take hold of the crumbling crests, and lift them

seaward, and contrary to the sea's motion, in fine

spume ; so that the billows looked a shoal of levia-

thans, racing in and blowing like whales. Though
the white line of the beach was lost towards South-

port, the observers could make out the bleached sand

of Stradbroke in the far distance. They would

watch the cloud-shadows hurry across the uncovered

shingle ; they would follow, too, the fish-attracting

channels in this, and mark the quiet colonies of sea-

birds sitting face-to-wind there. This last spectacle

brought a remark from the Squatter on the intelli-

gence of birds, and the easy arrangement of every-

thing in nature : sitting thus, the feathered com-

panies exposed less pressure-space to the wind.

Surfing, as one might have expected, was a chief

diversion for the visitors. In the long waves,

running green and gold, and breaking to frosted

silvers, the brothers regained, or thought they

regained, some of their lost youth. Was it not good

to strive in those long masses of water, to w^ait till the

heavy crests curled over as the swell felt the beach,

N
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and ride in upon this living flood till it fell roaring

in the shallows, and flung up its glittering cloud of

spray ? The brothers enjoyed this surfing to the

full.

The waters about here, too, furnished some good

fishing ; and for this their host provided his guests

with the necessary tackle. Upon his collection of

this gear he had expended as much care almost as the

Colonel had spent upon his guns ; so that, as the

Squatter, too, was not without some knowledge of

the piscatory art, nothing lacked to make this

amusement a success. Indeed, the anglers were

fortunate in their spots, and not seldom returned

home with a nice basket of flathead and bream, of

whiting and spotted rock-cod. The first three

kinds were numerous at the sandy creek-mouth ; the

cod bit well about the rocky islets on the coast. To
vary the sport a little, the party, too, had more than

once laid hand to the nets of some fishermen working

on that beach, and had drawn in some fine takings

of mullet and black bream.

There was thus plenty to fill the time agreeably.

The Squatter, moreover, since interest lies in things

both pleasant and novel, never tired of the sea. He
would mark, from his far-looking window, its

scintillant gold as the sun left the horizon east, view

rapturously its blues, its greens, and its wasting

silvers at early forenoon, see it iridescent and

splendid as the 'sun topped the heavens. The
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shadows of the high fleeces travelling across it, and

the swimming silver of its smoother face (dulled here

and there as the light breeze beat down upon it),

he thought good sights. In the afternoon, it is true,

with the sun west and off that liquid expanse, there

was less beauty there. The riot of rich colour, then,

would move from its quiet or its heaving water, its

tones would become heavier—until its earlier blues,

so brave in their multiplicity of shadings, and its

innumerable other dyes, were transmuted to the

solid greens of sunset.

The cool margin of the sea there, too, to a visitor

from those diverse inland plains—had it not much
in it that was attractive ? The brothers walked the

level and low-lying sand-spits—often in heavy

underfoot green, sometimes dense with mangrove,

or again picked over with banksia brush and bread-

fruit. They climbed the white-footed forelands,

that ran in successive waves of earth to the sea

—

steep-dropping land mostly, with a serried scurf of

green forest upon it, and not seldom with a creek

breaking seaward under its dark side. A number of

these knolls carried houses, which, with their iron

roofs, looked, at some distance, like a collection of

white ant-heaps. Burleigh, rough with wood, and

pushing boldly out into the sea, stood stolidly to the

north ; their own hill at Currumbin, from which the

brothers had many a ravishing prospect, came next
;

Point Danger followed—with its low-jutting and
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pitiless teeth, and with its stout plateau fashioned

like a fortress—the limit of their pilgrimage to the

south.

' If,' asked the Colonel, when the brothers had

looked well at everything, ' if you had your choice,

what, out of all this, would you be best pleased to

take back to those plains of yours ?
'

The Squatter replied that he could soon answer

that.

* Since,' he went on, smiling, ' an ocean there

would leave little room for pasture, I should dis-

possess you of this creek. My own, though suffi-

cient for their purpose, are different. From its

great neighbour,' he continued, recalling their

sluggish waters, ' this stream takes a brave life, a life

that my casual streams, alas, know nothing of.'

And the Squatter, possibly, because his eye had

long missed such sights, knew more of this creek

than did many who dwelt by it. The wash of the

incoming sea, shoaling to whites and silvers on its

twisted bar ; its water running to flood in bright

sheets, and throwing into relief the small islands,

flat and green, in its broad bed ; the flocks of long-

necked shags that winged their way inland with the

tide ; or the quick emptying of this, when the

islands would be lost again in its exposed floor, when

the hawks, watching for fish stranded in the shallows,

would soar above it on wide-opened wings, and when

the small sand-birds would get busy again, fossicking
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quietly while occasion served— all this the Squatter

-had watched with no jaded eye.

' And if,' he went on, pleased with the mental

impression which some of the features of the country

here made, when transplaccd in imagination to his

own plains, ' if you can't spare your creek, well,

endow me with a couple of these hills. I should

receive them gladly.'

The brothers had climbed to their favourite

look-out at Currumbin ; and the prospect gave

point to the Squatter's words. Before them lay

hills and to spare—hills that would have proved

grateful indeed on the plains of the interior. To
the north and west stood the high land about Wonga
VVallum, Tambourine, and Darlington, running in

broken masses to Burleigh, and falling sheer there.

This acclivity, at some distance from the sea, turned

south, and rose in long sweeps of dark-wooded ridge

until, in the troubled and precipitous country along

the Border, it dropped sharply at the Bluff. All

the landward horizons, to the north, to the west,

and to the south, were broken with blue hills ; and

the timbered country between, with its browns and

diverse greens, was a cielightful contrast of dark

tones and bright.

So much did the brothers enjoy this prospect, they

tarried till the day fell— till V^enus gathered force

above the ranges west. Thev watched her quick

descent to the horizon ; they marked her immediate
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extinction as she touched this, like a candle

snufFed. Then, since the beloved day, so alive and

of so much beauty when drenched in the clean sun,

was dead at last, the rapt watchers awoke from their

reveries, came back to night and the nearer earth,

and returned with quickened steps to their host's.

The Squatter believed that his memory would

always retain these sights. And his sojourn among

them, moreover, had started not a few speculations.

Seeing, from these hills, the flat land at the extremity

of the far seaward horizon lifted above this by the

higher point of vision, drawn bodily, as it were, from

the water, it struck him that something was lost on

his own plains—and that the world looks different,

perhaps smaller, from low and level country that has

nothing against its edges. Having all this diversity

of Nature's to exercise vision upon, it struck him

afresh, too, how a bright and unclouded sunlight

helps the eye. And another thought, as well, struck

him forcibly : of all this loveliness, very little was

named—bays, hills, and other features of the land-

scape here, were mostly uncommemorated and

virgin, awaiting the man or the event that would

give them significance to the world.

On the Friday following, the two brothers, having

bade their host a hearty farewell, returned to the

station ; and on the evening of the next day, the

evening set apart for the tale-telling, the company

of tellers gathered, with their audience, on the same
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spot as before. The Colonel, as formerly, had seen

that nothing lacked to make the evening a right

cheerful one ; and there was none there but looked

forward again to the entertainment. The Squatter

gave good words and a warm hand to the tellers
;

the Colonel addressed them briefly ; and, all being

ready, the straws were once more assembled, and

each teller pulled his piece.

' To-night,' said the Colonel, having made his

decision, * we'll revert to our first order. Who
holds the shortest straw,' he went on, ' shall tell

first—who holds the longest, last. The rest shall

tell early or late as they hold short or long.'

The pulls now were compared ; and the order the

Colonel declared thus.

' The first tale,' he said, smiling as he brought

to mind how fortune, on a former occasion, had

given him the last, ' the first tale is mine ; the Ram
takes the second ; the Pilot takes the third, and

Ink-Finger the fourth tale ; the fifth tale is the

Captain's ; Hoppy Joe takes the sixth ; the Crow
takes the seventh, and the Sergeant the eighth

tale. The last,' he added, not without some

speculation as to what foot the giant would end the

night's run on, ' the last falls to Monoculus.'

As before, a new sheet of bark having been pro-

duced, the Colonel scratched the result plainly upon

this, and placed it in position.

' Each, now,' he concluded, glancing at the
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board, ' knows where his turn comes. What I said

formerly, I need not repeat. Old hands are we not

becoming, with reputations to keep up ? This

duty, then, with luck helping, let us attend to.'

There was not one among the tellers but deter-

mined to follow this counsel. Indeed, coming fresh

to these honours, they stood the more resolved, thus,

to maintain them.

The Colonel, then, anxious to confirm by example

what he had delivered in precept, having considered

his matter for some moments, spoke on in these

words.

I



DISCIPLINE

IT
is old truth that, where a body of men is got

together for some common end, discipline is

not only a thing of much use, but one alsa

that must be—and that, since men will never quit

their first nature, discipline, in such a case, will

always be useful, yes, and not to be done without.

So much may stand : our quarrel is not with dis-

cipline, but in what men mean by this word.

Let me read, before we go further, something

well put by the Sergeant. He wrote this :

' It has been said that, if you mechanise an army's

force, and distribute it thus over the whole body,

the parts (the individuals) are spared wear and tear.

This, as we Australians see it, is a mixed good.

Where the parts (the individuals) are not strong in

themselves, it is best so ; but one must also remember

that, in an exact piece of machinery, the parts

cannot work out of their allotted place and sequence.

They are always subordinate ; and thus any excess

virtue they might possess is lost in mechanical

restraint. In other words, the choice lies between a

soulless system on the one hand, and individual

competence and initiative on the other. In old

lands, where system and tradition have had cen-

turies to take root, and where men, mostly bound

193
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by them, have lost thus their faculty of initiative,

the old mechanised system is perhaps best. It was

built up soundly on conditions very well understood

there. But for us, who have, in common with most

new countries, the individual competence and

initiative that flourish where men's souls are free,

that old system would not only be ill-fitting, it

would be fatal.'

Hear, now, something more from this scribe of

ours.

' It has been further said that, where you fix the

procedure, you reduce immensely the strain on the

commander. This, however, depends much on

your commander. In a country like ours, where

bluster and ambition for sheer self arc laughed out

as affectation, character is promoted. The leader

is more often than not a better leader of men than an

official. The discipline he inspires is not of the

official kind ; it is inspired by confidence in him,

and by personal respect. The authority of the

leader with us is a personal authority ; and to such

leaders, though the strain on them is great, it might

be a yet greater strain to find their authority subject

to a system mostly mechanical. Such personal

authority, of course, can be replaced only by another

of the like kind ; and, had we not many potential

leaders among our troops, it might be calamit/ous

to encourage it. Happily, however, for the reasons

^iven above, we do not lack them. If the dis-

I
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cipline grounded on this personal authority has its

drawbacks in old lands, it is still the only kind

possible for the men that we breed.'

So wrote the Sergeant. A few words from an

English writer, and a good soldier too, will close

our quotations.

' Whatever the billet discipline of the Australians

may be,' he writes, ' their battlefield discipline,

producing, as it did, under adverse and complicated

circumstances, and with the scantiest of orders, one

of the most astounding manoeuvres of the war, the

recapture of Villers Brctonneux, must be abso-

lutely perfect. By this feat alone they won the

right to be considered amongst the greatest fighting

races of the world.'

And now, having fitly honoured our friends thus,

let me speak after my own fashion.

The soldiers of Australia, planted, and having

sprung up, in the broad lap of Nature, have great

wild hearts, and little stomach for any kind of goose-

step or the cheers of tame crowds. They have lived

too much hand in hand with things real to be in love

with formal tricks that have no ground in necessity.

Because of this, the understanding between all

ranks among our men is an inward matter, bottomed

on a common sincerity, rather than an outward

formalism based on a written code.

Where there is love and esteem there is discipline
;

and the love of comrades, and the esteem for brave
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men, arc where on earth greater than in the land

these men came out of ? If a man is ready to die

lest comrades perish, if he is ready to hold on, under

orders, so that never once, though the scales be

weighted heavily against him, will a position thus

held be lost except over his dead body, does

not that man use the highest kind of discipline, the

discipline beside which all other kinds seem as

nothing ? The discipline that our men use has

always been of this kind.

Australian hands, fashioned of free earth, God
made not for saluting. Men's hands they are, good

hands for wielding the strong weapons of war. If an

officer gives and acts a right order, our men will

salute it, not in a way merely formal, but with a

heart that stands always ready at need ; body and

soul, even unto death, will salute it then. Lions

may not be brought in to the set yoke that oxen bear
;

but they will do a bloody deed better. Hard-

handed and hard-mouthed fellows, our men have

clean hearts still, and the primitive jaws and straight-

looking eyes that turn aside for nothing known to

man. Formalism, to such men, is what but a jest

only ?

Some officers of ours one day spoke of this matter.

Said one :

' If we wished to put a right value both upon the

discipline that our men use and that used among
others, it would be enough to lay the finger on two
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incidents which, since they fell out in this place,

ourselves can witness to.

' The first was this. On the 25th of April, when
so much had been done that the Australians stood

upon this Beach, word was given to advance with

the bayonet fixed, and, working with this only, to use

no rifle fire. Let us consider what, among other

things, this order meant. It meant, then, that,

where a chanced bullet might have put out a sniper

suspected in some patch of scrub, men had to take

the risk of his being there ; it robbed our men of the

advantage they possessed in a quicker finger ; it

meant a longer killim;: arm for the Turks. With

Death snatching at them from every side, our men
must a hundred times have been urged in self-

defence to fire off" those rifles. Afterwards, as you

well know, we came across some of these men

—

scattered parties who had pushed on too far through

the bad country about Quinn's and the Bloody

Angle, and who had there been cut off" and slain.

There lay these dead, and beside them their rifles,

the fixed steel red with the foe's blood, the barrels

clean. Not a round had these men fired, though

they had doubtless thought, more than once, that

their lives hung on doing so. They held that order

to be grounded in necessity ; at the price of their

lives they obeyed it.

' Let us look, now,' he continued, ' at another

case. When the English troops were sent on here
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for the big push in August, a batch of them, one

day, took over a part of our Hne. To right and left

the undergrowth was stiff with the foe's snipers,

and each breaking his neck to bag a brace of our own
kind—from sub to brigadier. Now, if any luckless

devil of an officer so much as squinted at these new-

comers, up would go their arms in a salute ; and two

of their starred men, ill-starred thus, were knocked

out through this automatic madness. One officer

with our lot, seeing what was on, roared at them

in some very plain Australian ; otherwise he, and I

too, for that matter, might have been nothing now
but a lost handful of Turkish dirt.'

Said his neighbour :
' Let there be no more

prattle about discipline, and the want of it among

our men. Either these are past masters in that

business, or this is the dry formalism of snobs mostly

and fools.'
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THESE words of the Colonel's, it struck the Squat-

ter, explained much of the good feeling that existed

between him and his men. Understanding these

truths, the Colonel was not likely to miss the profit

in them. There was this difference in the natures of

the two brothers—the Squatter, in such matters,

was apt to pause upon theory ; the Colonel was

satisfied only with a solution found in practice. The
subject itself, when discussed long before, had much
interested the Squatter.

' I think,' he said, turning to the Colonel, ' that

these words of yours, supplemented by those fathered

by the Sergeant and that generous Englishm.an,

might well settle this question of discipline once and

for all. However, if I may say so, I think, too, this

quarrel is long since dead. If our fashion of dis-

cipline was at first questioned because not under-

stood, did not its critics even, after its results were

made so handsomely apparent on the battlefields of

France, pay tribute to it ?
'

' You are right,' answered the Colonel. ' On
those fields, where all forms of discipline worked

side by side, each, doubtless, learnt something from

the others. I have spoken of the subject only

because it exercised me so much at the time. These

truths are now truisms. It was the pride, perhaps^

of one who helped to discover them as truths that

set me wagging upon them.'
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As he finished speaking, the Colonel, with a modest

smile, turned to the board.

' Well,' he continued, ' if I stumbled upon a stale

theme, the remedy's now at hand. The Ram, who
tells next, will (or he's not the rogue I think him)

give us something a bit fresher.'

The Ram, though, like many others in the com-

pany, thought the Colonel had much underrated

his matter.

' You're a bad guesser, Colonel,' he said, keeping

a straight countenance for once. ' If you put a vote

on it, I'd lay odds who'd get the ribbon.'

Then, breaking to his habitual grin, he con-

tinued :

' As for my yarn, the man who figures in it, I

reckon, thought the joke fresh enough. I would to

•God such proper luck would come my way ! But

no,' he went on, with a depressed mouth, ' Luck's

a coy girl—she's not for my fist.'

These words of the Ram's, uttered with some

pretence of feeling, put an edge on the curiosity of

the company ; they hoped now to hear of some

sprightly doing.

' Let us hear, then,' the Colonel answered, ' about

this good that luck has so churlishly denied you.'

The Ram filled his glass again, tossed it off, spat,

and replied, as he resumed his scat :

' So I will, then.'

Upon w^hich, without further preamble, he spoke

thus.



THE REMOUNT

AFTER the big rushes at GalHpoH we had

enough and to spare of dead men and

wounded. These wounded were put upon

ships, as need was, and carried away over to Egypt,

to Malta, or to England ; so that, if a man had so

much luck as to catch the right boat, he might look

to see the Old Land.

There was a man named Gait ; he came out of

New South Wales ; he had this luck. When his

wounds were close upon healed, and he was well-

nigh his ow^n man again, he went up into Scotland

on furlough, and found the life there well able to

please him.

Now, in Edinburgh one day, as he sat at his beer

in a bar, a woman came in, and, by degrees, made

up to him. She was a right fair w^oman. He
thought :

' This falls out as it should ; not often

have I looked upon a woman so much after my
mind.' So at last they fell a-talking ; and the end

of it all was this—that, save and except he should go

home with her to her house, she would take it sore.

The Australian, hearing that, said :
' I don't find

this a thing much against my own fancy. Let us

go.' So they drove off to her house—this stood

some miles out of the town.

201 O
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When they had supped, and talked, now of this

thing, and now of that, it was so late that the

Australian, to get back to the town, must have

walked. He had little mind to tramp in all that

way to Edinburgh, and the less so since there was com-

fort enough where he then was. He said as much.

Said the lady, with a saucy look :
' Of two stones,

will not either serve to kill the cat ?
' And with

those words she left him.

The Australian thought, sitting there :
' Perhaps

I'll not have so long to wait that my feet will go cold

upon me.' And, sure enough, the good woman was

soon back. There she stood, with her arms full of

warm blankets, pillows, and sweet-smelling sheets.

Said she :
' Is not this a friend's work ?

' And
he to that answered :

' Ay ; I find it well done.'

So she made him up a bed on a sofa there ; and,

smiling, as she went out, as archly as she could, she

wished him a right easy night. ' That,' said he,

' shall be as it proves.'

Do you think that soldier, alone now, as he turned

all this over in his mind, took any thought for sleep ?

He did not, then. Be the joke what it might, he

found it much to his taste, and the more so since he

hoped there was more to follow. And, since the

lady, for all her good countenance and cheer, looked

skilled enough, he was ready, too, for any trick she

might put upon him. So the Australian, who, till

it proved otherwise, was her guest, and who had thus
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to wait somewhat upon her will, lay there, thinking

out how he might bring this business to the best end.

Soon, as he lay thus, he heard light footsteps, then

a little cough, then the door, turning upon its hinge.

Next, there stood the lady again. She held a lamp

up in her hand. She had on a bed-gown of silk,

richly worked, and over it a cloak of blue stuff,

flowered with silver. Round about her waist, too,

she had a loose girdle, gilt ; and her long bright

hair, hanging down on both sides over her breasts,

she had turned up under this girdle.

Said she, with quiet eyes :
' There's one thing,

sweetheart, that I near forgot. Tell me this, then

—

do you walk in your sleep or not ? Tve heard

speech of such things.'

' As for that,' this man answered, taking thought,

' I'm not overmuch given to it ; but, as it falls thus

sometimes, it would not surprise me mightily if I

did so this night. I've a queer fancy, because,

partly, of a strange itching now upon me, that my
next fit will come right soon.'

' And where, in that case,' she questipned again,

' might you walk ?
'

' Be that where it will,' he replied, with a level

look. ' But there are quaint places enough when a

man's taken that way,' *

' Well,' said she, lightly, ' maybe there's no help

for it ; and, though you looked to have it your own
way, no less should I have it mine too.' And, saying
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that, she led him, without more ado other than a

sweet kiss given, to her room.

Now, ifyou ask what that Australian thought of all

this, I will tell you : he thought there must be seven

terms of Paradise, and himself, floating, with a fillet

on, in the last of them. What store did he set

then by Solomon ? He held his proverbs not worth

a gum leaf.

The lady, casting her cloak aside, got into bed
;

and Gait, putting his shirt off, looked squarely at her.

' What's the game ? ' he asked. ' You don't run

this place whistling.'

' Too true !
' she answered, with a sigh. ' Turn

down the lamp, sweetheart, and I'll tell you.' So

he turned down the lamp, and got in with her ; and

she told this tale.

' My husband,' she said, ' is abroad, on service in

France.'

' A right good place for him !
' Gait broke in

;

and she continued :

' After he had been there so long that I was hard

put to it to believe him either living or dead, he came

back, and, having nine days' leave, spent, of them all,

two only with me.
' Ah !

' she went on, in broken tones, ' had I not

sorrow enough for that ? And what bitterness!

what kneeling in the dirt ! My tears, my threats,

my prayers (though, thank God, for the most part

feigned)—not one but was thrown clean away upon

this man my husband !

'
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The thought of all this chagrin stirred her so

sharply that her eyes filled. Then, drying them

on Gait's cheek, she continued, hotly :

' He went off, as I soon got knowledge, with a

brawny wench from a village behind here ; and I

then swore this—to pay him in turn with such good

as he had served out to me.

' And now, sweetheart,' she finished up, smiling

again, ' shall I do so, with God's help and yours ; for

know this—you're the first I've come across that I

would ask for help in this business.'

' All this,' said the Australian, who had a good

feeling, ' is well put. I'll now make this track out

easy enough. And, though a man ride in a saddle at

second hand, is the going, then, the harder for that ?

'

' 'Tis the kettle calling the pot,' she laughed.

' Cry quits, and fall to !

'

And fall to our soldier did—in such fashion,

indeed, that he got that night through many stages

on this journey. The faring, too, he found right

good—so good that he travelled that track, night

and noon, for a full seven days.

As for the lady, she wept to have him go, and

swore, if he did not go back, to turn her goods and

close chattels into coin, and make after him as hotly

as she mi^jht.

This Australian, a mate told me, fought afterwards

in France.
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AS the Ram finished his tale, there was hardly one

there but laughed at it. The Squatter, too, though

at first he said nothing, had nevertheless thought

not a little of the skill with which the Ram had

brought his soldier through the intricacies of that

warm escapade,

' So this,' said the Colonel, ' is the great good that

Luck has denied you ? Luck, it seems then, has

more wisdom than her impeacher.'

' I wonder if she has,' the Squatter then broke in,

slyly. ' Our friend, if I surmise rightly, has got

everything so pat here, that nothing less than a

personal experience could account for it.'

The Ram, in no small degree tickled at his being

luncovered thus, and guessing that more than one

there would envy him that luck of a day gone,

winked only.

Then Monoculus had his say.

* By the Lord, man,' he cried, as his great body

shook, ' you pulled a prize there ! If that son of a

goat was in France, you've put your finger on it

—

where could he have been better ?
'

As the listeners had followed every detail of the

yarn with relish, there was now much discussion

about the lady and her tactics ; and the Ram they

admired not a little for his part in the joke. Indeed,

I
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many in the company found the theme so much to

their mind that the Colonel had some difficulty in

quitting it.

' We must push on, lads,' he exclaimed at last.

* If Vvc spend so much time on every tale told, we'll

be here till daylight.'

He now turned to the Pilot.

' Since you,' he went on, with a relieved look,

' tell next, give us something, please, to quieten this

lecherous ghost the Ram has raised up.'

Hearing this, the company left thinking of light

matters. The Pilot, as the host had said formerly,

though sober-fashioned, found as much favour there

as the Ram, ' dividing the common laurel with him '.

All addressed themselves, therefore, to listen with

attention ; and the Pilot, after notifying his readi-

ness to begin, spoke on in these words.



THE BROTHERS

A MONG the men that held our trenches over

/-\ against Lone Pine there were two brothers
"*- -^ named Grant. They came out of New
South Wales—from the Northern Rivers. There

had been three of these brothers ; but death, in the

first days, had made an end of one of them. Of the

two left, one was a man well into his middle years,

and the other a fine lad who still came short of

his first score. This lad was a great favourite with

the men. His brother, above all, thought much of

him. The older man was for ever thinking out some

new counsel to keep the younger from getting his

death there. For all that, the boy cared little to look

to his skin where that would have made him out a

lesser man than his fellows. Amongst other things,

this brother of his, when he lit upon a man just out

of the trenches, if the lad had been there, would ask :

' How goes it, mate, with the Boy ?
' Men came

in time to look for this question ; and none thought

it out of place.

It fell, one day, that the business on both sides

was more brisk than commonly. A thick rain of

bullets was knocking up little clouds of dust along

the whole of our line ; shells, too, a great host, were

travelling, to and fro, across the high skies. Some,

208
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vomiting down death, would break into curtains-

of white gossamer that hung quiet in the windless air
;

others, bursting where they dropped, were not

seldom thrown clean into our trenches, and made a

great mess there. This elder Grant, knowing his.

brother to be in the middle of all this stir, was hard

put to it to stand hy till his own turn came. That

would be an hour thence ; he was one of that com-

pany that would take over the trench wlicn the men
then there were next relieved.

When time came for this, the new company

pushed their way in. They had just flattened

themselves against the sides of the trench, to let

the others pass out, when they heard a loud and

thick-sounding noise. It was close at hand. Solid

earth, and a cloud of choking dust, shot up into the

air. Then, for a short time, they heard no sound.

Someone then cried out :
' Who's hurt ?

' This

man Grant, who was not far off, strained his ears

to catch the reply ; but, because of the stir there,

he could make nothing of it. The officer then

called out, as loud as he might :
' Get them out.

Don't choke up the trench.'

The bearers, working as quickly as they could,

soon made up their file. First came the wounded

—

some nothing now but a raw mess of blood, torn

fiesh, and shattered bone ; others, with whom it

had gone less hard, grinned contempt of their

wounds ; the dead came last.
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Past those soldiers, flat against the trench walls,

went this file of wounded men and dead. The new-

comers, as the bearers carried their stretchers by,

looked briefly into the faces of the men upon them.

To this one they would now give words, now think

it ill luck to see that one, some good fellow, past

hearing any word at all. Like the others. Grant

looked, but with a sharper eye, into the exposed faces.

He had a cold feeling.

The bearers, in ones and twos, went by ; and

•Grant felt the grip give a little from about his heart.

Thought he :
' This ought to raise up thanks in a

man.'

Then came the last body ; they had kept it back

for some reason. It was covered up with a sack.

As they brought it to that spot where this Grant

stood, the first bearer, coming to a stand, spoke these

words to him. ' Hard luck enough, mate,' he said,

^ has fallen to your hand before this ; and yet there's

harder behind. For all that, you carry that in your

face that should tell you're no flincher.' Saying

this, he lifted up the sack, and laid it over to one

side.

That brother, like one struck dumb, stood there
;

the blood went, all of it, and at once, out of his face.

Staring down, with a drawn look, into the broken

face on the stretcher, anci laying hand upon the torn

flesh, he at last said, slowly :
' Death has done me

so bad a turn here, there could be none worse. Only
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one was there, God knows, whose wounds could hurt

me more than my own ; death now, with him, has

done its utmost. I stand now by that thing dead,'

he went on, swallowing quick, ' that I had more

heart to look upon living, yes, than any other in the

whole world. It's a hard thing—this !

'

* Ay,' said that other bearer, ' you've come by a

great loss.'

' A loss greater,' said this Grant, ' than I hoped for

—for me, greater than could be again for ever.

Though it would make up but half a talc to be in

the battle and bear away no mark from it, yet this

mark, that puts an end to all, yes, this is too much.'

He then, after brushing the salt from his filled

eyes, turned to the first bearer. ' What kind of an

end,' he asked, thickly, ' did he make ?
'

That bearer looked so hard at this brother that his

blood shook.

' He took a man's death,' he replied, firmly. ' He
died as a man.'

Grant, hearing this, pulled himself up straight,

and dropped his head down.
' That,' he said then, ' is enough. So be it.'

He lifted the sack back over the crushed body
;

and the bearers, pushing on again with their load,

had it soon out of sight.
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THE Squatter, hearing those apt words of the first

bearer's, had wondered if the Pilot, in them, had been

quoting himself. He looked at him narrowly. But,

though the Pilot, he believed, had spirit enough to

attempt so sharp a kindness, the Squatter could

scarcely picture him in a part that would shake any

man so brusquely as that brother had been shaken.

' In this tale,' he said, ' you have taught sorrow

—

of this kind, at least—its fit bearing.'

The Squatter knew that, among such a company

as was then present, such teaching was not often

required. He knew those Australian hearts—con-

firmed in vicissitude, not broken—having some

quality akin to that of inland soils, which, though

burnt bare in some drought, will yet, in a short

season, be again swathed in life-proving green. As

he expected, therefore, the tale had impressed the

company less than it had him.

Hoppy Joe, as if to endorse the very thoughts of

the guest, then said :

' The heart, being wise, takes in many crops.

Bill Grant has planted another—he got married,

and has a family coming.'

' That's a long cry,' the Sergeant laughed, ' from

sticking Turks. A man, in a short year or two, can

indeed play a good many parts iipon this old stage.
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For Bill's sake,' he added, but with no hint of

sarcasm, ' this battle is, let us hope, better fighting

—much better.'

Ink-Finger, who, as the next teller, had been

arranging the details of his narrative, saw his chance

here.

' It's a battle,' he said, ' that some, if they had

but enough luck to enter it, would fight gladly.'

' What !
' the Colonel put in, with an amused

glance, ' are you too, then, itching to enter the

matrimonial lists ?
'

But this impeachment Ink-Finger denied.

' I was only thinking,' he replied, ' of a strange

case in which one of our men, with will enough for

marriage, missed it by inches.'

' Well,' the Colonel answered, ' since the next

tale's yours, and the theme, for this unwived com-

pany, might have profit in it, why not give us this

yarn of the soldier you speak of, and the lass he

missed ?
'

At these words Ink-Finger, by no means loath

to do the company that pleasure, expressed his

willingness, assumed an easy attitude, and, not

without some pains to acquit himself in good style,

told his tale thus.



THE CHOICE

NOT the least prominent actor in this quaint

tragedy I met one night in the Strand.

He stood there, a pathetic figure in

khaki, propped up on one leg and crutches, watching

the clean-limbed life of the great city pass by like

a stream—that flows on without pause. He told me,

when I had approached and spoken a few words, that

he had been waiting there for a lady who had chosen

to overlook her appointment ; and when I suggesteci

an adjournment to a certain bar, celebrated both for

the liquor and the service, he was glad enough to

accompany me.

We spoke of many things—of London, of soldier-

ing, of his hard luck. He had been twice to France

with the Australians ; twice he returned wounded

—

on the last occasion wanting one leg. Finding me
a good listener, he expatiated at some length upon

this experience, and closed with the philosophic

assertion that, after all, he might have been left

there in the dirt.

'Tis well known that soldiers—no doubt because

their employment compels them for the time being

to abandon it—are great seekers after the company

of women ; and our friend, it appeared, made no

exception to this rule. Under the excitement

214
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brought on by whiskies and farewells, he had, before

leaving home, promised impossible things to three

devout breasts in Sydney. They still wrote kindly.

For this, I had his own word. Ladies, later on,

had asked him to their homes in the English coun-

ties ; and even on those occasions, it seems, he had

not scrupled to take, with both hands, what life

and opportunity had offered him. But, in spite

of all this, I gathered from his remarks, too, that he

had fallen into that unhappy scepticism that con-

signs, for any serious purpose, all petticoats to the

devil.

' A decent woman to you now,' I said, thinking

aloud, ' might prove a gift from the gods.'

He lit one of my last cigars ; and the smoke curled

above his bronzed and alert face. Turning a dis-

illusioned eye on me, he said, slowly :

' Do you know Dartmouth, in Devonshire ? If

you're ever down in that part, and mention love and

one-legged soldiers, you'll hear what happens when

these two curious things get mixed up.'

Then, after a pause, as if further considering my
suggestion, he said :

' No ; I don't think there's

much in it.'

We spent a pleasant enough hour together ; then

each went his own way.

Some time after this I met a friend who came from

my own town in Queensland. This friend had

followed surgery in London, and had, when the war
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broke, obtained an appointment in France. After

he had put in twelve hard months patching up

Atkins, his health suffered, which made a rest neces-

sary ; and, leaving the army, which he could do

under the terms of his commission, he took a locum

on the South Coast of England—until such time as

he should be again fit for service. I had not seen

him for some years ; and I was glad to learn how
he had been engaged during those momentous

months.

' So you've been in Devon ?
' I said at last.

Lighting a cigarette, he nodded.
' Yes ; it's a good spot too,' he went on ; and he

then spoke at some length of that delightful county.

Dartmouth, where he had been in practice, was, he

affirmed, a place after his own heart.

Now, while there had been so much to hear and

to tell of, I had forgotten about our friend of the

pavement—our friend who so greatly liked women
in the sample, and so little in the full piece. I

suddenly recalled that chance meeting, and what

had been said then.

I turned to my companion. ' By the way,' I

said, ' I've a riddle for you.'

' Trot it out.'

Pausing a moment to give weight to my words, I

continued :
' What happens when love and one-

legged soldiers get mixed up ?
'

My friend thought for a few seconds. Then, as
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if he had suddenly remembered something too, he

laughed. Casting a surprised glance at me, he

exclaimed :

' How, in the name of all things occult, black,

and ungodly, did you get hold of it ?
'

' Get hold of what ?
' I replied.

' Why, this joke about Taylor.'

Now, of any joke that concerned any Taylor 1 had,

I believed, no more knowledge than my hat. I

therefore told, as briefly as I could, the reason for

my question.

Said my friend, with a soft chuckle :
' That un-

fortunate who took you to his bosom was Taylor. An
atheist about skirts, eh ? Well, no wonder ! If

you'd care to know why, and, incidentally, to learn

something of what he commencied to your inquiry,

here am I.'

' Go ahead, then,' I said ; and my companion,

shifting his cigarette, and tlirowing himself back in

his chair, told his tale.

' First of all,' he began, ' and by way of preamble,

let mc state that I sha'n't bore you with the verse

and chapter for all these my descriptions and

accounts. A part of the story, in the course of my
trade, I had from the dame, a part from the girl

herself; from various other sources I got the rest.

Saving you, I hope, all the labour of the synthesis,

here goes,

' Mrs. Montague Jones,' he continued, settling

p
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to his yarn, ' a rich American lady who preferred

England to her own country, and a widow, lived at

Hampstead. Having been thrown, through the

death of her husband, early upon the world, being,

moreover, a woman of resource, and possessing not

only wealth, but good looks and charm too, she was,

as you would expect, a person of some experience.

' Her only child,' he went on, ' now sixteen, was a

daughter. This girl was of middle height, slim,

with the slightest tendency to fullness in the curves
;

she had a well-modelled head, a delicate nose, and a

small full mouth ; her large blue eyes, framed in a

mass of amber-coloured hair, might have belonged

to one of those virgins you see in old pictures.

Knowing what I now know of her, I believe she

possessed some aesthetic sense, and a total nullity of

any notion that might be called moral.'

My friend, evidently, had been interested in the

case. He again resumed :

' Coming home once on vacation from a school at

B—mouth, which she attended because of the good

air supposed to be in that town, the girl complained

of illness ; and her mother, watching one night by

her bedside, heard her say certain things in her sleep

that amazed and terrified her. Next day she taxed

the lass roundly, putting her suspicion to the proof

;

and it came out then that her daughter was pregnant,

having been familiar with one of the men employed

at the school.
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' The troubled but astute woman,' he continued,

in precise tones, ' now summed up the position.

Her daughter was pregnant ; and, if the disgrace

of a pre-nuptial birth was to be averted, it would

mean w^hat ?—either an abortion, or a marriage

before the premature event. The first course she

ruled out. Not only did she fear further confidants,

entailed in it, but only a short time previously a

young acquaintance of hers had succumbed to this

doubtful practice. With this matter still fresh in

mind, she rejected a remedy that had a double

disadvantage—disclosure and risk.

' The alternative,' my friend went on, ' was

marriage ; and the mother now gave her whole

attention to this. Considering the father first as a

possible husband for her daughter, she knew, for she

had found out, that he was a person of the meanest

standing, and one, moreover, not likely to hold the

scales too nicely if he discovered how things stood.

Could she put her daughter's honour, could she put

her ow^n, into the hands of such a person ? She

decided that she could not ; and this, of course,

meant looking elsewhere. And so,' he continued,

after taking a nip at his liquor, ' as the lady was not

now tied down to the limitations of this man or that,

but had the whole world of breeched beings to

choose from (potentially, of course), she reckoned up

those qualifications that would look gracious in a son-

in-law sufl^icient for her proper self. After deep
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thinking—for was not the choice one of some

moment ?—she picked on—well, guess.'

* Good Heavens,' I said, seeing how the yarn

squinted, ' not on Taylor ?
'

My friend smiled the smile of one who has all the

tricks.

' And why not on Taylor ?
' he asked.

' What ! the man with one leg ? Come, that's

too thick.'

My companion turned a sharp eye upon me.

* You forget, my clever sir,' he expostulated,

* that Taylor, at one time, possessed two legs. Don't

get your impressions mixed, or you'll spoil things.

' I was going to say,' he went on, smiling again,

* that, thinking they might contain the one man
above all others fitted for so much honour, she

decided to seek among our troops for that son.

For one thing, an Australian was not likely to have

family connections, which might have proved

troublesome, in this part of the world ; for another,

being a soldier, he had an excellent chance of ending

both his existence in France and her embarrassment

in England. Was not a soldier a good choice ?

Was not an Australian a good choice ? Decidedly,

they were. And, when the two things were one, it

was the best choice.'

My friend paused a moment—as if to give me time

to admire his neat conclusion. He then continued :

' Having leased, now, a small but very comfort-
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able house near Dartmouth, where she was not

known, the girl's mother returned to London, and

began to visit those hospitals where our men lay

recovering of wounds. She soon found her man.

What his general appearance was, you yourself know
;

but in those days Taylor had his two legs, and a just

pride in himself—such a pride, indeed, as must fade

quickly when a man has to cut a figure on but one

stump instead of his legitimate two. He was almost

due to leave hospital ; and he gladly accepted the

laciy's invitation to visit her in Devon.
' This, a week later,' my companion went on,

' Taylor did. The lady, having in the meantime

got all in order, gave him a warm welcome to that

charming county ; and, the girl appearing now on

the scene, our friend, no waiter upon Providence in

such affairs, lost little time. To cut a long story

short, he fell, at once and completely, under the spell

of that nymph with the red lips, the blue eyes, and

the hair of living gold ; and, as she made no resist-

ance to any of his overtures, but rather invited them,

and as the mother, too, like a hunter with the bait

laid, kept at a discreet distance, Taylor soon com-

mitted himself in that supreme act which is supposed

to be the peculiar affair of such persons only as have

the law's license for it.'

My friend, who was, it struck me, enjoying the

yarn as much as I was, paused a moment, and then

continued again :
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' The time was now ripe to bring the matter to the

desired head. By a small piece of maternal strategy,

not mentioned in soldiers' textbooks, the lady so

arranged it that Taylor was taken in the red act ; and

he, to placate her wrath and her great grief, pro-

mised marriage.'

* Liar !
' I exclaimed.

Said my companion, watching a ring of smoke that

he now cleverly managed :
' You're wrong. He

meant it.'

' But he's not married.'

' No. He received next morning an urgent wire

telling him to report at once ; and, having once more

got into the machine, the prospective husband, with

the best will in the world, could not get out again.

Taylor went back to France—and a month later

returned to England with one leg.

' As soon as his condition allowed,' my friend

continued, ' and he could get the required leave,

our gentleman once more presented himself, no

doubt with mixed feelings, to his friends in Devon.
' But had not the horse, now,' he went on again,

soberly, ' another colour ? Was the matter, by

many a degree, so simple as before ? It certainly

was not. My dear fellow, if you have any taste for

psychology, I here present you with some very

interesting cases. Consider, first, the perplexed

mother. Thrown from one pair of horns on to

another, she had, now, either to find some fresh
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way out of her first dilemma—and this with a further

ugly fact to reckon with, Taylor's commitment—or

she had to accept as her son-in-law a man who,

though his full complement of limbs had given him

a good chance of short life, had now, with those

limbs less, an excellent chance of stumping on to a

ripe age. As for Taylor—what he thought, I don't

know. You, having spoken freely with him, may
guess. But the girl, the exquisite creature of red,

and blue, and long-dropping gold, and innocent as

a beast—she, at least, had no difficulty in coming

quickly to a decision. What she embraced before

with a good will, she now loathed. Thinking her

mother still looked with favour upon the match,

she, rather than have it made formally binding, made

a clean breast of the whole business to Taylor ; and

the disillusioned fellow, a sadder man, doubtless, and

a wiser, took himself off by the next train.

' The lady,' my friend concluded, thoughtfully,

' with the cause of all her trouble, left Dartmouth a

week before I dici. They no doubt retired to some

obscure part till such time as the unwelcome guest

should have found another, and a less conspicuous,

lodging,

' And now,' he said, smiling again, ' you've heard

what happens—or, at least, what happened here

—

when, to use your own words, love and one-legged

soldiers get mixed up.'

' The world, surely,' I replied, ' is mad. And
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Taylor, because he was scarred in helping to keep it

so, has had a good clout from its mad claws.'

My friend threw his cigarette into the grate.

' Well,' he said, ' mad or not, it certainly does

take itself too seriously. It would rather be out

looking for blood—yes, any day—than laughing

at its folly.

' That,' he finished up, as he filled our glasses

again, ' that, sir, is where we come in.'
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AS Ink-Finger brought his talc to an end, more than

one throat there cried loudly in approval. Not a

word was uttered against his picked style. Indeed,

some envied a little that cleverness that had brou2:ht

all so smartly through (for it seemed so to them),

upon such neat-stepping feet, to its sententious con-

clusion. Without quite knowing why, the company

thought better of Ink-Finger for this narration
;.

perhaps the matter, by no means out of their

compass, had tickled them. However, be the true

reason what it might, Ink-Finger scored.

As he rose to his feet, and bent his thin neck, in a

series of short jerks, to acknowledge the applause,

Ink-Finger's heart overflowed with gratitude ; nor

did he again seat himself till he had drunk the last

drop from this most delectable cup of praise.

The Colonel, with an indulgent glance, whispered

something about the vanity of authors ; but the

Squatter, who had heard the tale with some gust,

would not commit himself to any opinion upon that.

' We shall have that book upon our shelves yet,' he

said ; for which prediction Ink-Finger thanked him.

' Strike me !
' Alonoculus then broke in, with a

puzzled grin, ' what more could the slut want ? If

Taylor walked so well going on three legs, he could

still keep up with her on two. Did the lad sleep in

his crutches ?
'
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But this was a question for some other occasion
;

and, though many grinned, none answered it.

The Colonel glanced, now, at the board.

' Ink-Finger,' he said, ' has had a nice fling at the

women. Prompted by his sarcastic soul '—here the

Colonel smiled— ' he has plucked proof that expedi-

ence with them is everything—that truth is nothing.

I wonder if the Captain, who tells next, could show

that women only are not at fault here—in this last

respect, at least—yes, and that even soldiers might

be.^'

As the Colonel happened to know what the Cap-

tain had got ready, he was the better able to lay

this bait for him.

The Captain in turn smiled.

* Colonel,' he said, ' you have anticipated me
nicely. As you've called the tunc, even so shall I

play it.'

Then, sitting straight, as his wont was, and

inflecting his voice, as he proceeded, so that the pith

of his matter might come home to his hearers, the

Captain (having first drawn a paper from his pocket)

spoke thus.



THE CHEERFUL LIAR

IT
fell, one day, that two censors got talking

about their job ; and one had this thought

—

to draw up and send out among their com-

panies a bill about lying. Said he :
' Ought it not to

make some good feeling ? ' The other replied :

* So it should.' So they got busy, and wrote out the

bill. Of this, then, they had copies made ; and

these they sent round among those men whose letters

passed through their hands. One of these copies

I have here. Since there might be some present

who missed this jest, I shall now read it out.

THE ART OF LYING

Though the art of efficient lying is of so much
moment that hardly will you find one of more, we

confess with shame that we have hitherto omitted

to do what we could to further it. To put right,

so far as we may, this deplorable omission, we make

bold to speak shortly about this art here.

If the truth must out, we had long laboured

under a delusion : lies, we believed, were things

wholly to be abhorred. But of this foolish error

we have now, thank God, rid ourselves ; and

the whole credit for this liberation, too tardy as

227
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we confess it, is yours. Having read, with great

pains and attention, your profitable letters, we
find our minds so enlarged, so exalted and lifted

up by them that truth, from this on, we'll have

none of. Your splendid travail to search out the

lie and record it fitly (and this holds for the result

too) has never yet been rivalled. Indeed, the

genius of other liars is, against yours, as nothing

at all. We lift our hats.

Moreover, if the above were not reason enough

why we should strive to further you in this busi-

ness, has it not always been held that, where

Nature has blessed and confirmed men in any

talent, they are bound, in duty to her as to them-

selves, to practise that talent to the utmost ?

This, therefore, we beg you—do nothing whatever

to blunt the nice edge of yours, nay, rather put it

to such further fit exercise as shall, from this on,

bring it, if this indeed be possible, not to a less,

but to a still greater excellence.

We wish, now, to add this. We publish the few

poor remarks that follow not because we fear that,

in such skilled hands as your own, this art will

fall into any decay. From such folly Heaven

keep us ! We desire only to help such a laudable

and engaging talent with our good countenance.

Touching this great art of lying, we shall first

make a few general observations. Is it not seen,

then, when we take thought, that humanity must
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have received very weighty benefits indeed from

this art ? Who looks closely into the first causes

of all noble speeches, proclamations, and poems

whatever, by which ages without enci have been

well comforted and nourished, will find these have

sprung up where but in the mud of some lie ?

Indeed, without lies, had not the world long since

been lost in the dull ilatncss of commonsense ?

Now hear a quaint truth : this art, like many
others as great, though far too expedient to have

risen by chance, has yet by chance been improved

and brought on to a just perfection. The rich-

honour of this consummation has been reserved

for yourselves ; and none could have settled the

affair better.

Many, we know% have held that to search out

truth, to live close to it, to have faith in and

bottom oneself upon it wholly, is not only proper,

nay, but the supreme good open to man. We
know, well enough, that not a few large and good

men hold truth the best thing on earth, and lies the

most evil thing. But they must, we think, have

been denied that ripe satisfaction that comes of a

perusal of such lies as you here have shown your-

selves masters of. Further, if truth only, as some

hold, can judge truth, might it not easily prove

that the pith and rich flavour of a lie can be

passed upon only by liars ? If this be granted,

you can cry quits with the trumpeters of truth.
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Truth and fable men have not seldom con-

trasted ; but has not the point of view, for the

most part, been oblique ? Its critics have done

no more than squint at the lie. For one thing, it

is a mistake fatal to pleasure to hold truth stranger,

more inconceivable, and more to be marvelled at

than fiction. Yourselves have finely shown that.

And even truth, if it be mixed up and compounded

with a lie, has how much more savour ! How
often will truth flag and stale upon the palate !

But bring in some moving lie, intermixing it with

art, and lo ! what before was dull, tedious, and

without tang, is now delightful past thought.

Let a man lay spur to his fancy, prick the jade on,

and what telling is there to what admirable, what

breathless flights he may attain ?—so that the

matter in relation, instead of being cramped down

and saddled by the dullness and insipidity spoken

of, will be found, perhaps, the most splendid, the

most polished and imposing, that the human mind

can compass. Writers, therefore, had best be

careful to bring in, at every turn, and with the

requisite art, some surprising lie ; and the pains

will be quit amply in the result.

We come, now, to methods. To thrust shortly

to the point, some are these. First, look into

and learn, in all its twists and bearings, every lie

that has brought honour to its first teller ; next,

let all these myths soak well into the imagination
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until, like a full sponge, ft be replete with them
;

that done, distil from them their whole quintes-

sence. This being stored in the vessels of the

brain, you stand ready for your good deeds.

Another method, less subtle, is this : walk about,

with nose well open, and smell out all such doings

as leave but one hair's thickness between life and

death ; lend a large ear to all reports that touch

them ; multiply the result by, say, nine. This

product, delivered to the right audience, will

establish and maintain your note and credit in the

world, to your little irk, and to your great com-

placency and profit. A thing of cardinal virtue

is first to convince oneself; for, this once com-

passed, the rest is not less grateful to the teller

than to him that swallows up his lie. A little

skill in adjusting the tale to the half-fact, as we

hinted before, helps too. The fiction is seen then

in a neutral light—and may not be so soon

detected by those perverse enough to prefer, or

to think they prefer, truth. For the same reason,

in the case of self-recommendation, it were better,

to abate its edge somewhat, to put in such words

as these
—

* God knows, I don't want to brag ', or,

' If I must tell the truth ', or some such. The
lie will then go down easier, and yield, not less

relish, but more.

If a logician were concerned for the advantages

of lying, soon could he make out his case. In
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the first place, what man of common diligence,

if he use this art and method, can ever find himself

without matter ? Another real advantage is the

large economy of sweat it ensures ; and who would

be out straining after hard-earned experience

when a cocked car, and a little fancy, will furnish

him just as well or better ? That were an ex-

pectation too fond. By lying thus, you have a

proper chance to get quit, in your own persons,

of all those splendid and hair-raising experiences

that might be thrown clean away upon those

who, though they have been at such pains to bear,

are yet often too dull to appreciate them. To let

these experiences die uncommemoratcd would be

to cut off hearers from infinite delight ; and what

is it but a mere point of discretion to so handle

the relation as not to leave yourselves over-ears

in the slough of an inglorious and too-hateful

oblivion ? To wish to be well heard of is a right

ambition ; and, as this means stout talking, and

much lying in a man's praise, far more expedient

it is to do these jobs for yourselves than to wait

upon the generosity of others, soured, as these

often may be, by envy. Moreover, who better

than a man's self knows his good parts and their

capacities ?

Wise men have said, and said justly, that there

is not in this world one blessing, how good soever,

but some ungracious souls would fain throw filth
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upon it. If this great art of lying has been, on

occasion, spat upon by a few wretched and malig-

nant churls, might it not well be because they

have lacked depth sufficient for its right appre-

ciation ? There is a kind of gruff, snivelling, and

crabbed people who pretend to abhor wholly this

splendid art ; but that, doubtless, is because they

themselves discover no right genius for it. They
say, lying is breath built up on a foul stomach,

and affirm that such as use it are persons whose

first need is a large dose of mental salts. But a fig

for these cynical and out-moded carpers ! For

what is more plain than that, if you pare speech

down to the strict compass of truth, you so waste

it in that fatal circumscription as to leave nothing

at all but matter for any common intelligence ?

Truth might have sufficed the limited imaginations

of old ; but you, bearing in mind the needs of

these days, by scouting the extravagant labour

of confining yourselves straightly to the dull fact,

have learnt a quicker, a brighter, and a more

telling method of appeal.

For this, and the above numerous reasons, we

exhort you all, not to give over, nay, but rather

to push on, the practice of this rich art of lying.

Thus, and only thus, will your several reputations

be established and secured ; thus onlv will the

lustre of this great army be increased, confirmed,

and held in honour till the last times.
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POSTSCRIPT

Having given thought to this matter, we per-

ceived right soon that, if we should attempt here

to set down all, or indeed a fraction, of the pro-

fitable lies now current, for this we should require,

not a single sheet, but a large volume. The
following, selected for their more reasonable tone,

we throw out as fair samples in this art.

Of the superabundance of our ammunition, and

the straits we were at to get rid of it.

Of the great quarrels put up to remain in the

hottest parts of an engagement.

Of tlic propitious sport of being a signaller, or

machine-gunner.

Of the power to do without sleep, many having

lost this habit wholly.

Of the luxurious living had in dugouts.

Of the curious magnanimity of vermin, some

having been known even to die.

Of the splendid quality of the food and drink, and

the abundance of it.

Of the exquisite delights experienced in advanced

dysentery.

Of having utterly renounced the habit of oaths.

Of the extreme pleasure it is to bury Turks (a

ripe theme).

Of most astonishing and flesh-raising escapes :
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the hair parted by bullets (not less than nine

times in a day) ; all clothes, including boots,

shot right away, and no bodily hurt taken
;

shells (for not less than three consecutive paces)

shot clean between the legs while walking, and

no bodily hurt, &c. ; being blown by an ex-

plosion a hundred yards up a cliff, without losing

so much as one button ; others, equally hoped

for.

The above themes, if we may, with the utmost

delicacy, hint so, are by this time all well worn.

If a little variety be wished (and, indeed, from such

artists as yourselves variety will be looked for), we

recommend to your splendid talent the themes

following.

Of thrusting the neck forth for no reason whatever

but to find out if shells do so much hurt as men
do commonly suppose.

Of laying seven and twenty Turks out with one

bullet (a trifle shop-marked).

Of catching bullets as they fiy.

Of heads that reverse bullets.

Of shooting with three rifles at one time.

Of great kills firing under the crutch backwards.

Of looping the loop on mules.

Of catching whales in the Cove.

Of piddling up the leg.
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Of nine and seventy other matters, not a whit less

entertaining or marvellous than the above, and

easily to be smelt out by that shining talent so

justly credited to your efficient selves.
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AS -the Captain folded his paper quietly, and

with a solemn face thrust it into his shirt, a

great laugh went up. Not a few of the

company had brought to mind their one-time

efforts, put forth in those home letters from the

front, to lay on some local colour—not, as the

Captain craftily suggested, to get honour cheaply,

but to make some diversion for the recipients. Had
not the Captain, truly, on their own course, out-

ridden them to a standstill ?

The Squatter, who did not quite understand the

drift of this merriment, a little wondered at it.

' Surely,' he said, ' this is bending a pin in a wool-

press. Were our lads, then, so much in love with the

lie that they needed such a glass as this to be held up

to them ?
'

These words gave occasion for another outburst.

' Those two censors,' the Colonel put in, artfully,

' (ofwhom, by the way, the Captain was one), merely

got tired of wasting their precious eyesight, or what

remained of it, upon the voluminous pennings of the

men. To save it, they hit upon this expedient.'

The Squatter, though he had thought the jest a

little overdone, had nevertheless admired much the

skill in it. He requested the Captain to furnish

him with a copy of it later ; and the Captain at once

handed him the sheet.
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The next turn was Hoppy Joe's ; and the Colonel,

who was anxious that time be left for all, now asked

him to give something.

' There is, then,' Hoppy Joe replied, slowly, * a

thing that all here know— all, that is, who went

across. Shall I tell it ?
'

' Tell what you will,' the Colonel answered.

' Though it be known to us, my brother, doubtless,

if it's not known to him too, will be glad to hear it.'

Hoppy Joe drained his glass, put a set expression

upon his small square face, and, after saying that ' he

would then ', spoke on in these words.



TRUE SERVICE

IN
war, there is but one service that can make

just claim to be worth while for men. It is

the service under which a man must put his

life into pledge with Death. Against this service all

other kinds are so small as to look like nothing. The
shirkers in different sorts, less than their khaki, the

staff drones, battening on the futile businesses they

multiply on all hands, or sitting bum-easy in soft

places—these, to the man who has looked into the

abyss, are poor things. And therefore, when you

find a man with great words in his mouth, be careful

to inquire out where he got his wounds.

Of these poor and congested kinds there are many.

In Egypt alone there was, at one time, such a crush

of staff batons about that the fighting ranker, for a

dozen such, would have given hardly a week's pay.

Some were proved men. Tabbeci colonels went so

thick there they would well-nigh have made an army

themselves. And, just as the official head was, so

was its body—over-stuffed and felled with its own
weight. What, then, of the limbs—the members

that could get into action ? Truly, at every turn,

they felt that dead load. They thought but poorly

of their having to do with that.

As the wont goes with public servants, each part

of the machine, which they came to look upon as a

prescription of deity, these officials magnified into a
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symbol of this. And the several manipulators of

those parts held themselves as predestinate as these.

There sat each in his small nook, as irreplaceable as

a sparrow, as arrogant as a god. And, as soon comes

about under such circumstances, there were but few

of the matters in hand there that could be done less

than three times over ; and a great number were

done more often than that. But what though such

fuss and turning about be dead waste ? Is charity,

brother, no virtue ?

And why rise up with hot words between your

teeth because men take with both hands what their

gods, and the State, so generously provide for them ?

For war, it seems, is not altogether that evil that

many would have it is. Ask the quartermasters.

Not a few of these, if the truth is out, cared little

for the labour they would be put to for a living when

they returned home. And, before one can thrive

at such trade, one must see to it that others do ; for

is not kind the support of kind ?

There were these, then, out and about busy in

this war—cowards, parasites, and thieves. Let us

thank whatever God we have in mind that we had,

too, such men as make the blood rise up thinking of

them—such men that better, surely, never trod upon

this earth.

And therefore, when you find a man with great

words in his mouth, be careful to inquire but where

he got his wounds.
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AS they touched no man in the company, Hoppy

Joe's words were well received. Even the Colonel,,

who had digested too much of the world's truth to be

intolerant, thought, and indeed knew, them to be

not altogether ill-founded. Still (and his own
wounds would have secured him against any charge

of prejudice), he thought them not quite plain

enough upon one point—the point, namely, of ' the

staff drones'.

Turning to the Squatter, he said, to explain this :.

' The drones you have heard of were indeed in

Egypt ; but, since other forces besides ours had

business there, these drones were not all Australian.

However, with the affairs of those other forces we
are not now much concerned. There's another

fact,' he went on, ' we must remember too—the

British troops in Egypt served in part as a garrison
;

and this bred some of those difficulties that our

friend has lashed with so heavy a whip. Still,' he

continued, with a modest smile, ' those of us who, to

quote Joe's words, put our lives into pledge with

Death, were naturally better pleased with our fine

selves than with our soft-sitting neighbours.'

Monoculus, who had found Hoppy Joe's dis-

quisition much to his taste, now spoke up.

' There, "Colonel,' he said, ' you hit the truth.

And good for those blighters, too, they did sit soft I
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In hard seats, with all that sitting, they'd have

carried corns enough on their rumps.'

When the grin that followed these words had \
gone off, the Colonel turned to the Crow.

' Let us have something short now,' he said.

* Not only might this prove better for our moral

health, but the night's wearing.'

' Short and moral— I can fill both bills. Colonel,'

the Crow answered, promptly. ' Not only is my
yarn short, but you'll find, if you lift its tail rightly,

a fit moral there.'

' Well, see that your moral doesn't vex our noses

too much,' the Colonel replied ; and the Crow,

who smiled inwardly at this prescience of the host's,

having stretched his plump neck, spoke thus.



THE MONOCLE

WHEN the war was well started in France

many rich folk, partly, it may be, for the

novelty of the thing, served in hospitals

there. Among these helpers there was a man named

Flower. He took service as an orderly. He was

a great hand at sprucing up, and always wore a

monocle ; he did this no matter what he might be at.

Now a batch of Australians lay once in that

hospital where this Flower was ; and these, not less

than the English, thought it a queer sight to see this

man running about with this glass on. Was he

sitting at meals ?—there it was. Was he working

about the wards ? or coming ? or going ?—he still

had this monocle in his face. Many a jest the men
made about this thing. Many there, too, and those

Australians not least, looked sourly upon this trick.

It chanced one night that one of them (he had a

bad dysentery upon him) had need of the pan ; and

this Flower was on duty. So he put the stool under

the lad's buttocks, and left him to settle the affair

as he best could. This, after great travail, was got

done with. Then the orderly took the stool out
;

and, ill fortune carrying it, it fell no better but that

he dropped his monocle plump into the effect.

Hard, you may believe, this was for Flower ; hard,

too, were the words it got. But what remedy was

there ? None—and he must bear it.
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Now, on the morning next following, the doctor

in charge made his inspection. And, standing by this

patient already told of, he took occasion to ask that

orderly, who stood by too, how things had gone

there. Amongst other matters, he asked kindly

after the motion, and inquired if there had been
' much loss '.

The patient, though it was not meant he should,

heard all ; and, without giving Flower so much as a

chance to make answer, he sang out, as loudly as he

might :

' Little I lost in making it
;

But he his eye in taking it.'

A great laugh, for all the men's w^eakness, went

round the ward. Nor did the doctor stick to join

in too. Like the otlicrs, he had got wind privily

of the mishap ; like them, also, he set little store

by monocles in that place.

Turning to Flower, he said, pulling a long face :

' This is a cute rogue ; but he was hard put to it.

However, now that the eye, my friend, has fallen

so much into contempt, let it stay there ; for, if you

bring it forth again, I doubt not but you'll find him

witty enough to make it stink.'

The orderly thought these shrewd words. He
took the hint. Nor was there ever again one so

hardy as to use this trick of the monocle in that

hospital.
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THE company, not a whit less tickled than their

comrades had been on that unsavoury occasion,

thought the jest a good one. Nor (like them, too)

did they fail to laugh well at the discomfiture of that

orderly.

' Short it is,' said the Colonel, ' but '—and he here

gripped his nose— ' not sweet. And as for your

moral, sir, to hunt the beast we should need, in an

atmosphere so overcharged, a respirator indeed

gas-proof.'

The Squatter, who thought the tale had been

neatly told, was a little curious about the author of

that couplet that had come into it so aptly.

' What bard among our many was this ?
' he

questioned.

But the name of that smitten poet was unknown
;

and this indeed mattered little, for, as the Colonel

promptly whispered him, there were, among our

troops, a thousand men who, in a like circumstance,

could have passed a couplet easier than an excre-

ment.

It was now the Sergeant's turn to give something.

From his preoccupation, it might have been sur-

mised that he meant to put forth, on this occasion,

not the least of his powers. He sat silent ; his lips

were a little parted, his eyes fixed. The Colonel,
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after giving him due time to consider his matter,

said :

' If I have guessed rightly, Sergeant, we shall

pluck profit from your discourse. Give it willingly,'

he continued, with a sly glance at the Crow. ' When
the crow shuts his bill to, is not the butcher the

more gladly heard ?
'

' If my yarn's not too long, Colonel,' the Sergeant,

in a doubtful tone, answered, ' I'll tell it gladly.'

The Colonel, who, in spite of his late admonition

to the Crow, was not unwilling to give room to the

more sober tellers, requested him, if it was only

good, to care nothing for its length ; upon which the

Sergeant, without further invitation, proceeded

thus.



THE APOCALYPSE OF PAT
McCULLOUGH

THE Twenty Ninth Division, doing as much
as blood could, had pushed well into its

containing battle at Krithia ; at Lone

Pine the First Brigade of Australian Infantry had

already done much in a labour that was to put it for

ever past the reach of oblivion ; superb and uncon-

querable, the New Zealanders, the right covering

column of the main attack, had rushed and secured

the almost impregnable Old Number Three Post,

had stormed the Turks out of the tangled and pre-

cipitous ridge at Bauchop's, and climbed to victory

on the Table Top ; Damakjelik Bair was ours : the

three Deres, won at a bitter price in blood and

travail, were now open to the two attacking columns

already advancing to the assault.

The Turks, threatened strongly thus upon their

right, shook to their marrow. They lifted up their

entire strength to cut us off from the crests that

meant final victory. Their whole line, loud with

battle, had need of them. But they had reserves ;

and these, in great numbers, they pushed out hotly

to meet this resolute blow we had delivered upon

their right.

The men of our right attacking column, paying

soon with their lives for every inch won upon that

hard way, toiled up the Chailak and Sazli Beit
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Deres, formed a rough line up past the Table Top,

and threw themselves into the bitter struggle

towards Rhododendron Spur and the stubborn

heights of Chunuk. Our remaining column, the

Australians and their comrades on the left, laboured

up the nerve-straining crags and chasms of the

Aghyl Dere. They had set their great hearts upon

attaining the high and ultimate goal—up past Hill

Q, that ruthless hill, lay Koja Chcmen Tepc. This

peak, dominating the whole peninsula and the water

that washes its gaunt sides, was the key to unlock the

bloody riddle and make victory ours.

In this last column there was a man nam.ed

McCuUough ; he was a Queenslander. Because

he was much given to queer dreams, men called him

the Prophet. But, though his fancy had struck out

many a new and strange thing, what one of them all

had reached to the delirious dream, the nightmare

of a madman, that this advance seemed ?

With their blood up, and a power that looked more

than human urging them on, these men struggled

forward against obstacles that would have taken

gods by the throat, and flung them aside. Stum-

bling, cursing, killing, now drowned in the billowing

smoke and dust spread by exploding shells, now
advancing through a dark alive with singing lead,

on, and ever on, they pressed. Great masses of

earth were torn away and entombed them. A4en

were spattered with the bowels and with the brains
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of comrades. The hungry wire raked at their eager

flesh, and was left, if they got past it at all, dripping

with their blood. Bombs and bayonets emptied

them out on to the shaking earth. Resolute heels

ground the faces of foe there and friend. Through

that bitter doing, redeemed from chaos by resolution,

they still pressed on. Up the front of loose rocks,

crumbling under their tense fingers, they scaled.

Into unguessed chasms they were precipitated, and

broken on the stones below. Stubborn thorn tore

their clothes and skins away. Then came more

killing, more taking and giving of pitiless steel, more

blowing away of faces by rifles thrust into them from

the pregnant dark. In that high courage, that

desperate devotion, did not men often embrace

death with their hands empty of weapons, that they

might make a way for comrades ? Holding on, beat-

ing back the foe (where not tossed in pieces, like dead

meat, to feed the rats of that hellish jungle), marking

the clustered snipers by their fire, throwing them-

selves prone, advancing again—through these and a

thousand other like experiences, on, and ever on,

pressed that wonderful wave of hard-breathing

and broken flesh. And ever, as they advanced, the

hill in front became more steep, the pressure against

them more terrible, and the power to meet it less

able. But what obstacle could stay that advance

of men who strove like gods ? When night had

turned to inexorable dawn, and day to night

R
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again, those who had not yet met death still pressed

on with the inviolate resolution of beings that

indeed seemed more than human. Yes, as they

toiled on through those interminable agonies, it

looked in truth like the nightmare of some madman.
Lucky, indeed, might many think those left in the

foul scrub bclow\ Had they not done with all this ?

And in the shambles down there, one of those

countless uncommemoratcd souls consecrated in

such endeavour, lay Pat McCullough. From one

labour to the eternal next he had struggled on with

that brave company, till at length, weak because of

the life spilt from his wounds, his senses had lost

their reckoning, his sight had become confused, his

brain had reeled, and he had dropped into a limp

heap on that dark track watered with the blood and

sweat that sanctify it to Australians for ever.

When AlcCullough woke, he found himself in a

small rocky basin shut in with scrub. He stretched

himself, rubbed his eyes, yawned, and sat up. The
air was bright and clear ; it had that touch of fresh-

ness that told it was yet early day. A pair of doves,

near-by, sat preening each other on a fir ; and up

aloft a hawk, as if he had sighted business in this

neighbourhood, cut quiet circles against the back-

ground of pale blue,

' Strange !
' thought McCullough. ' How did 1 get

here ?
'

In a flash, he brought back to mind what had

4
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happened before his last sleep and this awakening

—

that mad scramble to death or victory up the blood-

soaked dere. Putting his hand up to his forehead,

as if to help memory, he gazed about absently. The
place looked like the discarded pit some battery had

once used.

' Strange !
' he repeated.

The first thing that struck him now was the weird

stillness. What did it mean ? The roar of our

guns, a sound that leapt at the ears with the impetus

of a live thing, the heavy rumbling of far-off howit-

zers, the bursting of shells, the vicious snap of rifles,

rising ever and dying, the shouting of men on the

Beach, the human noise of men cursing, or singing at

their work, or crunching on hard roads—these, with

the thousand other sounds that had once travelled

up and down those hills, might never have been,

so quiet was it. And then, in another flash of per-

ception, the reason came. Of course, he was deaf.

That was it. Had he not been partially deaf many
times before ? His hearing now had gone com-

pletely. But even as he asserted this he knew that

he was not deaf. A fitful breeze, from which the

young sun had not yet dried the salt, was blowing

in from the sea and flapping the broad leaves of a

shrub close by. He heard that plainly enough. He
heard, up in the still air, a lark singing ; and were not

pigeons, in the scrub below, making a very audible

business of their wooing ?
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' Surely,' he thought, ' I am Pat McCullough,

and this is Anzac ; but, if that's so, my \vits are out

somewhere.'

He felt his limbs, gingerly, with some trepidation,

as a man who puts a question to Fate and half fears

the answer. Yes, they were sound enough—the

scarred but substantial flesh and bone of a soldier

—

and none, tliank God, missing. And then it struck

him that he had no clothes on : he was bare as the

back of his rough hand. He felt something tickling

at his belly ; and, marvellous enough, when he

looked for those flies, he found it was a great bunch

of hair that had set up the titillation.

' What's this ?
' he began. ' Can it be ?

'

And then, breaking off", he stroked his chin, and

suddenly burst into a loud laugh.

' A beard !
' he exclaimed. ' Verily, tlic Prophet

hath his beard !

'

So strange did this transformation seem to

McCullough that he questioned if he was indeed

that person he thought, and no other. Good God 1

had those coal-scuttles hit on the truth then ? Had
he died down there in the dere ? And was this

mystery to be explained by the transmigration of

souls ? Had he put off" his former flesh and gone,

by some dark process, into a new circumscription of

earthly tissue ? Good God ! Well, no matter

—

perhaps it would serve just as well.

For all that, the idea was perplexing ; and it struck
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him again suddenly that this point, at least, he could

clear up. He felt under his left breast. Yes, the

old scar was there still. A piece of shrapnel, he

remembered, had knocked two teeth away on the

right half of his jaw. He put his hand up, anci

found the gap still there. That, at all events,

looked reassuring. He brought to mind other marks

by which he could identify his old flesh—the results

of a too-close attention on the part of the foe ; and

these marks he searched carefully till he could doubt

no longer. He was McCullough ; and this was the

skin, and bone, and hair— at least, some of it—that

had gone shearing with Iiim from the Carpentaria

to down below Bourke.

Now that he had settled this point to his satisfac-

tion, the next question to clear up was the identity

of the place ; for, though the soil and the scrub were

reminiscent of Anzac, this silence—how uncanny it

seemed !—was it not altogether out of character

with the bustle and the ear-shaking noises of that

Australian town in Turkev ? It was.

AicCullough got up, and made for a little spur

which, as he expected, commanded the country

about there. Skirting a couple of dwarfed firs, he

pushed carefully through the sharp gorse, a nasty

neighbour for bare flesh, and came out on to a

crumbling pinnacle, running sheer to the ravine

below. The land, on the other side of this ravine,

lay fairly flat ; it was patched with crops, and carried
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groves of gray-leafed olive. He did not know tins

part well ; but that hill in the distance, that stub-

born-looking lump on the skyline, might easily, he

thought, be Achi Baba.

However, to make sure, McCullough changed his

position. Picking his way to another spur, he

looked out again. If he did not recognise every spot

at once, he knew that country looks ciiffcrent from a

different point of view. He looked hard and long.

Before him, now, lay a confused mass of broken

hills, here thrust up into abrupt spears, there drop-

ping away into chasms—a rough tumble of savage

country, leading up, in a tangle of ravine, precipice,

and dense jungle, to a high peak in the farther

distance.

McCullough rubbed his eyes. Surely he knew

that accurst landscape, and that peak ! Hell and

death, he ought to ! But what, in the name of all

things elect—what was that great regular mass stuck

up there on the top of it ? The peak should be Koja

Chemen ; but the building, or whatever it was, that

caught the rays of the rising sun on its bright tower,

and threw them out in a refulgence across the land

—

what was that ? And what were these other marks,

that looked so odd here—these marks scattered up

and down those rough hills ? Was it Anzac, and

yet not Anzac ? Or was he mad ? Or was this

dreaming ripe ?

Noting the position of the sun, he pushed over to
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that side of the hill which, if he was still in his right

senses, must look out to the ^gean. What he

should see there would put the thing past doubt.

As McCullough hurried across, the life of the well-

remembered Cove stood plain before his mind's eye.

There would lie the swarm of multi-shaped barges,

laden with munition for both men and guns ; there

would the hooting pinnaces be busy—what a fuss

they made ! And the longboats, lined with the

wounded, would be putting out in tow to the

hospital ships—coming, and waiting their turn, and

going, these were there always. The blunt trawlers,

the quick-moving destroyers, the battle-ships, ready

to comb the hills inland with their long-reaching

claws—these would be there, old friends all ! And
the bones of wrecked shipping, things that had died

bravely, these too ! Yes, this would prove it. He
would soon know what degree of sanity he pos-

sessed ; for was not that spot as well known to him

as the soil he had worked on at home ? With these

thoughts, he pushed through the seaward brush, and

stood there on the hill's edge.

If McCullough had rubbed his eyes before, what

must he do now ? What, in the name of God, did

this mean ? There, sure enough, was the Beach

he had fought up in that red dawn of the

Twenty-fifth. He knew every foot of that. There,

before him, was the first ridge—heaped, when he

had seen it last, with great piles of stores, and
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honeycombed with dugouts. It is true, there were

no stores there now, and the bareness had been

cultivated in an amazing way ; but he knew it.

There, in the near distance, lay the rough scarps

under which they had fought that bitter fil^ht in

August—last August—what August ? That indeed

was a problem. There lay those hills on the far

skyline ; he knew the shape of that land well. His

eye travelled back to the Beach. Running round in

a boomerang to Suvla, it was the Beach where men
had laughed, and cursed, and swum, and died. Ah,

what soldier who had once known it could mistake

that ? The waves of the blue sea broke gently upon

it as they did often of old. Yes, Anzac it was ; but

yet not the Anzac it had been—not his Anzac.

He laughed like a fool ; but there were tears, too,

in that laughter. Not his Anzac ! His Anzac?"

Why, mark that pretentious pier, and that hotel

—

how smug it looked !—perched up there where the

white squares of the Hospital had once patched the

landscape ! A hotel it must be. But for what ?

For whom ? The trees, to be sure, looked well.

Many of them, in a blaze of gold, threw the perfect

colour on to that drab landscape. What trees were

these ? As if to answer this question, the breeze

carried up a perfume that almost brought the salt

to his eyes. Wattle ! Well, thank God for that !

The men there would at least sleep under their own

trees, the trees they had slept near so often in their
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own land. Yes, that was good surely. But all

these things—how did they get there ?

To say that McCullough more now than ever

challenged his five wits would be to speak truth only.

All the life of that place as he had known it, from

the Beach to tlic top trenches, had disappeared.

Yes, all had gone. That strip of friendly shore,

where men had loafed, or lifted a quick foot this way

or that, or hauled guns and other lumber to land, or

shouldered ammunition, and beef, and biscuit—that

strip where kicking mules, and wounded men on

stretchers, and gestulating sergeants, and sappers

with their unresting picks, and men reading tele-

grams, or waiting their turn for water, had all, with a

thousand other sights, made up an c^er-changing

scene as in some wonderful drama—that shore knew

these things no longer. The strong squalor of a

soldiers' camp had given way to a primness the

antithesis of all that had been there formerly. But

why ? How ? McCullough could make nothing of it.

So perplexed was he with all this, so preoccupied

in trying to find a solution to the mystery, that he

did not hear the footsteps of a stranger who just now-

arrived, after a stiff climb, at the summit of that hill.

The newcomer, mopping his forehead, and peering

among the bushes, saw someone half-hidden in the

thick scrub.

' Seen a flock of turkeys about here, mate ?
' he

called out.
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McCullough looked round. He thought his fancy

must have been playing another trick upon him.

But no ; there, sure enough, was the person who had

doubtless addressed this question to him. He came

out of the scrub, and confronted a stout fellow, very

red in the face, attired in shorts, and carrying" a

shot-gun.

Which of the two, now, was the more surprised

would be a nice question. But certainly McCul-

lough, the hairy man clothed as his first father had

been, gave the newcomer a mighty queer feeling

about the spine. The latter held his gun ready for

emergencies.

' Seen some turkeys about here, mate ?
' he

repeated, edging off a little.

McCullough did not find it easy to answer. His

ideas got confused. If this fellow was looking for

the enemy with a weapon no better than that in his

fist, he was mad.
' They're the best table birds the boss had,' the

huntsman went on, evidently a little confused, too,

by the situation, and perhaps feeling himself under

the necessity of saying something. ' And he'll want

them soon.'

Then, as if this outlandish man would pass well

enough for a chicken-thief, he put the question a

third time.

' Sure you haven't seen them ?
'

' I'm a stranger here,' answered McCullough,

swallowing a lump that came into his throat.
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' How'd you get here ? And where's your gear ?
'

McCuUough scratched his head.

' The truth is,' he repHed, ' that's just what I've

been trying to find out.'

The man with the gun, though evidently, and

perhaps not unreasonably, a bit suspicious of this

bev/hiskered sun-bather, could not question the

sincerity of the doubt expressed in the face before

him. Men, he knew, sometimes had mental lapses
;

and then anything was possible.

' You'd better come down to the pub,' he said at

last, chancing it, ' and see what the boss'll do for you.'

' Then that building is a hotel ?
'

' It is—the best on the Peninsula.'

The best on the Peninsula, thought McCuUough.
Then there must be others ! He was again seized

with a great desire to have the solution of this mys-

tery ; and here, as if sent for the very purpose of

giving it, was this impossible fellow looking for

turkeys with a shot-gun,

' D'you know this place well ?
' McCuUough

asked, timidly.

' Know it ?
' answered the sportsman, with the

pride that comes of long possession. ' I know every

turn and crack, every peak and precipice, of this

patch—every foot of every trench, the ground of

every engagement, of every victory—every bone-

yard I know too. If you want the history of this

glorious battlefield reconstructed,' he went on, with
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a tiourish, ' I'm your man. That's my job. I'm a

guide here'

McCuUough by this time was well past surprise.

His one wish now was to get information. Estab-

lishing his sanity by a few judicious remarks, and

baiting his companion with an occasional question,

he soon had the fellow voluble in the glib mouthings

of his tribe.

' Well,' began that gentleman, recovering a little

from his first embarrassment, ' you knock me clean

out. You might have been liatchcd here in this

scrub ; and, barring that beard, you certainly don't

seem to have been long out of the shell. I suppose,

though, you drifted over in one of those aeroplanes,

and got side-tracked somehow. We'd a great

crowd over last season. Not much good to us,'

he went on, in a depreciatory tone. ' They camp

higher up, on the plateau.'

As the guide now, caught up in the enthusiasm

of airing his special knowledge, explained the present

position of affairs in Anzac, McCullough could

hardly keep credulous. But there was so much
concrete evidence of the truth of that narration that

he was at last forced, against his will often, to

believe it.

Tliat puzzling construction on Koja Chcmen, his

companion informed him, was a monument to com-

memorate the deeds of the men who had fought, and

the men who had perished, on the Peninsula.
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Underneath it, in a small temple, were the

great books in which their names were recorded.

This monument could be seen a long way

off, and from all sides—it must have impressed,

McCullough thought, the crowded shipping in

the Straits. The records were the duplicates

of similar records, housed also in a national

temple, kept in the Australian capital. The Penin-

sula, from Helles to the lines at Bulair, was British
;

and thousands of this race, Australians mostly, had

made a pilgrimage to the place. Hence the large

number of hotels, the guides, and all the para-

phernalia for the use of sight-seers. Wattle had

been planted, and coaxed into growth, till the spot

looked a true piece of Australia. Military writers

had been busy there ; and many volumes, ot many
opinions, had been produced by them. Every

memory of that place, it seemed, was treasured as a

national possession ; and all existing records of the

occupation were preserved as things sacred. These,

and a hundred other matters, the man of many words

made plain to the astonished McCullough.
' And does Australia think so much of the job

those fellows did here ?
' he asked, with a modesty

lost on his companion.

The guide whipped a book out of his pocket ; and,

opening it with the skill that comes of much practice,

he struck an attitude, and began an oration in this

stvlc :
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' " In these hills, on this holy ground, the men of

Australia, in deeds of the noblest heroism, accom-

plished the greatest feat ever attempted for their

land. Here they fought and died in a way that

shall grip the imagination, and thrill the hearts of

men, so long as there are men walking on this earth.

Here they made that heritage which shall be prized,

and not least by their ow^n people, so long as nations

are nations ;. for it was here that Australia proved

herself and became a nation. If all the great " *

' Hold hard I
' McCullough struck in. ' Got a

smoke on you ?
'

The guide, a little piqued at the interruption, felt

in his pocket, produced a couple of cigarettes, and

handed them over with some matches. He was

about to return to his book when they heard the

whistle of a steamer—or what seemed such.

' Strike me !
' said the late orator, thrusting the

volume hurriedly into his coat, ' there's the Australia

Will Be There coming in. We'd better look smart

— guide, you know—business.'

Saying that, he descended suddenly to the present
;

and the incongruity of this naked man in that civilised

spot struck him afresh. What should he do wdth

him ? At this juncture he could hardly take him

to the hotel, clothed, as he was, in whiskers only.

' Bury yourself till I send some clothes up,' he sang

out, waving his hand ; upon which he hurried off

to be in place for the trade promised.
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McCuUough punched himself to see if he was still

awake. He was.

' So that's what it's come to !
' he said ; and there

was some bitterness in the reflection. ' I've lived

long enough to see this. I've lived long enough to

find someone who knows this place better than the

men who made it did. . . . Well, he's had a better

chance than we had.

' But has he ?
' he went on, after a hard moment.

' After all, he'll never know it. Only those who were

here in my time will do that. The substance wc had
;.

these have but the shadow—but no doubt their part

of the spoils will fill them.'

And then, considering it further, McCullough

thought this hardly generous.

' This fellow's a parasite,' he continued, ' that

only. Perhaps I'm all wrong. Perhaps there's

some right thinking behind this business after all.

The shadow, too, it may be, is more than the sub-

stance. Who knows ? But, by God, I'd like to

run into some of the lads who did their sweat here,

and pass the joke on.'

The steamer whistled again ; and McCullough

pushed through the scrub to the spur overlooking

the Beach. He saw a large vessel making in under

a good head of steam. Nearer, and still nearer, she

came—her decks alive with a freight how different

from that in fashion in his time ! As he gazed in a

sort of trance at the liner, she drew in to the pier ;
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and the place, which before had seemed unpeopled,

became crowded with men and women. Vehicles

too—a great crush of them—were making down to

the landing place ; and these, he guessed, were the

means of transit to the hotels higher up.

It was a long time since McCullough had looked

on a crowd like that—in another existence, it

seemed—men in light holiday attire such as he had

seen formerly on the pier at Southport, women in

clothes that were new since his time, but mighty

becoming, he thought, for all that—youths, too,

and girls of all ages. He felt a great longing to get

closer to that crowd. So strong was this feeling

that he pushed further out upon the spur ; and this,

rotten like much of the land there, gave way suddenly

beneath his weight, and fell off from the hill. He
made a frantic attempt to get back to safety—but

too late. With a rush that blotted out his senses,

he was precipitated, amidst a great welter of stones

and dust, into the ravine below.

' I think he'll do well enough now,' said tlie doctor,

as he turned away from the bed. ' He'll beat the

fish this time.'

McCullough, in a heavy wrapping of bandages,

and known here as Number Three, opened his eyes.

This, too, seemed incredible. Above him, and

looking down into his own, he saw a woman's face.

' So you've stopped dreaming at last ?
' she said.
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THOUGH the Sergeant's tale had been long drawn

out, there was not one in the company who would

have had it abridged. The dilemmas of that queer

prophet, and the many things he had beheld in that

pregnant dream, came home to them acutely. And
this was not matter for surprise ; for had not some

of these things, and in much the same forms, come

into their own dreams ? The tale, too, had warmed

in them a feeling of quiet satisfaction with them-

selves ; McCullough, more than once, had spoken

those words that are graceful in a friend's mouth,

and that blush in one's own.

The Squatter, addressing himself, with an approv-

ing glance, to the Sergeant, said :

' In this tale you have given us not a little to think

about. Does it not show again how imagination

ever bears its banner before action ?—for McCul-

lough's dream is already becoming fact. If we had,

among our troops, men (and who can deny that ?),

let us thank Providence that, among them, we had

poets too. Indeed, it was, in my opinion, the

creative force of imagination that worked much of the

marvel we accomplished in this war.'

It was, too, a favourite theory of the Squatter's

that poets were made great in active contest with

circumstance—that their understanding of human
truth and their sympathy with it, their breadth of

vision—in short, the wisdom that constituted them

s
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poets—they could acquire only thus. Exemplifi-

cation of this theory he found, or thought he found,

in abundance. Had not Dante borne arms in

battle ? Had not Milton confronted dangers of

no mean kind ? They had ; and these were poets

truly. The substance of poetry, he held, must be

lived, must be attained to in human experience,

before poets could utter it ; in poetry there was such

life as could have been nourished only upon the

things of life—not the least of which was the con-

fronting of death.

However, time served not now for theories ; and

this fact, indeed, was forcibly borne in upon the

Squatter by a remark from Monoculus.
' McCullough,' said Monoculus, with a little

heat, ' could dream joss-houses for us bucks, ay, right

easy ; but the Government—strike it !—before it

can dream so much as a drink for us, it has to try

hard enough.'

What more Monoculus might have said was cut

short by the Colonel.

' The next tale is yours,' he said, turning with a

conciliatory glance to this decrier of the lords

paramount. ' Ifyou begin now, there'll be just time

for it.'

' So I will then, Colonel,' Monoculus replied. He
finished his beer, and drew his great fist across his

mouth. Then, sitting as easy as he could, he told

his tale thus.



THE REAR-GUARD

BEFORE our men took what thcv held at

Anzac, there had been much talk, mostly

among others, as to how they would do

that ; but, once in there, our men took no thought

as to how they might get out again. Having laid

hand to that business, they had small mind to turn

back. Then, one day, newspapers came in from

England—filled up with hot words about Gallipoli
;

they stuck not to say that the British ought to give

that job up. Little enough, be sure, did our men
relish that. Little patience had they with that

belief, ' Not so !
' they said. ' We go right through

with this joke.' Later on, the chiefs got talking

together ; and then it came out that, sure enough,

we were to put all the labour done there behind us.

Do you think this was a light matter ? Too many
of our best men we had turned into that earth to

leave it hghtly. For all that, we did leave it.

On the nineteenth of December, as the long night

came in, the Turks did not seem to think there was

much doing on that battleground. They were

poor guessers. Up north, at Suvla, the British

stood ready to walk out ; the first crush of Anzacs

had gone down to North Beach ; and our men

267
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farther south were making, in thick crowds, for the

busy Cove. At last, as the night wore to morning,

only the rear-guard was left in Anzac—a handful

who had been there since the beginning. Then
these, having thrown out their last bomb at Quinn's,

having fired their last shot from Courtney's or the

Pimple, stole away, in the haze, down the rough

hill-side, and made for the Beach too.

Among these last was a knot of five men from

Quinn's. One was a bit light-headed. This man's

left cheek was bloody with a wound ; he had got this

just before leaving.

As they made off from that God-forgotten spot,

these men had few words. The sameness of that

accurst land, broken up, burnt clean of grass, and

patched over with stubborn heath, had been with

them day after day ; but had they one good word

for thus quitting it ? They had not. They made

off^ down the saps in silence. Now thev would

stumble on rough steps ; then they would tread

quickly, now this way and now that, along

down the foot-worn slope. Now they would brush

by sandbags, heaped up where the Turks had been

best able to get at us—now dive into and along dark

short tunnels, roofed in with iron, cut shrubs, canvas,

and the like. Every turn there they knew. To
left and right lay the squalor that comes in close

places crowded with many men ; the labour, too, of

right willing hands lay there—many of these had now
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been turned into the earth. Yes, men of what

great hearts, of what wilhng hands, had trod up and

down those hazardous lanes ! There they had

loafed, there laboured, there they had cursed, there

they had laughed out loud. To these five men now,

in so much haste to leave all this behind, it seemed

that the spirits of those others still lounged about

that track carelessly as of old, and jeered at them

because of the great pains they were at to be out of it.

Do you think they liked that ? They pushed on as

smartly as they might.

Not seldom, as they hurried on, they came across

the rough graves of comrades ; and these, it was,

that made them think hardest. Some of these

graves they had helpeci with ; some they had stood

by—could they forget that ? Those deaci men,

for the most part, had been laid into their shallow

beds by night ; a few of their mates had straggled

down from the trenches to sec that done ; and the

parson, if there, had spared his words, and given

them what point he could. A small cross was often

stuck into the grave that men might find it again.

Passing those mounds, they remembered it all very

well.

These men, leaving off their haste a little, began

now to have but one thought—was it a right thing to

clear out like that and desert their dead, Australia's

dead ? These, leaning there in that earth, had

done as much as they might to put that job through :
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could they themselves do less ? How could those

dead make good if they, the living, did not help them
to ? Their w^hole soul cried out in them to stay on

there, be the price what it would, and finish the

labour so well begun, so well shared in, by those dead

hands. It seemed to them then that a labour more

worthy there was not in the whole world. Ay, leav-

ing their dead thus was a right hard thing.

It may be, the dead cared little. There they lay,

and gave no sign at all. Here one, sprawling in a lone

bed, queer-placed, and not easy to come near, had

slept beyond the warm bustle of comrades. A
bayonet had been pushed down into his dusty quilt

;

his hat and belt hung from it. There, again, they

lolled in still couples, in threes, in fours, their beds

marked by upstanding rifles or bits of crossed biscuit

box— upon these crosses rude writing could some-

times be made out. And had they not paid well

for that ease ? They had : they had a good right

to it. As if to draw them yet closer to the breast of

earth, the shrunk laurels were already reaching out

their soiled arms over them. Spring would cover

them up with quiet fingers, the rains of winter blot

out all trace of them. At times, too, it fell not thus.

Where the diggers had forced the graves from stub-

born ground, or had put the owner into his dusty

house in haste, you would often see queer sights

enough. Boots, by ones now, now in pairs, and often

with a length of crumbling leg to them, would be
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thrust out from the httlc hills ; fingers, the elbow

of a crossed arm, or bits of stained clothing, would

tell of the lad inside. The mounds would settle,

and the rains wash about them, and the secret be out.

Then you would light upon a prosperous field of

these dead. Here, in a thick crush, they lay back

shoulder to shoulder, better, it may be, for the good

company at hand. If the dead wake, as some giv^e out,

many a tough jest must have been passed along there.

Some of these fields were fenced in ; and men had

filled in their time sprucing up the graves there of

their fellows. Thus, throughout that barren land,

all kept their stations, and would now for ever, caring

little for the tearing shrapnel, the craft of snipers, or

the labour of the big guns. Yes, there they lay, all

equal in the dust, and gave no sign.

Coming now within sight of a cluster of these

mounds, plainly made out under the moon, this

wounded man pulled up sharp. Death-pale he

stood ; and a great sweat broke out on him. ' Stop !

'

he said, ' for God's sake ! Here's my three mates.

Jim's here—I've nursed his poor kids often—they'll

be asking me for Jim. And Joe—his old mother

—

how'U I make this look right to her ? I told her I'd

stick close to Joe. Christ ! but can't men lie ! And
Bill, my first mate, he's here—a better man never

trod.'

This man stood there with a scared look ; he

seemed to be in two minds about going on. Then,
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squatting down upon a ledge of rock, he started

quickly to pull off his boots. ' Mates,' he said, and

the salt stood in his eye, ' shift yours too. If these

men hear us quitting it, they'll be standing up there

out of their holes ; and shame, then, wouldn't let

me get further. They'll have bad words for us.

Ill could I stand tliat.'

These men looked squarely at that other ; this

trick they liked little. Said one :
' What's the joke.

Clinker ? If we're not out of this smart, we'll have

leave to let our mouths down for ourselves. It's

out quickly, mate, or stop long. Come on !
' Then,

in quieter words, he said :
' If we did stop, if we

joined up with this muster here, that might put but

little heart into them.'

' Ay,' said another, ' get out it is, or get under. A
man's head is worth less than the hat on it if those

Turks get wise suddenly to this jest.'

These and such like words they put to that daft

man ; they tried him with some stronger. But, for

all that, they could not turn him from this humour
of his ; and at last, thinking this the quickest way

out of their fix, down they sat in the road there,

and took off their boots too. All went then, with

quiet iect, past those graves.

Now, as they got down nearer the Beach, thev

marvelled much to find that the Turks made no

attack upon them. They had some words for this.

Said one, with a sour mouth :
' The black cows
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must be dead tired ; we've hit into them harder than

those EngHsh windbags think. Another push, mates,

and the whole flaming crowd had been tumbled back

into that blasted pond of theirs.'

The man next to him grinned wide, ' They're

tired,' he said, ' but they feel that most under their

hats. If I sec it right, this walk-out's the biggest

bluff in history.' Just then the gun called Bcachy

Bill threw over some shrapnel, but not much, on to

Brighton. This made that last man's words look

like truth. The Turks' rifles, too, kept up a sick

fire upon our trenches.

Said the third man :
' They're damned glad to

get quit of us—that's all.'

' Like enough,' said the second again. ' But what

about these stores ? Wouldn't they give Abdul a

rare shove up for the winter ? And wouldn't a nice

thousand or two of us, the true bastard, put heart

into those coal-boxes up at Con ? If that was their

game, though, they'd need to look sharp now.' And,

saying that, he winked with a pleased eye.

All at once this wounded man pulled up short

again. A thought seemed to have struck him,

' You're all wrong,' he said, quicklv. ' Not such

fools are those Turks, mates, as you take them for.

Those trenches ot ours up there are manned,

manned thick ; and there'll be more strength up

there soon.'

Those men were not elad because of that other.
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Said one, softly :
' If his wits get walking again,

there'll be a mess-up somewhere.' Then they had

this thought—to humour him in that fantasy.

' How d'you make that out, Clinker ?
' one said.

And Clinker, turning upon him sharply, answered :

' Can't you sec why, and all those dead men making

off up, as fast as they can, to take over the job turned

down by you scabs ?
' Then, peering out into the

moonlight, he began to point into it, now here, now
there. ' Why,' said he, ' there's Long Harry, and

Barcoo Jack, and the Plumber,' And out shot his

finger at each name. ' Harry went under at the

Landing. And there's Mottled Bob—so help me
'God, old Bob, in the same old face. All right,

Bob !
' he shouted. ' I'll be up there soon.' Then,

facing back to those men, he said, with hard eyes :

' Good God ! can't you see them .?

'

These men were much put to it to know how they

should get that other away without force. Then
one said :

' Pull yourself together, mate. There's

no men there.'

The wounded man looked at him with a drawn

lip. ' That's a bloody lie !
' he said. ' So little could

these men make this rotten trick out, and so much
are they troubled about it, they've got up out of their

graves to shame us. Because of this, you'll not let

on you see them. How surprised that lean fellow

over there looks !
' he said, again pointing into space.

Then, putting out his own to take into it the hand
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of some man supposed there, ' Alate,' he said, ' I'll

be up after you soon.'

He then turned to those men again. ' Can't you

hear them calhng out to come on ?
' he said. ' They

never went back on us—but I see now what your

filthy game is. These men took this hill, and were

proud for that. Nothing greater have they done

in all their lives ; it's not likely they'll give it up

again. To see us clearing out like this hurts them.'

He looked into the hill again. ' Why,' he said, with

a queer laugh, ' there's Black Mack—on the run,

too.' Then, shouting, as loud as he could, ' I'm

with you. Mack !
' he broke away, and made off, as

hard as he might, up the hill.

When his mates saw this, up they rushed after

him. One caught him by the sleeve of his coat
;

but this was worn out, and came apart into that

other's hand. Then, for all their pains, that man
got clean away into the scrub ; and they could by no

means come up with him again. Then, as time

pressed, there was nothing else for it but to leave

him there, and make off to the Beach.

Said one :
' If dead men can man trenches, up

there, mates, he'll soon be giving an account of

himself.'
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AS Monoculus, in slow-mouthed and solemn words,

had proceeded with his talc, a lump had risen in more

than one throat among his auditors. Had not these

thoughts, on that unhappy occasion, been their own ?

The Squatter, too, had been so impressed with the

narrative that he could not forbear stepping over

to the teller, and gripping his hand warmly. Since

he was not among the privileged, however, he

thought any word of his at this time had been an

impertinence. He marvelled, also, at the rough

beginnings of art shown by Monoculus : this man,

he thought, in a different circumstance, might have

proved not the meanest poet. The company, too,

for reasons of their own, not the least of which was

a fear of impairing the impression the tale had pro-

duced, made no comment. This was the best

praise ; and Monoculus, who was not without some

intuition in these matters, was glad he had brought

the telling to an end without spoiling it.

The Colonel now rose.

' My best thanks, lads,' he said, feelingly, for

these tales ! My brother, unfortunately for us,

leaves to-morrow ; so this is our last night for them.

Our guest,' he went on, with his wonted smile,

' wishes now to say something for himself.'

The Squatter, at these words of the Colonel's,

in turn rose to his feet.
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* Men,' he said, ' for this kindness I thank you from

my heart. I have read much about GalHpoH ; no

account of it has so stirred me as your talcs have

done.' And this was the truth ; though the

setting, doubtless, and the personalities of the

tellers, had contributed not a little to this effect.

The Squatter made, then, other remarks in a like

vein ; and the company were well pleased with

themselves—the tellers, because of the approval

won ; those who had listened only, because of the

things said.

The glasses having been charged newly, all now
rose with bare heads, and the Colonel put the old

toast :

' To the men wc have here told and heard of, to

the men who returned, to the men who returned

not! '

As before, up went the glasses ; as before, with a

good will but with no word spoken, they pledged

their old comrades.

The Squatter, then, took the warm hands of the

narrators in his own, and bade them, such as he

might not see again, a hearty farewell. The com-

pany strolled off
;

good-nights were given ; and

the tales told, to abide long or perchance perish

soon, were things past and done A\ith, a memory
onh'.
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SOME weeks later, the Squatter, having brought

to an end his various affairs in Brisbane,

was again riding through his own pastures,

again within sight of home. The skies, without

cloud, were yet hucd wdth such colours as poets

dream of. The clean light of the sun drenched the

dry and matured air, a little heavy, now, with the

noon. Looking upon this country again, the

Squatter thought it indeed fair beyond others—his

country. Here, where the Earth, treeless except

for small belts of timber, uncovered her breast to the

ardent embrace of the sun, where the light wind

ruffled the long leagues of grass, shimmering beneath

its touch—here, and in no other place, he found what

pleased him best. This rich and succulent herbage

which contained, as his thriving stock proved, the

nourishment of ripe grain, this grass rooted beyond

the killing breath of the recurring drought—was it

not, to this man of flocks, a good sight ? He eyed

with complacency the lazy creeks winding through

it, and the herons standing knee-deep in the pools.

He watched the brown larks as they wantoned up to

the higher air, the gray hawks that wheeled there on

spread wings ; and, as bronzewing and quail rose

278
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abruptly from the ground at his approach, he

followed their timid flight with gentle thoughts

—

they, too, were a part of home.

That evening, as the returned traveller sat at ease

on his quiet verandah, he reviewed the various

incidents of his late journey. Of these, and among

those that had most vividly impressed him, his

thoughts reverted chiefly to the musterings in the

rough gully, to the tales told there, to the men who
had told those tales. Thinking about those gather-

ings now, the Squatter recalled much that he had

thought formerly about the war—much that those

men liad confirmed. After that close communion

with them, too, he had found, touching that great

business, further matter for reflection.

They were men, those soldiers of ours, he reflected,,

not full of words—they were men of that silence that

goes hand in hand with purpose. They had that

simplicity in their character, that frankness and

directness in their bearing, that sealed them as the

right men for action. They discovered, too, he

thought, something in their very poise and carriage,

some suggestion of power, unconscious and uncon-

strained, that compelled allegiance—and that con-

firmed, incidentally, many of the Colonel's remarks

on discipline. Moreover, for all their seeming dis-

passion, were they not eager men, men with an

imaginative vision, men whose self-consciousness was

small and whose national consciousness was anything
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but small—men, thus, who could dream of a national

fulfilment past the vision or the necessity of old

lands :

When the great war broke upon the world, there

had been not a little speculation, though not among
British people, as to what motives might move the

Dominions to stand shoulder to shoulder in the

field with England and her committed allies. The
Squatter was now more certain about those motives

than he had ever been. What had moved Australia

to participate in that war Avas doubtless largely what

had moved the other Dominions to do so ; and those

motives, he reflected, were as natural as they were

clearly distinguishable. Though they had differed,

too, as one might have expected, with different

classes and with different temperaments, there was

an interdependence between all of them.

What, then, the Squatter questioned again, had

stirred that high and that powerful emotion in

Australians ? In what spirit, with what inner

significance, had they taken up their weapons ?

What were the ideals for which they had fought as

heroes fight, for w^hich many of them had ungrudg-

ingly laid down their lives ?

To most of our soldiers, the Squatter believed,

though other and sterner purposes had doubtless

weighed with them too, participation had appealed

chiefly as a knight-errantry. When Belgium, under

the heel of the swarming hosts of the in^ader, had so
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bravely met disaster, when the life of France was

threatened, were not these things as trumpets, in

truth, to stir the warm heart of Australia ? To
most men of this land, a land where the love of

comrades is a religion, to hold back when others were

engaged in that bloody defence was unthinkable.

xA.nything less than our best effort, than our greatest

sacrifice, would have seemed, to them, too little in

such a cause. The love of adventure, the greater

love of country, the desire to preserve their known

freedom, were sufiicient incentives for these men
;

but the ungenerous deeds of the foe had roused their

blood to support its victims as little else could.

With them, it was a matter chiefly of pledging their

lives for the lives of comrades—comrades in the

human spirit, though their eyes had never beheld

them.

Others, the Squatter then meditated, had thought

in terms more abstract. For Australia, they believed,

there could be no material gain in this war—not the

most hot-headed could think that she required, at

this juncture, new territory or conquest. But the

freedom and the natural rights of common humanity

were, they held, essential to their existence. And
of that freedom and those rights there was what

promise, for them, under the German order ?

Others, again, though they thought the continuity of

any special state of civilisation, and the peace of

mankind, less precious than many think them

—

T
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others knew that Austraha required peace to settle

upon her broad territories men to bring her riches

to harvest—peace to strike her roots deep, to become

firm-founded before the world. But for them might

not Australia, with no approved past, at least win

glory from the enterprise ? Those there had been,

also, to whom the honour and integrity of the

Empire were much, but to whom their own honour

and integrity were more. They believed that in

this issue there was involved something much
greater than the fate of empires, yes, much greater

than man's life itself: they believed that not only

their own destiny as a nation, that not only the

destiny of the Empire to which they belonged, but

the destinies of all their fellows throughout the

world, were involved in it—the hope of entire

humanity. They had considered our participation

a devotion to the higher service of this.

Australia, then, for these reasons deeming the

quarrel a just one, had spoken her will on the first

day ; and, if the strength of the fighter is the

strength of his faith, no men ever went to battle

more strongly equipped than these men of ours went.

Nor did that faith once falter : to that stout dedi-

cation Australia had continued firm till the last

hour on the fields of France—that hour when all her

motives were answered—when comrades were re-

venged, when humanity could claim its own again,

when Australia had plucked her deathless laurels,
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when mankind had regained Hberty to prove how
much, or how little, lay in the ideals it had fought

so bravely for.

The Squatter smiled inwardly, and a little bitterly,

as he recalled the miscalculations of the German
professors—the professors who had thought that

such men as these would, in the face of danger, fall

off from allegiance to the stocks that had fathered

them—who had thought that such men, consulting

their own immediate and meaner interests, would

care nothing for the interests dear to justice—the

professors who had credited us with policy, when

our watchwords were generosity and honour. He
recalled how their fatuous predictions had been

answered—he remembered the crowds swarming at

the recruiting stations when England declared war,

how all classes had waited in the long lines there, and

how numbers of those men had ridden at least half-a-

thousand miles, and railed then as many more, for

the privilege of standing in those lines. The stirring

pageant of many a march past, too, he recalled, and,

not least, the pride with which Australia had seen

the stately columns of her transports steam out of the

great Sound.

With what approval Australia had followed those

sons of hers ! From their small but mettlesome

beginnings in the Pacific, at New Britain, at the Mar-

shall, at New Guinea—on to their successful brush

with the Eniden ^ commanded by that humorous
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and not unchivalrous captain whom they received,

as a prisoner, with an ovation—thence to their

sufficient business at the Canal, their tough doings in

Palestine, their heroic feats at Gallipoli, where

Death had stalked mightily in the valleys, and where

the heights had been watered with their best blood

—

and finally to their heart-raising victories on those

ever-glorious fields of France—had these men once,

through it all, proved less than Australia's faith in

them ? They had not. They had fought their

way into the great heart of the world, or that part of

it, at least, that loves the strong, the single-minded,

and the sincere.

Sitting there in the silent night, there where Peace

seemed to have her ultimate fulfilment, the Squatter

thought of the many burdens borne, the great

labours accomplished, the rich blood spilt, that men
might retain or establish firmly what they prized

best. The things wc prized, we had again made

secure ; and the men who had accomplished this

task for us, this extreme task—were they not such

men as those to whose narratives he had listened ?

The Squatter, because of that contact with men who
had so proved themselves, felt a better man.

He had been struck, at those gatherings, by a

curious fact, a fact he recalled now. Though many

of those men had served in France too, their thoughts

had reverted almost without exception to Gallipoli

—

that land where stubborn wars had been fought from
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the beginning of recorded time, where Xerxes had

passed, on his bridge of boats, two and a half thous-

and years since, where the Greek and Trojan heroes,

in a less terrible and heart-lifting fashion than our

own men, had settled their differences. Why, then,

the Squatter asked, had the thoughts of those men
reverted thus to that battleground ? Was it

because they considered Gallipoli as more their own
field, and its honours mostly theirs, because their

effort had been first greatly consecrated there,

because the glorious failure of that expedition had

added to it some element that our victories in

France knew nothing of ? Doubtless, had they

continued with those entertainments at his brother's,

the doings in France would also, in good time, have

secured their place in the tales ; but the hearts of

those men, it seemed, lay mostly in Gallipoli.

The Squatter remembered, then, the distress

and the indignation of Australia when, touching her

great effort there, she had read the truth at last in

the pamphlet of an English publicist. ' There was

delay,' that publicist wrote, speaking of the part

played in the expedition by the British Government,
' there was delay in arriving at a decision whether to

push forward in Gallipoli or retire—month after

month of delay, during which the troops had to hold

on as best they could, amidst intolerable hardships,

paying a heavy price in casualties and disease. . . .

The Gallipoli expedition was one of the greatest
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in British annals, one of the most daring, one in

which victory during the earher stage would have

ensured the most decisive results. But it was not

properly begun or supported ; it was not pressed to

a decision ; it has proved to be one of the most

ruinous. In few others have the gallantry of the

troops been more conspicuous, or their hardships

greater. In none others have the miscalculations

and fluctuating counsels of politicians played a more

fatal part.' What aspiring hope was there brought

to bitterness, what high courage wasted, what riches

of human blood poured out ! No marvel, the

Squatter thought, if the great hearts of many among

that dedicated band were broken.

But that, let us thank God, was not the whole

story. All in that ruinous venture, as the Squatter

knew, had not been loss. Skilled men had said the

expedition (and this had justified it) had held up a

large army that might else have dealt a blow, a

severe blow, in other quarters—that it had doubt-

less had some useful effect, too, upon the decision of

more than one nation at that time wavering.

These rewards for our travail on that field had

been, perhaps, sure ones and sufficient ; but, even

if we could claim this for them, they were not the

rewards, the rewards infinitely richer and more

lasting, that concerned us now. The rewards that

concerned us now were not of yesterday only. They

were living acquests, and would live while our race

1
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lived. If Australia had been given an impossible task

on that field, had she not reaped in it the first-fruits

of her valour, of her determination, of all her best

qualities—had she not gathered from it, even at a

price so bitter, a glory great enough to herald her

to the world, great enough to confirm her place in

it ? If the afi"air was a tragic error, wherein all the

virtues of heroic men were pitted against the im-

possible, and, indeed, not seldom achieved this, if

a final triumph was betrayed, as many hold, by thin

veins, not Australian—well, and what then ? Out

of that high grappling with the impossible we had

plucked things richer than victories in the field :

we had proved greatly our blood in it ; we had set,

thus, an immortal seal upon our race. Gallipoli,

for these reasons, would always keep a large place in

the heart of Australia.

The Squatter once more recalled, then, that

communication of de Rocbeck's, made after the

Landing. ' The Australian and New Zealand Army
Corps in this, their first battle, set a standard as high

as that of any army in history.' As high, is it written

there, as any ? Even so ! And, with the glorious

example of that heroic band before us, could we have

done less than continue it ? In truth, we could not.

That opinion of our men's prowess the world has

since often repeated, never once reversed.

The lives, then, spent at Gallipoli were not to be

mourned, nay, not to be grudged. Those men had
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spent them well ; though not in conquest, they had

made with them indeed a full purchase.

The moon, having climbed well into the heavens,

spilt now her quiet light, in grays and in dull silvers,

upon the landscape ; in that extended space there

were few sounds ; the breath of Nature seemed

almost suspended there. But, as the Squatter, lost

in these reveries, looked over the long, the still miles

of shining pasture, it became peopled with a multitude

of heroic shapes—forms with calm eyes, and with

brows touched to splendour ; the deep silence, too,

grew eloquent with a tumultuous music ; and a

great voice, surely a divine voice, cried aloud, Well

done, ye good and faithful ones ! Blessed are ye
;

for of such is the Kingdom of Earth.










